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iPreface
Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space Network Progress Report changed
from the Technical Report 32- series to the Progress Report 42 series. The volume
number continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report
42-20 is the twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninter-
rupted follow-on to Technical Report 32-1526, Volume XIX.
This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data
acquisition (TDA) research and technology, network engineering, hardware and
software implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some,
but not all, of the following categories in the order indicated. 	 j
Description of the DSN
Mission Support
Ongoing Planetary/Interplanetary Flight Projects
Advanced Flight Projects
Ra
—dic Science IiSpecial Projects
Supporting Research and Technology
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation
Communications—Spacecraft/Ground
Station Control and Operations Technology
Network COntrol and Data Processing
Network and Facility Engineering and Implementation
Network
Network Operations Control Center
Ground Communications
Deep Space Stations
Operations
Network Operations
Network Operations Control Center
Ground Communications 	 1
Deep Space Stations
`a
Program Planning	 s
TDA Planning
Quality Assurance 	 j
In each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions
	 j
and facilities of the DSN and may report the current config-aration of one of the
five DSN systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor & Control, and Test
& Training).
The work described in this 'report series is either performed or managed by the
Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of JPL for NASA.
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Network Functions and Facilities
N. A. Renzetti
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
The objectiv6s, functions, and organization of the Deep Space Network are
summarized;	 deep space station, ground communication, and network
operations control capabilities are described:
The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the mented the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN),
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) which was managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition under the system (GSFC). It is providing tracking and data acquisition
i	management and technical direction of the Jet Propulsion support for Helios, a joint U.S./West German project; and
Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two-way communications Viking, for which Langley Research Center provides the 	 ?,
with unmanned spacecraft traveling approximately 16,000 project management, the Lander spacecraft, and conducts
km (10,000 miles) from Earth to the farthest planets of our mission operations, and for which JPL also provides the
solar system. It has provided tracking and data acquisition Orbiter spacecraft.
support for the following NASA deep space exploration
projects: Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner Venus 1962, Mariner The Deep Space Network is one of two NASA
Mars 1964, Mariner Venus 1967, Mariner Mars 1969, networks. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Mariner Mars 1971, and Mariner. Venus Mercury 1973, for Network, ?s under the system management and technical
which JPL has been responsible for the project manage- direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center. Its function
ment, the development of the spacecraft, and the conduct is to 'support manned and unmanned Earth-orbiting
- of mission operations; Lunar Orbiter, for which the satellites. The Deep; Space Network supports lunar,
Langley Research Center carried out the project manage- planetary, and interplanetary flight projects.,
ment, spacecraft development, and conduct of mission
operations; Pioneer, for which Ames Research Center From its inception, NASA has had the objective of
t	
carried out the project management, spacecraft develop- conducting scientific investigations throughout the solar
ment, and conduct of mission operations; and Apollo, for system. It was recognized that in order to meet this
which the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center was the objective, significant supporting research and advanced
project center and the Deep Space Network supple- technology development must be conducted in' order to 	 j
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provide deep space telecommunications for science data 	 •- The DSN Telemetry System receives, decodes,
return in a cost effective manner. Therefore, the Network 	 records, and retransmits engineering and scientific
is continually evolved to keep pace with the state of the 	 data generated in the spacecraft to Mission Control.
art of telecommunications and data handling. It was also
recognized early that close coordination would be needed	 • The DSN Command System accepts coded signals
between the requirements of the flight projects for data 	 from Mission Control via the Ground Communica-
return and the capabilities needed in the Network. This 	 tions Facility and transmits them to the spacecraft in
close collaboration was effected by the appointment of a 	 order to initiate spacecraft functions in flight.
Tracking and Data Systems Manager as part of the flight
project team from the initiation of the project to the end	 The data system configurations supporting testing,
of the mission. By this process, requirements were - training, and network operations control functions are as
identified early enough to provide funding and implemen-	 follows:
tation in time for use by the flight project in its flight
phase.	
• The DSN Monitor and Control System instruments,
f transmits, records, and displays those parameters of
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the the DSN necessary, to verify configuration and 	 1
interface between the Network and the flight projects. validate	 the	 Network.	 It provides	 operational
{ Prior to that time, since 1 January 1964, in addition to direction and configuration control of the Network,
consisting of the Deep Space Stations and the Ground and provides primary interface with flight project
I	 Communications Facility, the Network had also included Mission Control personnel.
the mission control and computing facilities and provided
the equipment in the mission support areas fir the •The DSN Test and 'training System generates and
conduct of mission operations. The latter facilities were controls simulated data to support development,
housed in a building at JPL known as the Space Flight test, training and fault isolation within the DSN: It
Operations Facility (SFOF). The interface change was to participates in mission simulation with flight pro-
accommodate a hardware interface between the support jects.
of the network operations control functions and those of
the mission control and computing functions. This resulted The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions
in the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the large have evolved in three technical areas:
general-purpose digital computers which were used for
both network processing and mission data processing. (1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributedThey also assumed cognizance of all of the equipment in around Earth and which, prior to 1964, formed part
the flight operations facility for display and communica- of the Deep Space Instrumentation. Facility.. The
tions necessary for the conduct of mission operations. The technology involved in equipping these stations isNetwork then undertook the development of hardware strongly related to the state of the art of telecommu-
and computer software necessary to do its network nications and flight-ground design considerations,
operations control and monitor functions 	 in separate and is almost completely multimission in character.
computers. This activity has been known as the Network
Control System Implementation Project. A characteristic
of the new interface is that the Network provides direct (2) The Ground Communications Facility provides the
data flow to and from the stations; namely, metric datta, capability required for the transmission, reception,
'	 science and engineering telemetry, and such network and monitoring of Earth-based, point-to-point com-
monitor data as are useful to the flight project. This is munications between the stations and the Network
done via appropriate ground communication `equipment t	 l C	 tt	 JPL, Pasadena, and toOperations Con ro en e r a	 i	 ^
to mission operations centers, wherever they may be. the mission operations centers, wherever they may
be. Four communications disciplines are provided:
teletype,	 voice,	 high-speed,	 and
	
wideband.	 The	 jThe principal deliverables to the users of the Netw- rk Ground Communications Facility uses the capabili-
are carried out by data system configurations as follows: ties provided by common carriers throughout the
- world, engineered into an integrated system by
• The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric Goddard Space Flight Center, and controlled from
	 j
data; i.e., angles, one- and two-way doppler and the communications Center located in the Space
	
i
range, and transmits raw data to Mission Control Flight Operations Facility (Building 230) at JPL.
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(3) The Network Operations Control Center is the
	
The functions of the Network Data Processing are
	
functional entity for centralized operational control 	
• Processing of data used by Network Operations
	
of the Network and interfaces with the users. It has 	 Control .for control and analysis of the Network.
two separable functional elements; namely, Network
	
Operations Control and Network Data Processing.	
• Display in the Network Operations Control AreaThe functions of the Network Operations Control
are:	
of data processed in the Network Data Process-
ing Area.
	
• Control and coordination of Network support to 	
• Interface with communications circuits for inputmeet commitments to Network users.
to and output from the Network Data Processing
	
• Utilization of the Network data processing 	 Area.
computing capability to generate all standards
and limits required for Network operations. 	 Data logging and production of the intermediate
	
• Utilization of Network data processing comput-	 data records.
ing capability to analyze and validate the
performance of all Network systems.	 The personnel who carry out these functions arelocated approximately 200 meters from the Space
	
The personnel who carry out the above functions are 	 Flight Operations Facility. The equipment consists
	
located in the Space Flight Operations Facility, 	 of minicomputers for real-time data system monitor-
	
where mission operations functions are carried out	 ing, two XDS Sigma 5s, display, magnetic tape
	
by certain flight projects. Network personnel are 	 recorders, and appropriate interface equipment with
directed by an Operations Control Chief. 	 the ground data communications.
1
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Viking Mission Support
D. J. Mudgway
DSN Systems Engineering Office
D. W. Johnston
DSN Operations Office
A
In this article the final operations tests prior to Mars orbit insertion for Viking I
are discussed together with the real-time operations support for the two months
preceding this event. The report also covers several special operational Strategies
and procedures designed to optimize the DSN support during the critical planetary
phases of the mission. The final phases of Network implementation for•. Viking and
the support afforded  to the radio science experiments and altars radar observations
are also included.
j
I. Implementation	 the "enhancement items" for completion by June 1. The
	
plan encompassed the following major items of software
	
3
Following the achievement of operational status in the
	 and hardware:
Network Operations Control Center in late April 1976,
a number of desirable but not essential features of the
	 Software
system still remained incomplete. In addition, operational
	 (1) Modify the data records processor software to
usage of the facility soon revealed deficiencies that <<e-
allow recall to he restarted just prior to an errorquired attention in order to meet the increasing demands
	
received during a recall sequence.
f	
of the Viking mission as orbit insertion activity for
°	 Viking I approached. Using the task team that had been
	 (2) Install an updated magnetic tape handler pro-
established to complete the initial phase of operational
	 gram to increase the reliability of the 'recall 	 tli	 readiness, an accelerated work plan was initiated to cover	 merge process and reduce the size of data gaps.
	
1
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	(3) Correct the Network communications equipment	 OVTs and GDS tests are detailed in previous articles of
	
to simultaneously route data to two Network tel-	 this series. The tests supported were as follows;
emetry monitors.
A. DSN Tests
(4) Provide ability to Synchronise on inverted telem-
etry data.
(5) Complete the Block III Network Command Sub-
system to permit the stations to be configured for
"commanding" from the Network Operations
Control Center.
(6) Develop simplified algorithms to reduce the
problems created by time regressions during the
recall-merge process.
Hardware
(1) Replace the existing "borrowed" mag-tape assem-
bly with permanent 4-drive units in the Network
Data Processing Area.
(2) Convert four megadata display/keyboard termi-
nals for use in the Network Operations Control
Center to provide additional capability.
(3) Improve air-conditioning facilities for electronic
rack cooling and Network data processing termi-
nal.
(4) Upgrade star switch controllers for overwrite pro-
tection.
With the upgrade of the star switch' controllers, the time
regression problems appeared to be corrected and all work
was completed by June 1. The enhanced system now
provided much-improved edit, display and format facili-
ties and was considered capable of supporting planetary
operations, with adequate margin for failures and anom-
alies.
11. DSN Planetary Preparation Tests
The DSN planetary preparation test effort continued at
an accelerated pace during the months of May and June
1976. The DSN Operations Planning Group conducted
19 Operational 'Verification Tests (OVT) and Ground
Data System (GDS) tests and, participated in four addi-
tional project tests during the period beginning May 1,
1976, and ending June 18, 1976. The basic objectives of
JPL DEEP SPACE NETWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42.34
1. Operational Verification Test (OVT). One test of this
type was conducted with DSS 43 during the first week of
May for the primary purpose of increasing station opera-
tor proficiency. The other OVTs had been conducted
during; April. The Code 30 OVT is the standard planetary
configuration test and uses the telemetry system to process
six telemetry data streams from three Viking spacecraft
(two Orbiters and one Lander simultaneously).
2. Automatic Total Recall System Block III (ATRS I11)
Operational Verification Test. Three ATRS III OVTs
were conducted with DSS 12 at Goldstone and DSS 61 in
Spain during May and June. Two tests were conducted
with DSS 12, the second being a retest due to equipment
problems which caused the failure of the initial test. One
test was conducted Nvith DSS 61, This test was designed
to test the capabilities of the Automatic Total Recall Sub-
system. Test objectives included recall of data from 7-
track Digital Original Data Records (DODRs) in the auto-
matic and manual modes, plus the conversion of Analog
Original Data Records (AODRs) to DODRs and replay
of these DODRs,
3. Configuration Code 61/15 Operational Verification
Test. Five Code 61/15 tests were completed with 64-m
DSSs during May and June. One was conducted with
DSSs 14 and 43 and three were conducted with DSS 63 in
Spain. The two additional tests with DSS 63 were sched-
uled at that station's request. The Code 61/15 OVTs are
designed to simulate the configurations and procedures
which Nvill be used by a 64-m station designated as prime
for Lander direct S-band link telemetry and command.
The code 61 configuration uses two telemetry processing
channels for Orbiter data and the remairiing four for
Lander direct link data. The code 15 configuration is used
following the termination of the Lander direct link, using
a second telemetry processor as a backup for Orbiter data.
4. Viking Orbiter Telemetry Deconunutation Opera-
tional Verification Test. This test was completed with
each of the 64-m DSSs. It was requested by the Viking
Project, and its primary purpose was to demonstrate the
ability of the stations to use the Viking Orbiter 75 Decom
mutation Program to decommutate and display selected
engineering data words. The tests were conducted in
conjunction with Viking tracking passes. Four engineer-
ing measurements were displayed at the stations and
values compared in real-time with the values being dis-
5
played in the Viking Project Operations area. This pro-
g(Trarn operates in the Digital InstrurnCrItation Subsystem
(DIS), Telemetry an(] Command Processor Assembly
(TCP), or Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA) com-
puters at the DSS and would be used in the event of an
emergency when the Project has lost the, capability to
process and display Orbiter engineering data, Key param-
eters would be selected with the values displayed at the
i	 DSSs being relayed to Project Operations by voice.
5. Configuration Code I (Modified) Operational Veri-
fication Test. This test was conducted with DSS 14 on
two occasions. The code I (modified) configuration used
the telemetry system to route Orbiter science data at data
rates of 2 kb/s and lower through two telemetry strings
and over a wideband data line and high-speed data line
simultaneously. This provided two diversely routed trans-
mission mediums, and in the event of a failure of the
prime high-speed data. line the data would continue to be
transmitted to the Viking Project on the wideband data
line. It will be used during Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI)
of the first Viking Orbiter. DSS 14 was the prime DSS for
this event,
6. Configuration Verification Tests. Configuration Veri-
fication Tests were conducted with DSSs 14, 43, and 63 in
preparation for Orbit insertion of Orbiter A. These are
engineering tests to verify that the configurations de-
fined by the Network Operations Plan can be complied
witli and functionally checked. Following the successful
completion of the CVTs, the DSSs designated as prime
for MOI support (DSSs 14 and 63) were placed under
configuration freeze, When the configuration freeze is
applied, the stations are committed to Viking support only
and can track no other spacecraft.
B. Viking Project Tests
1. Training Test Number Three (TT-3). The objective
of TT-3 was to verify that the Viking Flight Team could
detect and properly respond to selected spacecraft and
ground data system failures or anomalous conditions
which may occur during the period from separation of
Mission A minus 52 hours, through separation. DSSs 43
and 63 supported this test usin- Configuration Code 15
with both telemetry processors initialized for Orbiter A.
The second processor would be used for generating a
?nbackup Digital Original Data Record (DODR) and, in the -
event of a failure on the prime processor, could be re-
designated as prime.
2. Ground Data System Test Number 11.0 (GDS 11.0).
The primary purpose of GDS 11.0 was to test those capa-
bilities, configurations, software and procedures not pre-
viously tested. The test was conducted with DSSs 14, 43,
and 63 and included:
(1) Configuration code 61.
(2) Configuration code 1.
(3) Configuration code 15.
(4) Real-time playback of Analog Original Data Record
(AODR) data.
(5) AODR-to-DODR conversion.
(6) Use of ATRS III software for automation recall.
(7) Production of Intermediate Data Records JDRs).
(8) Manual command procedures.
(9) Tracking data for S- and X-band at all Viking-
required sample rates and modes.
3. Ground Data System Test Number 11.0 Retest (GDS
ILOR). This test was scheduled due to failures during
GDS 11.0 which prevented the successful completion of
all test objectives. DSSs 43 and 63 were used during the
retest and, for the most part, items tested were those asso-
ciated with the non-real-time portion of GDS 11.0 such as
AODR-to-DODR conversion and use of the ATRS III
program for recall of DODR data. This retest was suc-
cessful, and following its completion the GDS was certi-
fied as ready for Planetary Operations.
4. Mission Control Directorate Test (MCD). This test
was requested by the Mission Control Director in order to
give the Directorate personnel an opportunity to exercise
procedures associated with the preseparation checkout
and separation phases of the Viking mission. The test was
supported by DSSs 14 and 63.
5. Operational Readiness Test Number 3 (ORT-3). The
objective of this test was to demonstrate to the Viking
Mission Director, the final readiness of all committed
elements of the Viking Fliglit Operations System to sup-
port Mars Orbit Insertion of the Viking A mission. Where
possible, the same personnel, hardware, software, con-
figuratioDs, etc., used in support of ORT-3 were to be
used in support of the actual mission event. The 64-m
subnet was used to support this test, with DSS 14 per-
forming the MOI command load update and DSS 63
supporting the simulated MOL
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VN' th the successful completion of ORT-3, the project
test effort for Planetary Operations has been completed.
The DSN plans to conduct two additional OVTs with
DSS 14 just prior to the first direct S-band link from
Dander A in order to exercise configuration code 61 and
certify DSS 14 for this mission phase.
D. DSN Discrepancy Report Status
Table 3 summarizes failures and anomalies in Viking
committed Network resources as documented by the
Discrepancy Report (DR) System rl_-Aug the period of
January I through May 30, 1976. The station-dependent
number is unusually high, due to continued development
of new capabilities which are being demonstrated for the
first time in support of the Viking Project. The remaining
III. DSN Support of Cruise Operations 	 open DRs are under active investigation and are of no
A summary of the major cruise support activities is 	 immediate impact to operations.
provided in this section.
A. significant Mission Events 	 IV. Operations Strategies for VikingPlanetary Phase
Table 1 lists the significant Viking cruise activities that
have been supported by the Network during the period 	 A. General
of this report. Many of the spacecraft activities required 	 A plan has been devised by the DSN Tracking Analysis
the transmission of large numbers of commands and/or 	 Group and coordinated with the Ops Planning Group and
processing of multiple telemetry streams, including the	 Viking Project for three main events of the Viking 1
highest Viking data rate (16.0 kp/s) by the stations. These	 planetary phase. These events are Mars Orbit Insertion,
activities also imposed a workload on the Network Opera-	 landing, and daily periapsis passages. The strategies are 	 a
tions Control Center (NOCC) and Ground Communica- 	 fully documented in the Network Operations Plan for the
tions, Facility (GCF) far beyond that which would be 	 Viking Project and are described in lesser detail here.
expected in a normal "quiet cruise."
1. Mars Orbit Insertion tracking strategy. In order to
B. DSS Support	 properly align the Viking I spacecraft so that its 43-min
Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI) motor burn places it into the
While Table 1 illustrates the magnitude and complexity correct Mars-centered orbit,. the spacecraft will go through
of the Viking mission events supported by the DSN, a sequence of three turns: a roll turn a- yaw turn and a
r	 Table 2 depicts the extent of support provided by the4second roll turn. The combination of the resulting geo-
Deep Space Stations in terms of the total number of 	 metric orientation (unfavorable cone and clock angles)
passes, tracking hours, and commands transmitted. No 	 and the use of the low-gain antenna will cause the loss of
major Network outages occurred during the reporting	 both the uplink and downlink signals from shortly after
E	 period.	 the start of the yaw turn until the end of the second roll
turn and return to the high-gain antenna. Following the
C. Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) 	 burn, the spacecraft will `go through the same turns in
Operations	 reverse order to restore it to its original orientation.
NOCC implementation for Viking support configura- 	 The MOI motor burn will nominally have the following
tion was concluded on April 26, and all resources were	 characteristics;
assigned to accomplishment of selected enhancement
features of the existing systems. The enhancerent effort.	 (1) Burn start	 15;54:01 GMT
was completed on_ May 31, and the NOCC capabilities 	 (2) Burn stop	 16:37:14 GMTF ,	 existent at that time will be under configurati'pn contrcX
for the remainder of the Prime Viking Mission. The 	 (3) Magnitude (A)	 1245	 .m/sec
NOCC existing capabilities are the minimum required
to meet the DSN commitment to Viking planetary opera-	 A profile of the two-way doppler rate of change (DD2)
tions and are considered adequate. System maturity and	 during the burn maybe seen in Fig. 1. Additionally, Figs.
operator experience are contributing to increased pro-	 2 and 3 illustrate the effect of the burn and subsequent
ficiency in the operation of the NOCC on a continuous 	 periapsis passage on the exciter frequency (XA) (in DSS
basis. Training in Intermediate Data Record (IDR) pro- 	 transmit time) and the two-way doppler (Earth receive
duction is considered to be 100 percent complete. 	 time, ERT).
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2. Pre-X10I burn strategy. The pre-MOI motor burn
uplink strategy has been designed with the intent of
acquiring the spacecraft receiver at the earliest possible
time, perhaps before the switch back to the high-gain
antenna, with its subsequent return of the downlink
signal.
Figure 4 illustrates this tuning strategy along with a
nominal time line. The procedure for a nominal burst
(start time 15:54:01 GMT) is as fellows:
(1) Start tuning	 14:40:00 GMT
(2) Tuning rate
(3) Start frequency
0.0182 Hz/see Digital
Controlled
Oscillator
(DCO)
43993800 Hz (DCO)
4
{
For the nominal June 19 burn, the post-MOI burn
uplink acquisition procedure is as follows:
(1) Start tuning	 16:42:00 GMT
(2) Start frequency (TSF2) 43993920 Iiz	 (DCO)
(3) Tuning rate	 2 Hz/sec	 (DCO)
(4) End frequency (TSF2) 43993640 Hz 	 (DCO)
(5) Sweep duration	 2 min 20 sec
r
The post-MOI burn tuning is shown in Fig., 2.
To insure quick acquisition whenever the downlink
signal level increases to above threshold, the receiver will
be swept through a region of frequencies corresponding to
one-way doppler (Dl) plus and minus 10 kHz at a rate of
9 kH /
	
tSb d
(4) Start insurance sweep
	
15:07:00 GMT
z sec a	 - an .
Nominal time line and frequencies for June 19 were:
(5) End insurance sweep
	 15:09:00 GMT
(1) Start sweep
	
17:00:00 GMT
(6) Sweep lower limit
	 43993730 Hz	 (DCO)
(2) Upper limit	 44677000 Hz	 (DCO)
(7) Sweep upper limit
	 43993920 IIz	 (DCO)
(3) Lower limit	 44676000 Hz	 (DCO)
(8) Tuning rate
	 2 Hz/sec	 (DCO) 3
(4) hate
	
100 Hz/sec	 (DCO)	 j
Because of unfavorable mitenna orientation, the downlink
signal level will gradually degrade to approximately -186 The post-MOI burn uplink reacquisition sweep was de-
dBm during the yaw turn and further decrease during the signed with the intent of allowing the Flight Path Analy-
second roll turn. It will be necessary then to quickly_ sis Group to observe the motor burn in the doppler data
acquire the signal after the end of the roll turn in order to unperturbed by changes in the receiver reference fre-
have solid telemetry lock throughout the Ground Data quency. However, if it becomes necessary to reacquire the
System before the start of the burn. uplink so that commands may be transmitted at the
earliest possible time, the reacquisition sweep may be
To accomplish this, the station will sweep the prime advanced to occur coincident with the yaw unwind
receiver (Receiver 3, Block IV) at a high rate, using the (transmit time) without any change in sweep frequencies.
acquisition	 (ACQ) mode with the	 acquisition-to-zero This will, of course, obscure the signature of the burn in
(ATZ) signal enabled. The sweeping will start 5 min be- the doppler. Additionally, if the reacquisition sweep fails
fore the end of the roll turn in order to ensure receiver to acquire the spacecraft receiver, a second uplink sweep
lock as early as possible. of plus and minus 50 Hz will be sufficient to insure acqui-
sition.
3. Post-MOI burn strategy. The post-MOI burn uplink
strategy consists of a single sweep at a rate of 2 Hz/sec. The current plan calls for a postburn receiver acquisi-
This sweep will effectively cover the exciter frequency tion sweep of frequencies' corresponding to one-way
(XA) plus 80 Hz and minus 50 Hz, to accommodate any doppler phis and minus 10 kHz at a rate of 2 kHz/sec` at
trajectory uncertainties as a result of the burn. Start time X-band.,,However, owing to the low signal level (-161
of the sweep is 1 min after the start of the roll turn unwind dBm) expected at that time, this rate will be too high to
and is coincident with the loss of downlink due to the turn. successfully acquire the downlink.
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xB. Lander Acquisition Strategy V. Mars Radar Support
1. Uplink Acquisition. Approximately 16 hours after the During this reporting period (May, June) the X-band
first Viking lander has touched down on the surface of Mars radar facility at Goldstone continued to support an
Mars, DSS 14 will commence the initial direct link with intensified program of observations. The early observa-
the Lander. This acquisition as well as subsequent acquisi- tions continued previous coverage of the Viking "C-sites;'
tions has the following characteristics: and in June, the view periods began to cover the prime
(1) The uplink acquisition will be made in the "blind." landing "A-sites." Observations were made on the fol-
lowing days with the results tabulated on Table 5.
(2) Two receivers, each connected to a different an-
tenna and with a 15- to 20-dB difference in signal During the period of these observations, the received
level, are to be acquired. signal level decreased significantly due to the increasing
(3) There will be, initially at least, large frequency and Earth—Mars range. Typical C-1 site data taken around
temperature uncertainties. April 10 1976 are compared with typical A-1 site datap
taken two months later, n June 11 (Figs. 7 and 8).
(4) The total .acquisition time will be limited...
The quality of the A-1 site observations was enhanced
In order to accommodate these characteristics, very con- by the additional radar coverage provided by the S-band
servative uplink and downlink acquisition strategies have radar at the Cornell Radio Astronomy Observatory atbeen devised. These strategies are for the initial direct Arecibo, Puerto Rico: The overlapping areas of coverage
communications system (DCS) link but are, for the most for prime A-1 and A-2 landing sites are shown in Figs. 9
part, applicable to all subsequent Lander DCS links. Fig- and 10.
ures 5 and 6 illustrate' time lines for the short and long
DCS links. With these observations, the X-band radar support for
The starting frequency of the sweep will be chosen such the 1976 opportunity totalling 527 hours was concluded.The radar data were intensively analyzed by the Viking
that the start frequency and channel center frequency are Landing Site Selection Group in its landing site selectionin the same direction away from the receiver best lock processes. At the time the radar observations concludedfrequency (XMTREF). Thus, for example, the initial on June 15, the Viking Project decided to await the first of
acquisition sweep will start 470 Hz above the channel 13 the site certification pictures from Orbiter 1 to correlate
center frequency (or 22010589 Hz) since the XNITREF is with the Goldstone and Arecibo radar data before making
approximately 16 Hz above the center frequency. Upon the final decision on the actual landing site,
completion of the sweep, the station will tune to a track-
ing synthesizer frequency (TSF) chosen to minimize the V1. Radio Sciencephase error in the prunary command receiver during the
remainder of the DCS link. 48 Hz/sec < frequency rate During the months of May and June, three occultation
< 219,Hz/sec will be employed. demonstration passes were carried out with DSS 14 and
43. The first two tests on May 12 and 15 produced good
2. Downlink acquisition. Because of temperature and data that were processed through the entire system and
power constraints the Viking Lander S-band transmitter provided a satisfactory demonstration of end-to-end open-
will be turned on for at most 92 min (for long DCS links) ation, The third test, on May 31, utilizing both DSS 14 at
starting approximately 70 min after the completion of the Goldstone and DSS 43 in Australia simultaneously was a
uplink acquisition sweep. It is therefore necessary to failure due to procedural and predict problems. Corrective
sweep the receivers in such a manner as to quickly acquire action has been taken and further tests are scheduled.
the two-way downlink and to allow for the acquisition of
a one-way downlink as a contingency. The very long baseline interferometry tests using the
Viking spacecraft and a quasar (PO 735+17) had experi
The sweep should start approximately 5 min before the enced tape recorder problems on five successive passes on
time that the downlink signal is expected to be seen. Using April 18, 24, and 28 and May 3 and 7. After several un-
this high sweep rate, the entire range of frequencies will successful attempts to correct the problem at the stations, x
be swept approximately every 12 sec. The typical receiver it was decided that specialist help was needed, and late in 1
sweep frequency range is given in Table 4, which provides June an engineer was sent to the site to investigate the
a summary of all acquisition parameters.i problems.
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Table I. Viking significant events supported by the DSN
Date, 1976 Spacecraft Activity x
March 26 Lander 2 Inertial reference unit (IRU) No. 2
calibration
27 Orbiter 1 High-gain antenna (HGA) calibration
April	 11 Orbiter 1 Software update Table 2. DSS support of Viking cruise operations
12 Orbiter 1 Scan calibration No. 2 Commands
14 Orbiter 2 Software update ` Month, 1976 DSS No. of passes Hours tracked transmitted
15 Orbiter 2 Scan calibration No. 2
16 Orbiter 2 Visual Imaging Subsystem (VIS) April	 11 33 223:39 392 x
picture playback and Lander 2 12 33 236:42 588
maintenance 14 1 08:38 20
17 Orbiter 1 VIS playback , 42 32 164:03 U i
17 Lander 1 Battery charge and tape recorder 43 0 0 0
maintenance 44 29 194:04 9
18 Orbiter 2 VLBI with Orbiter 2 and quasar source 61 33 241:07 45
20,21 Demonstration Test No. 4 (DT-4) 62 7 69:43 0
23,24 Lander 1 ICL update 63 23 208:53 2206
23-26 Lander 1 Battery conditioning sequence
26-29 Training Test Number 5 (TT-5) Monthly total: 191 1346:49 3280
May 1, 2 Orbiter 1 Photo calibration and playback May	 11 29 217:40 753
sequences 12 25 176:47 490
3 TT-3 14 11 69:37 15
3 Orbiter 2 Quasar VLBI 42 30 214:12 9
5-7 Orbiter I 1CL update and battery conditioning 43 24 184:32 574
sequence 44 9 62:27 447
8 Orbiter 1 IRTM playback 61 32 281:24 233 1
8, 9, 11 Orbiter 1 Photo calibration 2 playback 62 4 36:44 28
12 Orbiter 2 XIAWD calibration 63 28 287:55 6274
13,14 Lander 1 Battery conditioning sequence
15-18 Lander 2 Battery conditioning sequence Monthly total: 192 1531:18 8823
17-20 Orbiter 1 ONS No. 1 Report total: 383 2878:07 12,083
19-20 Lander l Battery conditioning sequence
21 Lander 1 Battery -onditioning
21,22 Orbiter 2 16 kbs playback
23-26 Lander 2 Battery conditioning d
24,25 Orbiter 2 16 kbs playback
25 Orbiter 1 Gyro and accelerometer calibration
ORIGINAL PAGE
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m' Table 3. Viking DR summary matrix: January 1, 1975—May 30, 1976N
Co
m DSS DSN GCF NDPA NOCA totalV
11 12 14 42	 43 44 61 62 63 711
n Resolution	 25 36 118 34	 89 22 28 25 86 16 5 27 51 45 607 84.4
w Station-
dependent
Station-	 4 7 10 7	 3 0 2 4 6 1 4 7 13 14 82 11.4
f independent
Other or
	
2 2 2 0	 1 0 0 1 0 1 14 4 1 2 30 4.2
` unavoidable
Total	 31 45 130 41	 93 22 30 30 92 18 23 38 65 61 719
DRs closed i
k
Total	 43 47 136 48	 100 22 30 30 120 18 27 40 123 70 854
DRs generated
DRs opened as	 12 2 6 7	 7 0 0 0 28 0 4 2 58 9 135 --
of May 30,
f
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Table 4. Receiver sweep frequency range Table S. Goldstone X-band Mars radar observations
	 j
Uplink acquisition sweep Observation
date, 1976 Site Data quality
TXR on 18:24:00 GMT
TXR power 20 kW May 10 Terrain calibration Partial pass given to Helios
Frequency 44022654.0 Hz 12 Terrain calibration Good data
Start tuning ( time 0) 18:24:36 GMT 14 Terrain calibration Good data
Tune to 44020773.0 Hz 19 Terrain calibration Good data
Tuning rate (rate 0) —1.0000 Hz/sea 26 Terrain calibration Good data	 j
Time ( time 1) 18:55:57 GMT 29 A-1 Good data
Tune to TSF 44021700.0 Hz 30 A-1
Tuning rate (rate 1) +1.0000 Hz/sec _31 A-1 Good data
Stop tuning (time 2) 19:11:24 GMT June	 1 A-1 No pass
CMD MOD on 19:12:00 GMT 2 A-1 No pass due to ORT-3 support
RNG MOD on 20:35:00 GMT 3 A-1 Good data
Sweep duration 46 mins 48 sec 4 A-1 Good data
5 A-1 Good data	 g
Downlink acquisition sweep 6 A-1 Good data
Start sweep 20:24:00 GMT 7 A-1 Good data
Sweep upper limit 44752749.0 Hz 8 A-1 Bad data due to transmitter
Sweep lower limit 44751349.0 Hz problem
Sweep rate 100 Hz/sec 9 A-1 No pass due to midcourse
maneuvers
Ranging parameters 10 A-1 - No pass due to optical
nonsupport
To 21:12:02 GMT 11 A-1 & A-2 Good data
Tl 9 sec 12 A-2 Good data
T2 9 sec 13 A-2 Partial pass, good data
T3 10 sec 14 A-2 Partial pass, good data
RTLT 36 mins 38 sec 15 A-2 No data due to transmitter
Components 15 failure
l
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Helios Mission Support
P. S. Goodwin
DSN Systems Engineering Office
W. G. Meeks and R. E. Morris
Network Operations Office
The successful flight of the Helios 61 spacecraft ,continues as it approaches its
third aphelion. The Helios-2 spacecraft has entered its first superior conjunction
and continues in excellent health, Much valuable scientific information about
the solar corona and its effects on elr,,ctromagnetic waves is -expected to be
learned from data gathered during this superior conjunction.
1. Introduction	 of interest along their respective trajectories. Two points
This is the tenth article in a series that discusses Helios- 	 of interest occurred during this reporting period: radialline-up on 3 May 1976 and spiral line-up between 8-131 and -2 mission support. The previous article (Ref. 1) 	 y
reported on Helios-1 third perihelion, Helios-2 first 	 May 1976.	 j
perihelion, spacecraft Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) and Radial line-up occurs when the two spacecraft and theranging anomalies, and Helios DSN-Spaceflight Tracking
and Data Network (STDN) cross-support activities. This	 sun lie in a straight line. This alignment is important in
article covers Helios-1 cruise phase, Helios-2 first solar	 gathering data about solar winds that emanate from the 	 j
occultation,- Helios DSN-STDN cross-support status, DSN- 	 sun in straight paths (radii) through space. The sun alsoT	 emits electromagnetic waves that travel spiral paths fromSTDN engineering test results, and DSN performance. thel sun. When the two spacecraft happen to be along one
of these paths they are said to be in spiral alignment.
Correlation can then be made with the magnetic
11. Mission Operations and Status 	 experiments data.
A. Helios-1 Operations Helios-1 is approaching its third aphelion (2 July 1976)
Now that Helios-2 has joined Helios-1 in orbit about the	 cruise phase. It is radiating data in the high-power mode
sun, data (experiment) comparisons can be made at times	 from the high-gain antenna and is operating well with one
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ILA-
exception. The ranging transponder is inoperative (see
Subsection III-B).
Goldstone station supported from 6 April until 5 May,
when support was terminated by Project management.
Evaluation of the STDN-Goldstone recorded data (after
B. Helios-2 Operations processing and playback from the DSN equipment at the
The Helios-2 spacecraft entered its first solar superior Spacecraft Compatibility-Monitor Station (STDN (MIL-
conjunction (sun-Earth-probe angle < 5 deg) on 4 May 71)) showed an average loss of approximately 8-10 dB
,	 I1976, thereby completing its primary mission. Solar when compared to a DSN 26-meter station. This means
occultation (spacecraft behind the sun) occurred on 16 that the spacecraft would have to operate at 1/8 the data
May. The sun-Earth-probe (SEP) angle will remain less rate achievable at a DSN station to obtain the same data
than 5 deg until approximately 6 October 1976. This quality from analog tapes recorded at a STDN station.
superior conjunction phase is of extreme interest to According to management guidelines established before
spacecraft experiments 11 and 12 (Celestial Mechanics the DSN-STDN cross- support was initiated, this perform-
and Faraday Rotation, respectively). Plans to gather
ance was considered marginal.
special spacecraft telemetry and DSN performance data
pertinent to these experiments have been initiated. The The Helios project management terminated the STDN
Helios radio science team, located at JPL, has been active cross-support in the analog tape record-only mode for
in planning and coordinating special operational activities Helios on 5 May 1976. This decision was reached at a
to assemble and analyze spacecraft data relative to these Helios Operations Status Review conducted at JPL on 4
two experiments. and 5 May 1976. The overriding reason for this decision
For the enhancement of certain spacecraft data, the was an announcement that the German Telecommand
high-power transmitter at Goldstone (DSS 	 14) was Station at Weilheim would be modified in the fall of 1976
requested and authorized for specific dates durin 	 the9
to include a telemetry data receiving capability. This
station would be dedicated to Helios support. The
superior conjunction.
additional telemetry coverage offered by a dedicated
Ranging data obtained by the MU2 ranging equipment German station, coupled with the capability to store data
during Helios-2 entrance into solar occultation clearly aboard the spacecraft for subsequent dump during a later
indicates the superiority of the MU2 over the Planetary tracking period, makes the practicality of a "record-only
Ranging Assembly (PRA) at small SEP angles. Due to the mode" (with its attendant losses and built-in time lag)
Helios-2 trajectory having small SEP angles until the late questionable. Project management decided, however, to
October 1976 second perihelion, it is highly desirable to continue engineering tests to evaluate the use of a
maintain the MU2 system at DSS 14 until that time. microwave link between an STDN and a DSN station forreal-time telemetry processing and commanding. A
As reported in the last report (Ref. 1), the Helios-2 project decision on whether to request use of the
spacecraft bad experienced TWT anomalies—"out of Goldstone STDN-DSN real-time microwave link configu-
limit" helix current conditions—during the month of April ration to support Helios perihelion operation in October
1976. After extensive testing by Messerschmitt-Bolkow- i976 was. deferred until later (S.entember), pending results
Blohni (MBB) and Watkins-Johnson engineers, the TWT of the engineering evaluation-
final current limits were redefined. On April 29 at 1430
GMT, the Helios-2 TWT-2 was switched to the b igh- D. DSN-STDN Engineering Test Results
power mode and, after settling time, the TWT-2 helix and Because the Goldstone intersite microwave link used to
collector current values were within the newly defined support Apollo has been removed, the first Helios
limits and have since remained there. Engineering tests were conducted at Spain between
STDN-Madrid and Deep Space Station (DSS) 62. Mean-The Helios-2 spacecraft continues to operate in a while, efforts to restore the Goldstone STDN-DSN
nominal manner, on high-power, higb-gain antenna; it is
microwave link were started.
spin stabilized at 60.53 r/min.
C. Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) A real-time Telemetry Engineering test was successfully
Cross-Support performed at Madrid on 21 April 1976. After establishingthe microwave configuration and adjusting levels, a 32.768-
The STDN-Madrid station supported project Helios kHz subcarrier modulated with simulated Helios data was
from 15 January through 9 April, when the downlink sent from DSS 62 to STDN-Madrid to modulate their test
signal level reached recording threshold. The STDN- transmitter. The receiver baseband signal was returned via
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the microwave link and successfully processed at DSS 62
in their Telemetry and Command Data (TCD) handling
equipment. This was followed on 22 April by a test that
provided live Helios-1 spacecraft telemetry from STDN-
Madrid via microwave for simultaneous processing and
comparison with DSS 62 telemetry data. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) difference was a minus 8.3 dB for the
STDN telemetry.
The success of the Madrid STDN-DSN real-time
telemetry -engineering test led to a similar test of
command performance. On 27 May, the stations were con-
figured so that the DSS 62 Command Modulator Assembly
(CMA) would modulate the STDN-Madrid station's uplink
carrier while the Helios downlink telemetry was received
and processed by DSS 62 only. The Helios-1 spacecraft
commands were generated, executed, and monitored from
the German Space Operations Center (GSOC). Twenty-
eight commands were successfully sent to the Helios-1
spacecraft via the STDN-Madrid transmitter.
By May 18, 1976, the Goldstone STDN-DSN combined
coaxial line and microwave link had been established one-
way (STDN-to-DSN). With the Madrid engineering test as
a model, a real-time telemetry engineering test was
performed on 3 June 1976. The Goldstone STDN, using a
Block III receiver, received the Helios-1 telemetry
subcarrier and forwarded this to the DSS 12 TCD.
Simultaneously, DSS 12 tracked Helios-1. The STDN
telemetry performance was now only 4.5 dB below the
DSN, due to improvements in the STDN station
configuration. Other Goldstone STDN-DSN real-time
telemetry engineering tests are planned to provide more
data points to evaluate the DSN-STDN real-time cross-
support configuration.
Parallel studies are being made to expand the Goldstone
Helios tests to include simultaneous telemetry and
command capability.
E. Actual Tracking Coverage Versus Scheduled
Coverage
This report covers tracking activities for a 56-day
period from 12 April through 6 June 1976, for the Helios-1
and -2 spacecraft. Operations during this, period include
Helios-1 cruise and Helios-2 first perihelion and first solar
occultation. Both spacecraft were - tracked a total of 197
times for a total of 1542.4 hours. Because this time period
included part of Helios- 2 prime mission and critical
mission phases (perihelion and solar occultation), total
Helios coverage exceeded that of Pioneer by almost 400
hours. Helios-1 was tracked 96 times fora total of 730
hours. This represented a 3-percent increase in coverage
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over the last report period. The average pass duration for
Helios-1 was 7.6 hours compared to 5.6 hours last period.
Helios-2 was tracked 101 times for a total of 812.1 hours
with an average track time of 8 hours. Prime mission
coverage requirements were met 100 percent. Helios-2
perihelion and occultation coverage was supported by the
64-meter stations at Canberra and Goldstone, accounting
for approximately 65 percent of the total DSN Helios-2
support.
The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN)
provided 20 hours of Helios telemetr y recording support
this period before being terminated on 5 May 1976.
Helios-1 and -2 spacecraft, now in extended mission
phase, have equal priority with Pioneers 10 and 11
spacecraft. With Viking planetary activities in the
spotlight during the next few months, only limited DSN
support is expected for Helios.
Ill. DSN System Performance
A. Command System
Owing to the Helios-2 prime mission (when the DSN
provided 100 percent tracking coverage) coming to an end
during mid-May, there has been a marked decrease in the
number of commands radiated to the Helios spacecraft
when compared to the last report period. A total of 7331
commands were processed for both Helios spacecraft. This
represents a 30-percent decrease in command activity
over the last report period. The cumulative command
totals now stand at 36,593 for Helios-1 and 13,173 for
Helios-2.
Two command system aborts were reported for April
and three for May, 1976—three with Helios-1 and two
with Helios-2. Three of the five aborts were associated
with station transmitter failures. The other two were
associated with command alarms that did not clear. Two
of the aborts occurred at DSS 14, but for different reasons.
This station has jprovided the majority of Helios-2 support
since entering superior conjunction in early May. These
raise the cumulative command system abort count to
eleven for Helios-1 and four for Helios-2.
For the months of April and May, command system
downtime dropped to 18 hours and 55 minutes, or an
approximate 27-percent decrease over the last period.
Only two outages exceeded one hour (the biggest being
2.5 hours). Although it does show a decrease over the last
report period, command system downtime was still high
when compared to earlier periods.,
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B. Tracking System
The Helios-1 spacecraft ranging transponder again
failed to respond on 26 April 1976. This spacecraft
anomaly, associated with the transponder Very Stable
Oscillator (VSO) temperature, has occurred twice before
(see Ref. 1). The last valid Helios spacecraft ranging data
were received on 9 April 1976. This anomalous condition
is expected to last until September, when the transponder
VSO temperature will again come within operational
limits.
With the Helios-2 spacecraft's first superior conjunction,
renewed and intense interest on the part of the Helios
radio science experimenters resulted in special measures
to assure the quality of the ranging acquisitions. These
special tests and procedures included "receiver ramping"
for each DSS 14 pass during the weeks immediately
before and after the first spacecraft occultation (16-17
May 1976). This was done to obtain quality ranging, data at
the lowest possible SEP angles. The results of these efforts
were that valuable ranging data were obtained at a lower
SEP angle than before—less than 0.9 deg.
r
the signal level and SNR were made through 1 July 1976.
A preliminary "quick look" analysis of May data from
Helios-2 superior conjunction shows signal level and SNR
degradation very, close to predicted values. One exception
to this is 8 bit-per-second coded data from 64-meter
stations. These data have been erratic. The cause, to date,
is unknown but is under investigation. A report (quick-
look) of May and June data collected on the Helios-2
spacecraft superior conjunction is expected in late July
1976, from the Network Analysis Group. 	 it
Updated Helios-2 spacecraft downlink parameters,
recently received from the Helios project, have been
factored into the telemetry predicts program Link
Analysis Prediction Program (LAPP) resulting in values 	 1
closer to actual measurements. Helios-1 telemetry predicts
have yet to be corrected with updated parameters.
IV. Conclusions
T H 1'	 hhe	 a ios-1 :spacecraft	 as commued on its trajectory
C Telemetry System recording scientific data and reading-out these data on
command. The Helios-2 spacecraft completed its prime	 j
Helios-2 entered its first solar conjunction on DOY 125, mission in which it enjoyed 100-percent tracking cover--
May 4 1976, (SEP angle < 5.1 deg) and will exit on DOY age. This prime mission, although as successful as that of
280, 6f October 1976. This mission period holds special Helios-1, did have its TWT anomalies. With these
interest to experiments 11 and 12 and also to the DSN. problems now passed, the Helios-2 spacecraft is experi-
The DSN's interest lies in the answers to two questions: encing its first superior conjunction.(1) what is the increase in system noise temperature due
to the small SEP angles, and how does it compare to past
solar conjunctions? and (2) to what extent are the signal The "Record Only" STDN cross-support was termi-
level (AGC) and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) affected by the nated as of 5 May 1976; however, STDN-DSN engineering
small SEP angles, how well can this be predicted, and tests are being performed. to determine the practicality of	 j
what radio frequency (RF) and SDA bandwidths are best using an STDN-DSN microwave link to send Helios
for minimizing degradation? To provide answers to these 'forspacecraft data in real time to a DSN	 station
questions, special data types are being collected. The first Processing. The results of these tests will determine if the
type of data consists of sp-=:ial system noise temperature STDN cross-support for Helios is to be requested to
chart recordings; the second type is the results of spectral - support the October perihelion of Helios-2. It is antici-
broadening tests. A plan (Table 1) to gather and analyze pated that the testing will be completed by 1 July 1976.
:. these i data types was instituted and shall continue -
throughout the solar conjunction period (4 May through 6 Special operational and analysis support activities to
October 1976). support the Helios- 2 superior conjunction mission phase	 y
are in progress and shall continue throughout. Results on
	 l
i• Based on analysis of similar data collected during some of the data analysis (DSN performance at low SEP
Helios-1 and -2, inferior conjunction Ref. 1 predictions ofl	 ^	 )P angles) is expected within the next report 	 eriod.g	 )'	 xP	 P	 P	 °j
!1
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i
Table 1. Helios-2 superior conjunction overview
Event DOY Timet,
Begin data collection 125 (First pass)
Expected first degradation 126
Begin blackout (first) 135 (Variable)
Minimum SEP angle (1st minimum)I 137 15002	
i
i
End blackout (first) 141 (Variable)	 J
Begin blackout (second) 185 (Variable) s
Minimum SEP angle (2nd minimum) 192 22002	 j
End blackout (second) 200 (Variable)
Begin blackout (third) 267 (Variable)i
Minimum SEP angle (3rd minimum) 269 140OZ
End blackout (third)i 271 (Variable)	 l
Expected end of degradation 27$
!	 End data collection 280 (Last pass)
aTimes are variable, depending on coverage (64-meter. or 26-
!
meter, or STDN coverage).
is
C!
i
J
f
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IFoldover Effects on Viterbi Decoding
J. K. Omura' and S. A. Butman
Communications Systems Research Section
Viterbi decoding of X-band Mariner Venus-Mercunj 1973 (MVM'73) spacecraft
data using both a hardware Viterbi decoder and a software Viterbi decoder
resulted in a significant and previously unexplained difference in decoded bit
error rates. This difference is explained by f oldouer effects which arose when the
6-bit recorded data were reduced to the required 3-bit decoder input data in the
hardware Viterbi decoder
I. The Problem the same Viterbi decoder operations. The hardware de-	 j
coder experimental results and the software decoder
On January 15, 1974, X-band convolutionally coded experimental results based on the same X-band convolu-
telemetry data were transmitted from the MVM'73 space- tionally coded teic.netry data are shown in Fig. L
craft and recorded at the Goldstone 64-m station. The
purpose of the experiment was to use an in-flight space- At EL /Nu = 4 dB, which is about the middle value' of
craft and an operational Deep Space Station (DSS) to the experimental signal-to-noise ratio range, we see that
demonstrate that X-band high-data-rate convolutionally the Linkabit decoder experiment had 42 times more bit
coded telemetry data can be reliably transmitted accord- errors than the predicted theoretical performance while-
in to the predicted theoretical performance.g	 P	 p the software ..decoder bit error rates agreed closely with
the predicted theoretical performance. The problem is
The signal transmitted by the MVM'73 spacecraft was then to explain the large difference between two decodes,
a periodic sequence consisting of repetition of bits experiments where both are apparently performing the
1110  1 0, which corresponds to a periodic sequence of same operations on the same X-band data,
data bits 1 0 0 convolutionally encoded by a constraint
length v = 7, rate r = 1/2 encoder. A hardware Viterbi ll. Coded Data Reductiondecoder was employed on the recorded data and the
decoded bit error probabilities were computed over a The coded bits transmitted by the MVM73 spacecraft
range of decoded bit signal-to-noise ratio E t,/NQ of ap- appeared as telemetry sidebands of the X-band carrier.,
proximately 3 dB to 5 dB. Later the same recorded data Reception of the signals was accomplished using the
were decoded using a software decoder that performed Block 1V receiver system, and the recorded data con-
sisted of the SSA matched filter output quantized with a
'Consultant, University of California at Los Angeles, sign bit plus 5 magnitude bits.
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The hardware Viterbi decoder accepts only 3-bit quan-
tized (8 levels) data as inputs. With proper quantization
spacing, performance with this 3-bit quantization has
been shown to be within 0.25 dB in signal-to-noise ratio
of the performance achievable with infinite quantization
(Ref. 1). This is often referred to as "soft decision' decoding
and the coding chamiel is modeled as a discrete memory-
less channel with two input symbols and 8 output
symbols. With about 2 dB degradation Viterbi decoding
can be done using only the sign bit or one-bit quantized
data (Ref. 2). The resulting "hard decision coding Chan-
nel is called a binary symmetric charwel.
The recorded 4-bit data distribution is shown in Fig. 2
where we separate the empirical distribution due to
coded transmitted "one" bits and "zero" bits. There was
a total of 1,752,001 samples used to obtain these distribu-
tions. This corresponds to signal-to-noise ratios from 3
to 5_dB. We did not obtain separate distributions for
more limited ranges of signal-to-noise ratios.
In reducing the 4-bit data to 3-bit data the two experi-
ments performed the following reductions:
Hardware decoder:
In the experimental results of Fig. 1, both decoders recorded 4-bit data	 decoder input data
used 3-bit quantized data as inputs. It was discovered xl	 X.	 x3	 x;	 x,	 x3	 x4
that there was an apparently small difference in how the
6-bit recorded data were converted to 3-bit decoder input Software decoder:data for the two experiments. Let x i, x., x3, x,, x5, x4 be
the 6 bits of any recorded data sample, where x, is the recorded 4-bit data	 decoder input data
sign bit and the remaining 5 bits are magnitude bits with
x, being the most significant and x,; being the least signifi- if	 x, = x.	 =>	 xl	 x;I	 x3
cant. To achieve a good 3-bit quantization spacing, the if	 xl = 0, x. = 1	 =	 0	 1	 1
least significant bit required was x4 . Hence x5 and & were
not used. There remained the problem of reducing 4-bit if	 xl =1, x. = 0	 1	 0 	 0
data xi, x., x3, x4 to 3 bits. Here the decoder input data correspond to 8 vniformly
In the 4-bit data the bits xi, x, x,, x4 correspond to one spaced amplitudes`as follows:
of 16 uniformly spaced amplitudes as follows: Decoder input bits
	 Amplitude
xl	x2	 x3	 x.,	 Amplitude 1	 0	 0	 —4	
x
1	 0	 0	 0	 —8 1	 0	 1	 —3
1	 0	 0	 1	
- 7
1	 1	 6	 —2
1	 0	 1	 0	 —6
-1	 1	 1_1
1	 0	 1	 1	 _5
1	 1	 0	 0	 -4 0	 0	 1
1	 1	 0	 1	 —3 0	 0	 1	 2
I	 1_	 1	 0	 _2 0	 1	 0	 3
1	 1	 1	 1	 -1 0	 1	 1	 4
0	 0	 0	 0	 1 Note that the only difference in these two coded data
0	 0	 0	 1	 2 reductions appears when x,. 
_-# x'., The fraction of data
0	 0	 1	 0	 3 samples where this occurred was measured and found	 i
to be
0-°0	 1	 1	 4
i
0	 1	 0	 0	 5 Pr (x,	 x.} = 0.30678	 (1)
0	 1	 0	 1	 6
0	 1	 1	 0	 7 When xl	 x2, the hardware decoder reduction "folds
over" the 4-bit data by converting large amplitudes of the
0	 1	 1	 1	 8 1-bit data to 3-bit data amplitudes as follows:
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NL 1
4-Bit Data Amplitude	 3-Bit Data Amplitude	 1	 (v+n )2
	
—8	 -4	 P_(Y) - , aN e^ 
r'o	 ally	 (4)
	
—7	 =	 --3
and
	
—6	 -2 
	
—5	 _1	 ,2
	
5	 1	
Do = e- Yo
ez
	
6	 2	
-
	
= e 2ro .	 (5)
	
7	 3
	8 	 4	 For the 4-bit data distribution shown in Fig. 2 we
obtained directly
The resulting 3-bit hardware decoder input amplitude
distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The software decoder	 Do = E P+ y)P-(y
reduction essentially truncates the large 4-bit data ampli-
tudes so that amplitudes —8, 7, 6, and —5 of the 	 = 0.245176	 (6)
4-bit data are converted to amplitude —4 of the 3-bit
data, Similarly, amplitudes 8, 7, 6, and 5 are converted to	 Using the bound- in (2) we have for this 4-bit data
amplitude 4. These 3-bit software decoder input ampli-
tude distributions are shown in Fig. 4.
	
Pb < 4.42 X 10	 (7)
• it	 f	 1	 b. d	 d	 d dSim ar1y,	 or tie 3- it	 ata of the har ware	 eco er
experiment given in Fig. 3, we have directly
III. Analysis
Do = 0.332164
	 (8)
For any binary input channel which has output denoted
y we can define probability distributions P,(y)	 and and the bound from (2)
P_(y) corresponding to a "zero" channel input bit (+)
and a "one" channel input bit (—) respectively. For any P^, < 1.50 X 10-3 .	 (9)
such channel and the v = 7, r = 1/2 convolutional code,
the decoded bit errorrobabili	 Pb is bounded bP	 ty	 y Finally, with the software decoder experiment of Fig. 4,
(Ref. 2) d
f DQ* = 0.250502	 (10)	 J
aT (D,1)
Pb 8I' 1 1 =1,D=Do and
36 Dlo + 211 D'" + 1404 D14 -1-11633 D111
° 	 °	 °	 o PL < 5.61 X 10- 5 .	 (11)
+ higher powers of Do	 (2)
where The bound 'given by (2) is known to be reasonablytight, and so we show the bounds in Fig. 1 as Pb, P;,, and
Do —
 ^ 1^P	,-(y)	 (3), 	 +(y)P Pb '	 tl'	 g** Because of uncertain 	 as to the signal-to-noise ratio ,
v; Eb/No, corresponding to the total distributions of Figs.. 2,,
-	 ,First without any quantization, when `zero,, is sent over 3, and 4, we used the midvalue of 4 dB for the signal-to-
the white Gaussian noise channel the matched filter out- noise ratio. It is clear that the large difference between
put is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with the hardware decoder experiment and the software de-
mean A = VE =	 E 1,12 and variance Q- = NQ/2. When
coder experiment can be explained by the foldover effects
„	 „ i
one	 s sent the mean is —A. For this unquantized case observed in reducing the original 6-bit data to 3-bit datain the hardware decoder experiment. Finally, note that
we have P6 appears to be slightly smaller than expected. This can
be accounted for by the fact that higher power terms in
P+(y) =	 1	 e	 ^o	 all y
'Ve ignore terms of powers of Do greater than 17,
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the bound in (2) contribute non-negligible amounts to P*
for D* = 0.332164. We took only the terms to the 16th
power of D* in the above bound. Ignoring these higher
order terms for Do = 0.245176 and Do = 0.250502 makes
little difference in the bound on P 6
 and PL*, respectively.
IV. Discussion
The MVM'73 experiment included both X-band and
S-band data. The S-band data also consisted of convolu-
tionally coded bits represented by the same periodic
sequence 1110  10. For S-band, the signal .-to-noise ratio
was too low to show any significant coding gain. In re-
ducing the original 6-bit data to 3-bit decoder input data,
we find that for the S-band data
Pr(xl =A X2) = 0.13566	 (12)
This means that for S-band there was much less "fold-
over" observed in the hardware Viterbi decoder input
data. Indeed, if we were to observe some sections of the
MVM'73 S-band data, we could easily conclude that
dropping x_!, as was done in the hardware decoder data,
would make little difference in decoder performance.
Finally, we note that in reducing 6-bit :data of the form
xl, xz j x3 i x3 , x,,, x,; to 3 bits, an obvious suggestion is to
take the 3 most significant bits x,, x2 i x3. If this is done for
the X-band data, we get the data distributions shown in
Fig. 5 and the resulting parameter
D*** = 0.2644	 (13)
with bit error bound from (2) of
1`17" < 1.03 X 10-4 .	 (14)
While this data reduction yields better decoder perfor-
mance than the hardware data reduction Nvbieh caused
foldover effects, it is not as good as the software decoder
data reduction. The Viterbi decoding performance seems
to besensitive to the probability distribution values for
small amplitudes, and taking the 3 most significant bits
for the decoder input data yields too coarse a division of
the input amplitudes.
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Computation of Spacecraft Signal Raypath Trajectories
Relative to the Sun
A. R. Cannon and C. T. Stelzried
Communications Elements Research Section
An updated double-precision computer program has been developed to deter-
mine the trajectory of a spacecraft telemetry signal raypath relative to the sun.
Using trajectory information available on DPTRAJ save tapes, the program
efficiently and accurately computes the desired raypath trajectory and delivers
3
the results in the form of plots, punched cards, and a tabular listing.
i
I. Introduction	 fication, be applied to planetary conjunctions as well. It
has been shown theoretically (Ref. 1, p. 12) that the
	 aWhen a spacecraft undergoes a superior conjunction 	 deviation of an S-band signal trajectory from the geo-
with respect to some body (e.g., the sun or a planet), the metrical line of sight due to refractive effects in the solar
signal carrier is affected. In order to predict the occur- corona is negligible, and experimental observations dur-
rence and magnitude of these effects, and to utilize the 	 ing previous solar conjunctions have verified that no large
potential information they may provide, it is essential to 	 refractive effects occur. Hence, no attempt to compensate
determine the trajectory of the signal raypath with	 for refraction has been included and it should be explic
respect to the conjunction body. This trajectory informa- 	 itly understood that CTS 41B refers to the geometrical
tion was formerly computed by the program CTS 41
	 line of sight rather than the actual signal raypath.(Ref. 1, pp. 16-19). However, since the program was 	 a
originally written in 1968, the output of the DPTRAJ pro-
gram has been expanded to provide data that can be 	 II. Input
used more efficiently and accurately than is done in
CTS 41. Hence, an updated double-precision program, 	 The basic input data are obtained in the form of a save
CTS 41B, has been developed. 	 tape from the DPTRAJ program, which provides the most
accurate possible trajectory and ephemeris information.
While the program presented here is specifically de- A save tape is generated by initiating a DPTRAJ run in
signed for solar conjunctions, it could, with slight modi-	 which the user specifies the data frequency, and any i
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conjunction bodies that are desired. The geocentric and
heliocentric blocks of data are automatically provided for
every DPTRAJ run. For solar conjunctions, the only data
required are the Earth—probe range and the Earth—sun
range from the geocentric coordinate block and the
coordinates of the probe in the heliocentric coordinate
block, typically at one-day intervals.
B A. Coordinates and Equations
The basic coordinate system to be used is the helio -
centric system, defined as follows:
X = direction from sun to Earth
n
Z ^ normal to ecliptic, positive to north
Then the X-Y plane is the ecliptic plane, and the coordi-
nates of Earth and the probe are
Earth = (Xr,0,0)
probe (Xp,Y,=,Zp)
where
XE = Earth-sun range
(Xp,Y,,Zp) = coordinates of probe in the heliocentric
block
The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. Point A (0,Y,^,Z,1)
is the point of intersection of the line of sight with the
Y-Z plane. In looking from Earth toward the sun, the
apparent position of the spacecraft is given by the coordi-
nates of point A. However, the point of closest approach
of the signal raypath to the sun is point B (Xr,Yr,Z„ ),
and the raypath offset from the sun is the distance
R = XB1 + Y, + Z„ from the sun to point B. In most con-
junction experiments, the sun-Earth—probe angle (SEP)
will be so small that points A and B virtually coincide.
The coordinates of point A can be computed very
simply from similar triangles. In the X-Y plane, we thus
obtain
XrY,, Yr XS XP
while in the X-Z plane, we find
X,
Z""
=Z1, X, _Xy
E
I..
i
The raypath offset R can also be obtained from similar
triangles in the sun-Earth probe plane, where
R 
—
X, YI -f- Z;.
RP
where Rr is the Earth—probe range and is given in the
block of geocentric coordinates on the DPTRAJ save tape.
Other quantities of interest include the distance from
Earth to the point of closest approach REa and the dis -
tance from the probe to the point of closest approach RBI,,
These distances are
Rr„ = X,.: - RZ
RrP = RP REr
A complete listing of the program is provided in the
Appendix.
s
The symbols used for variables in this description
correspond to the binary-coded decimal (BCD) header
record names on the DPTRAJ save tape as follows
Rr REARPR, geocentric block, record 12
Xr, REARSU, geocentric block, record 15
Xp XSCSEL, heliocentric block, record 28
Y,, YSCSEL, heliocentric block, record 29
Z, r ZSCSEL, heliocentric block, record 30
B. _Output	 3
The values of Y;1, Z,,, R, Rra, and Rrr as functions of
time are listed in tabular form on the printout at the same
frequency as the original DPTRAJ save tape data. In the
solar version of the program, the apparent angle between
the solar equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane, as seen
from Earth, PHIEQ, is also tabulated as a function of
time in order to facilitate correlations with standard
observations of solar phenomena.
A_plot of the coordinates (Y,L, Z,) shows the trajectory
of the line of sight relative to the sun. Figure 2 is an
example for the superior conjunction of Mariner 10 in
1974. The trajectory points are plotted at one-day inter-
vals and in units of solar rad i . They maybe identified by
referring to the dates of the first and last points (i.e., 'day
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number 146 to 174), which are listed to the lower left of 	 A plot of R as a function of time (Fig. 3) shows how the
the plot, or by referring to the tabular listing of (Y, 1 , Z.1) as	 raypath offset varies through the conjunction. The values
functions of time. The program automatically supplies 	 Of YA, ZA , and R as functions of time are also punched on
three such plots to provide a range of scale and resolution. 	 cards. i
A
`0' YAK ZA)
PROBE
(XP, YP, ZP)
0
Fig. 2. Diagram of the sun-Earth-probe geometry showing the
spacecraft signal raypath
ujWNLL
i
1
1
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Fig. 3. Mariner 10 probe raypath offset vs 1974 day of year	 '
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Spacecraft Signal Raypath Trajectory Computer Progra m,
 	+
CTS 41B Listing
	 +
TJCw-HH.CTS41B
i	 1 IMTEQERMDHY(366),IFEC(750) 	 .	 `
EQUIVALENCE (IREC(i)^RECJA))
DATA	 14 1 5S12E55-­*
DATA
it READ f 5
12 40FDO FORMAT (A6 J
13 IS A 1kJMrTr' FIND NOT USED
15 -1-C-105 FORMAT
2.1 4010 FCJR.VIAT (@96)
30 3 REW 1 1`111 41-
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Telecommunications Division Fourth
Harmonic Power Analyzer
C. Foster
q
R.F. Systems Development Section
i
This report describes the development of a microprocessor-based instrumenta-
tion system to be used in the measurement and analysis - of fourth harmonic
power generated by the DSN high-power transmitters.
I. Introduction II. Implementation
The requirements of the high-power harmonic analyzer, _A simplified block 'diagram (Fig. 1) shows the major
as well as its physical details, were covered in Ref. 1. The components used in the development of the portable
harmonic analyzer design in Ref. 2 describes the ability to harmonic analyzer. The design of this instrument has been
predict the accuracy of measurements made on harmonic separated into two efforts, the design of the microproces-
power, in a multimode waveguide, terminated, in other sor controller, and the design of the RF sensor. The design
than a matched load. - goals of the microprocessor controller are to eliminate
complex operator functions and to improve measurement
Initial evaluation of the harmonic analyzer, both in the accuracy. The design goals of the BF sensor are overall
field and in the laboratory, as well as a detailed description; amplitude stability of less than 0.5 dB variation over the
of a minicomputer data reduction system is described in time required for measurement, a dynamic measurement
Ref. 3. The success of the minicomputer design resulted in range of -150 dBm to	 30 dBm, and an accuracy of ±2.5
the initiation of a program to develop a self-contained dB.
portable microprocessor system, with a primary design
goal of reducing required operator skill, increasing The major effort during this period centered on
measurement accuracy, and reducing measurement ar-d development of the microprocessor instrument interface
data reduction time by greater than fifty percent. and the `control software. The control software has been
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developed using a structured design approach and the is completed with each port power summed and total
I	 INTEL PLM language. The main program flow chart (Fig. power printed out. Responding with a letter T initiates
2) shows that the operator has three options. Responding the total output routine. This routine, like the report
with a letter P initiates the data input routine. This routine, corrects the measured power of each port using
routine prompts the operator to designate starting port stored constants (VSWR, probe gain/loss, frequency),
number, after which the power meter is configured for a sums all ports, and prints out only total power.
measurement, and the operator is asked to signify when
the probe is inserted into the proper port. Data are stored
and the next port is identified for the operator. At the
Ill. Conclusioncompletion of data collection, the program notifies the
operator that data collection is complete and waits for The Control Program and Interface bus have been
output command. successfully designed and demonstrated in the laboratory
(Fig. 3). Operator functions have been reduced to a
Responding with a letter: R initiates report output maximum of three: (1) reading prompt message, (2)
routine. This routine uses data taken on input routine, and inserting probe into proper port, and (3) operating switch
with stored voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) Data, signifying	 to	 microcontroller
	 that	 operator ` task	 is
corrects measured power for each port. This information complete. During the next reporting period the RF sensor
is then output to the thermal printer where each port is design will be completed and the total system accuracy
identified with its corrected power displayed. The report calibrated.
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Decoding	 ith Multipliers
-j
3
L. D. Baumert, R. J. McEliece, and G. Solomon'
Communications Systems Research Section
We present a general technique, called decoding with multipliers, that can he
used to decode any linear code, The technique is applied to the (48,24) quadratic
residue code and yields the first known practical decoding algorithm for this
powerful code.
1.	 Introduction 11.
	 Information Sets and Multipliers
	 {
It is widely believed that the next breakthrough in Consider a set of j coordinates of an (n,k) linear code C
coding technology for a wideband Gaussian channel will over GF(q). Let X be the set of all distinct j-tuples which
come from soft-decision decoding of block codes (Ref. 1). appear in these coordinates in at least one of the code••
Chase (Refs. 1 and 2) has devised an algorithm which words of C. Linearity guarantees that
allows reasonably efficient soft-decision decoding of any
block code for which a hard-decision (i.e., binary) decod- JXJ = qg 	j
ing algorithm is known, provided the block length is not
too large. This motivates us to ;find good binary decoding for some s, 0 < s < j, and establishes a many (=gk-sj to
algorithms for powerful short block codes. In this paper - one mapping
we shall describe a technique which is well-suited for
this task; it is called decoding with multipliers. : C--> X
In Section II, we define the notion of multiplier; in Clearly, given any codeword c the corresponding j-tuple
Section III, we give a general decoding algorithm; and in is easily found. Conversely, given any j-tuple of X the q1-8
Section IV we devise a specific algorithm for decoding codewords which are its preimages under ¢ can be con-
the powerful (48,24) quadratic residue code—a code structed by means of linear algebra.
whose performance on a Gaussian channel is likely to be
very good, Since C has qk codewords, I X 
I < qk and so s < k, inde-
pendentof j. When k = s < j, the f coordinates are said
Consultant from University of California at Los Angeles. to constitute an informationation set for the code Since any
f
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codeword can be uniquely determined from its values at
	 In the next section we will apply these general con-
these j coordinates, All linear codes have information sets	 siderations to the (48,24) quadratic residue code.
of size j = k.
We associate with any subset J of the numbers 1, ... ,n
its incidence vector m, i.e.
(1 if iff
^	
m;
— j(F	 0 otherwise
for 1 < i < n. We shall call such a vector a multiplier. For
decoding purposes we shall usually be interested in multi-
pliers which specify an information set of the code under
consideration; they will be called proper multipliers.
III. Decoding with Multipliers
Let C be an (n,k) linear code over GF(q), which is
capable of correcting all patterns of e or fewer errors,
i.e., one whose minimum distance d satisfies d > 2e -f- 1.
Let M = (m,,m2, ... ,mN) be a collection of N multipliers
for C with the property that for each a-tuple of codeword
coordinates there is at least one m;EM which is zero at
each of these coordinates. Then we can use Al to decode
C as follows:
Given a received vector y = (yl, ... ,yn)—we assume it
is a codeword which has suffered <e errors—for each
meM we form the vector m X y which is defined by
IV. Multipliers for the (48,24) Quadratic
Residue Code
The (n,k) = (48,24) quadratic residue code over GF(2)
has minimum distance 12 and so can be used to correct
e = 5 errors. We would like to find a minimal set of multi-
pliers for this code. Since all 5-tuples of coordinates from
1, ... ,48 must be covered by 0's in some multiplier, in
order to minimize I M I we want each multiplier to have
as many 0's as possible. On the other hand, we would like
the multipliers to be proper; this implies that each multi-
plier must have of least k = 24 nonzero entries. Let us
assume then, for the time being, that each multiplier has
24 1's and 24 0's. Thus we have the combinatorial prob-
lem of covering all 5-tuples from 1, ... ,48 with 24-tuples
in such a way as to use the least possible number of
24-tuples
While the answer to the above problem is unknown,
there is a general result, due to Schonheim (Ref. 3), which
provides lower bounds for such questions. In this case,
Schonheim tells us that we need at least 62 such 24-tuples.
On the other hand, as we shall see, a covering which uses
63 sets is possible. So 	
-
63 > min IMI >62
( y)^ _
	 y ti	 if mti = 1
rrb X In terms of decoding effort there is little to choose be-0	 if mj = 0 tween 63 and 62 and since there is no guarantee that 62 is
5 even possible, we would be quite content with I M _ 63.
pLet us temporarily assume the multipliers mEM are all
u	 proper. This means that the vector m X y can be uniquely A set M of 63 multipliers, whose zeros cover every set
	 j
extended to a codeword of C. If the vector y contains at of 5 coordinates from 1, ... ,48, is given by the nonzero
most a errors, then by the property' of M cited above, codewords of a binary (48,6) punctured Solomon-Stiffler
at least one of these codewords will be the one trans- (Ref. 4) code. Given any 
	 coordinates, there are at most
rnitted. Thus if we compare y to each of the N (not neces- 25
 = 32 distinct 5-tuples appearing in these coordinates in 	 j
sarily distinct) generated` codewords, the one closest to y the codewords and, by linearity, each 5-tuple which does
will be the one sent. occur appears equally often. Since this code has dimen-
sion k = 6 this means that, in particular, 00000 occurs at
If' some or all of the multipliers are improper, the least twice, and so there is at least one nonzero codeword
decoding procedure is similar, except that in general it which has 0's in the desired 5 coordinates. So the nonzero
will be possible to extend the vectors m X y to codewords codewords do cover the 0's properly. There are 60 code-
in several ways: if m is a multiplier with k — s = i (we words of weight 24 and 3 codewords of weight 32 in this
say m has defect i), this extension can be done in q' ways, collection. Furthermore, 8 1's can be removed from each
Thus if M contains Ni multipliers of defect i, then the of the words of weight 32 without sacrificing the property
decoding_ process will generate Na -1- qN, + g2N2 -1- ... that they specify information sets for the (48,24) quad-
codewords, each of which must be compared to the ratic residue code. Unfortunately, however, in therepre-
_	 received vector y. sentations of the Solomon—StifHer code so far tested not
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all the words of weight 24 yield proper multipliers for the
quadratic residue code. In fact, for the best case yet
found, of the 63 multipliers so obtained, 37 are proper,
24 have defect 1, and 2 have defect 2. Thus while M = 63
there could be as many as 37 -I- 2.24 -1- 4.2 93 code-
words to be compared with y in the decoding process.
Since any of the 481 coordinate permutations of the
Solomon–StifAer code also has the desired 0's covering
property, we conjecture that this bound of 93 can be
reduced—but not, of course, below 62.
The complexity of the decoding process is at worst
linear in the number of codewords to be compared with
y, so 93 (vs 62) represents less than a factor of 2 in decod-
ing time. Thus, if no better multiplier set is discovered,
it would be feasible to decode the (48 ;24) quadratic
residue code using this set M.
For definiteness, this multiplier set and the parity check
matrix for the (48,24) quadratic residue code are given
in the Appendix
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I Appendix
	The multiplier set discussed above consists of all the	 Solomon-StlfHer (48,6) code. Since this code is linear it
	
nonzero codewords of a particular representation of the
	 suffices to list generators for the code. These are:
g, = 110100 011011 101111 111010 111000 101110 110101 101111
gi, = 101111 111110 011100 011111 101111 010011 001010 011101
g3 = 010110 001010 100100 000100 111111 111011 010101 010001
g' = 010111 111000 001001 101101 101100 111000 000011 100110
g5 = 010101 001101 111001 010110 010101 001111 000010 000111
gQ = 000110 010010 111000 000111 100010 101101 111010 101011
	The (48,24) quadratic residue code is cyclic with an
	 matrix is a cyclic 47 X 47 matrix with one extra row and
	
overall parity check adjoined. Thus its parity check
	 column added:
110010 100100 110110 011000 100000 000000 000000 000000
011001 010010 011011 001100 010000 000000 000000 000000
001010 010011 011001 100010 000000 000000 000000 000110
100101 001001 101100 110001 000000 000000 000000 000010
111111 111111 111111 111111 1111.11 111111 111111 111111
;ii
I
3s
i
{
i
C
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MODC2 Procedures for Assembly of MODCOMP-11
	 a
Programs lasing the Sigma 5 Assembler
J. W. Layland
Communications Systems Research Section
This article describes a set of programs which have been written to enable the
METASYMBOL assembler of the Sigma 5 to assemble programs for- an attached
MODCOMP-II minicomputer, This program set is a follow-on to previously devel-
opedprogram sets which facilitated assemblies for the PDP-II and SDS-930,
1.	 Introduction The assembly package for the MODCOMP consists of
The METASYMBOL assembler for the Sigma 5 is a two parts: a system procedure deck "MODC2," whichallows METASYMBOL to assemble a source language
very powerful macro-assembler which we have used in similar to the MODCOMP's native assembler, and a
the past to build programs for the SDS 920/930's or for secondary loader which reformats the Sigma 5-core-image
the PDP-11 minicomputer (Ref. 1). The flexibility of this load module into proper binary format for loading into
assembler has more recently been used to build programs he target minicomputer and punches it onto paper tapefor the MODCOMP-II, In this way, the more powerful or cards; Figure 1 describes the operation flow for use of
	 I
and familiar_ features of the Sigma assembler are made MODC2.
available for minicomputer software development without
requiring a user to become familiar with the total soft- The procedure deck defines the valid operators to the
ware system of the minicomputer, which he may not need Sigma 5 METASYMBOL assembler and determines
	 j
for his application. One potential pitfall Here is that soft- what code will be generated for the valid source state.-
ware developed with the Sigma host assembler cannot be meats. METASYMBOL procedures are similar to macro
readily maintained on the MODCOMP, or vice versa, due definitions, The code produced from the source program
to lexical differences of the two assemblers. This potential under control of the procedures is formatted by META-
problem is not deemed serious for our application, which SYMBOL into a Sigma relocatable object module (ROM)
- will use MODCOMP without peripherals, which is to be containing relocation information, external references and
direct-link connected to the Sigma 5,
i
definitions, and generated code.
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A number of read-only memories (ROMs) may then be
linked together, and the external references and defini-
tions resolved by the Sigma loader. Normally the loader
gives the user the option of saving relocation information,
creating a task-control block (TCB), and satisfying un-
resolved external references from the system library.
These are SIGMA-oriented functions and should be dis-
allowed during loading for MODCOMP-II programs by
specifying the options (ABS), (NOTCB), and (NOSYSLIB)
on the load control card. The Sigma loader also has the
capability of relocating the program to any boundary
which is a multiple of 800 (hex) bytes. It will automatically
relocate to the background lower limit unless the BIAS
option is specified on the load card; (BIAS, 0) will cause
the first ROM to be not relocated.. The Sigma loader
structures its output into a file called a load module
(LMN), which consists of the core image program and
several records of control information. The Sigma 5 has
write protection, so the core image is in several pieces,
one for each protection type.
programmer, are relatively useless. A procedure "ANCCI"
is provided which can convert short strings of one to four
characters into ASCII character codes for use on the
MODCOMP, An example of its use is given later.
Symbols may consist of 1-63 alphameric characters,
not containing embedded blanks. All characters in a sym-
bol are significant. An extended alphabetic character set
includes the characters $, @, #, :, and — (underscore).
The special symbols $, and $$ represent the values of the
location counters and must be given an intrinsic two-byte
resolution by the directive
ORG,2
	
x'sss'
which both establishes address resolution, and sets the
starting address of the program to the hexadecimal value
'sss'.
St t	 t	 ' •t t	 11	 f f	 f' ld ka emen s cons is	 ypica y o	 our	 ie	 s	 _nown as
At present, we are using the secondary loader "SLOAD: Label, Command, Address, and Comment. Statements are
DSN" developed for the PDP-11 (Ref. 1) to format and free-form	 and each field_ is terminated by a blank, or 	 j!
punch the developed program into portable form. The end-of-line, although semirigid field definition is to be
secondary loader reads a Sigma load module and writes preferred for readability. The Label field is optional, and
the 00 protection-type core image data in the format may be eliminated by beginning any statement with a 	 5
which is loaded by the PDP-11 absolute loader. So that blank. A statement is a comment-only if it begins with an
the program need not start on a multiple of 800 hex, the asterisk. The Label, Command, or Address fields may
secondary loader skips all data until the first nonzero consist of one or more subfields separated by commas.
16-bit word. Thus the first valid word in the MODCOMP The first subfield of the command field must invoke a
program must be nonzero. A special one-card bootstrap directive, a procedure from SYSTEM MODC2, or a user-
loader has been written for the MODCOMP which ac- defined procedure. Any subfield within the address field
cepts programs in the PDP-11 absolute binary format from may be preceded by an asterisk. This feature is used	 j
the twin-coax intercomputer communication ]inks (Ref. 2). Within SYSTEM MODC2 to invoke indirect addressing
where appropriate. Multiple label subfields are allowed,
and may be used in a user-defined procedure to label 	 9
different lines within a procedure which generates multi-
11. MODC2 Language Definitions ple code lines, although there is no use of this feature
The source language is defined by the lexical analyzer within SYSTEM MODC2.
and directives of the METASYMBOL assembler and by
the procedure definitions of SYSTEM MODC2. The The MODCOMP-II instruction set as described in the
METASYMBOL reference manual '(Ref. 3) contains a Computer Reference Manual (Ref. 4) is available, with
complete description of the structure imposed upon char- the exception of the floating point arithmetic set. These
acter strings, symbols, expressions, and statements that can be added at a later date, along with procedures to 	 d
are to be processed by this assembler, and also describes define floating constants in the MODCOMP format. The
the data definition facilities and conditional assembly instructions are grouped into eight distinct classes, dis-
features of this assembler, tinguished by the instruction addressing mode, and the
f
format of the executable instruction in memory.
Character strings
	
in the Sigma 5 are intrinsically' Class 1, is the immediate mode instructions which haveEBCDIC, while strings are represented internally as the formatASCII in the MODCOMP-II. Thus, the Sigma's text-string
generating directives, while available to the MODCOMP CMD,R1	 value
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The instruction. `LDI' is an example from this class which,
when executed, will place "value" into register Rl. Value
may be a number, a symbol, or an expression which is
evaluated by the METASYMBOL assembler.
Class 2 is the register-to-register mode instructions
which have the format
CMD,R1 R2
Class 6 is the register-to-register comparison instruc-
tions which have the format
CMD,R1 R2,B-LOCI,B-LOC2
Class 7 is the register-to-memory comparison instruc-
tions which have the format
CMD,R1
	
[*]LOC[,XR],B-LOCI,B-LOC2
The address structure of class 6 and 7 corresponds to that
of class 2 and 3, respectively, with the addition of the
conditional branch location words.
Class 8 is a varied collection of two-byte instructions
with the format
CMD value
where "value" may be missing for some specific instruc-
tions.
A summary of MODCOMP-II instructions may be
found in Appendix E of the Computer Reference Manual
(Ref. 4).
The instruction `LDX' is an example from this class, which
when executed, will place the contents of the memory cell
whose address is in register R2 into register RI. This class
also contains the bit-manipulating instructions and the
register 1-0 instructions.
Class 3 is the memory-to-register instructions which
have the format
CMD,R1	 [']LOCATION[,XR]
Brackets denote that their contents are optional. The
i asterisk, if present, invokes indirect addressing, and the
",W, if present, invokes indexing by the contents of
register XR. The instruction `LDM' is an example from Ill, The Secondary Loaderf	 this class which, when executed, will place the value con-
tained in the memory cell addressed by the instruction The secondary loader reformats Sigma 5 load modules
into the register RI. Determination of the effective address into the format required by the minicomputer's absolute'
of instructions under the optional indexing and/or indirect binary loader. Input to the secondary loader is through
addressing is specified in the Computer Reference Manual the M:EI DCB; output is through the M:PO I^CB, The
I. (Ref. 4). input load module must be on a disk file, anet ov*-lout is
typically to paper tape, or to cards. The M:EI and M:PO
Class 4 is the register-to-register test instructions with DCBs must be assigned to the appropriate files or devices
conditional branching. They have the format before execution of the secondary loader. The controlinformation expected by the absolute loader at the begin-
ning and end of each physical record is supplied by the
CMD,R1	 R2,B-LOC secondary loader.
These instructions execute as their class 2 counterparts The present secondary loader was initially written for
except that a branch to B-LOC is performed if the instruc- the PDP-11. Data punched by this loader are organized
tion's test conditions are satisfied. into 16-bit (two-byte)' words, with the least significant
byte first. The following three control words precede the
Class 5 is the memory-to-register test instructions with data to be loaded: a word containing the value `01' a. 	 3
conditional branching. They have the format word containing the total- byte count iii the physical
record, and a word containing the starting location for
loading the data from the record. As noted above, aCMD,R1	 [*]LOC[,XR],B-LOC special' bootstrap loader has been written to load data in
this format into the MODCOMP memory from an inter--
These instructions execute as their class 3 counterparts computer communications link. Should the need arise, a
except that a branch to B-LOC is performed if the test secondary loader which punches -data compatible with
conditions are satisfied. the MODCOMP-II loaders could be developed,
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The length of a core-image segment in a Sigma load
module is a multiple of a Sigma double word (64 bits), so
the last byte of a program created through MODC2 will
load on a MODCOMP-II byte address which is 1 less
than a multiple of 8. This means that several bytes of
zeros may follow the actual program.
IV. Assembly Example
Figure 2 is an example of a job-step sequence for the
assembly of a simple nonsense program for the
MODCOMP-II. At least one instruction from each class is
included to illustrate the addressing and listing structure
which results. A listing line consists of the input source-
line number, the (4-byte) word address at which the
instruction begins, and (if nonzero) a byte-offset from that
word boundary. This is followed by a hexadecimal copy
of the generated instruction and a copy of the input source
line. Some source lines may result in more than one line
of listing to accommodate the generated instruction(s), as
for example, lines 16 or 37. The eight instruction classes
are each indicated by a "*n" comment line preceding the
appearance of that instruction class, as on line 9, which
precedes the class 3 instruction LDM. Data are defined
as 2-byte units by "DATA,2" as on line 38. Generation of
ASCII Text is illustrated on lines 41 and 42.
The job-control-language shown produces a paper tape
cepy of the program. Cards would be produced if the
explicit ASSIGNment of M.PO were deleted, and the
default assignment used instead.
The SYSTEM MODC2 has been used successfully to
generate programs totalling many hundreds of lines of
code for the MODCOMP-II. These programs have been
loaded into the MODCOMP via the direct link and suc-
cessfully executed. While the SYSTEM MODC2 cannot
be guaranteed to be correct, it at present contains no
known problems.
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a14100 JUN 17, 0 76	 ID*0006•F00
JOb Me0C2.LYL
ASSI IAN Mt Bes(FILE#TESTB)
'METASYM SI#L5#8OpAC(LYL)
HOU	 14105	 JUN 17# 1 76 1
1 THIS IS A COMMENT
2 01 000A0 ORG*2 X 1 140 1 SET START LOCATION
01 000A0
3 SYSTEM MOOC2
4 DEF BEGIN
S .1
6 Ol OOOAO E0200162 N	 BEGIN LDIi2 TABLE SET REGr2 TO ADDRESS TABLE
7 "2
8 01 Q00A1 FD32 A LDXi3 2 FIRST WORD OF TABLE
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_
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Biplex Pipelined FFT
R. F. Emerson
Communications Systems Research Section
A method of implementing a pipelined fast Fourier transform (FFT) that makes
full use of the elements that comprise it is presented. For a given bandwidth and
spectral resolution this approach requires 25 percent less memory, and needs only
half the logic speed required for the conventional implementation.. Since the
spectrum is broken into two parts, two analog-to-digital converters, and attendant
7nixer-filters, are needed. These two input elements need only operate at half
the speed of the one they replace.
f
I.	 Introduction Kling rate and the number of points used to calculate the
transform.
The Biplex pipelined fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
an improved hardware implementation of the pipelined a
FFT processor. After a brief discussion of the F1T 11. Implementation Background
algorithm and illustrations of some possible implementa-
tions, the Biplex approach will be presented. For a given The minimum amount of hardware to implement an
bandwidth and spectral resolution, the Biplex FFT, uses FFT can be described by an in-place algorithrn, see Fig. 1
75 percent of the memory, and logic of half the speed, (Ref. 1, p. 574). This approach requites storage for N
needed for a conventional implementation. In addition, complex points (N is the number of points used to com-
E	 it saves one stage of complex arithmetic processing—the puce the spectrum and must be a power of 2), In Fig. 1.
l	 butterfly (bf). This gain is not free. Since the spectrum is these are represented as dots (•). 'While four sets of eight
i	 split, an additional' mixer-filter-converter module is re- are shown,, these are the same eight cells Nvith different
t	 quired., Again, however, these elements need operate at contents as processing progresses from Ieft to right. At
only half the speed of those that they replace. level 0 (zero), the eight complex samples are stored into
! the locations 0 through 7. At level 3 (log, (N) in general)
Briefly, the FFT is a method of rapidly computing the the frequency points are available, indexed in bit-reversed 	 j
digital Fourier transform (Ref. 1). The bandwidth and order, and illwitrated by the Fj's in the figure. In tl-ds
resolution of the transform are determined by the sam- figure there are two directions 'that :represent increasing
s	 54	 _ ..
i"
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rtime: from top to bottom and from left to right. All
points must be processed at level n before processing is
started at level n + 1. Because of this, only one bf
processor is required for the entire transformer. A bf
processor performs a complex multiplication and two
complex additions. These are implemented with four real
multipliers and six real adders. Figure 2 shows, in in-
creasing detail, the bf processor. In the first representation
(a), A, B, C, and D are complex numbers, with A and B
as inputs to the bf, and C and D as the outputs. The
arrow with the letter I near it represents a complex
multiplication by the It" coefficient, W' (W' = cis
(2-7/N)). Figure 2b shows this processor in more con-
ventional block diagram form. The arithmetic units of
Fig. 2b operate on complex numbers but are implemented
by the combination of real arithmetic units of Fig. 2c.
Here a complex number, A, is broken into its real A,.,
and imaginary, Ai , parts. These are processed separately
to produce the outputs.
Returning to Fig. 1 and scanning the storage cells to
the left of the diagram, we see that only N12 mints need
be stored before processing is started since the first bf
operation is performed on samples zero and 4 (0 and N12
in general). Only half of the resultants, N14, need be
stored at level 1 before processing can begin. Each resul-
tant is, however, two values and therefore two sections
of N/4 memory are required. For each level from this
point on, the storage requirement is one-half the previous
stage. By this process of distributing the memory and
by adding a bf processor at each level, a pipelined pro-
cessor can be constructed (Fig. 3). The switches between
stages operate at increasing speeds (772, T/4, • • • ), and
are used to route the resultants through the memories at
the proper times. Each switch has two positions—straight
through or crossed. The pipeline processor requires stor-
age for 1.5N complex points and loge (N) b f's and switches.
Both b f's and memory arc used only half the time and
operate at the input sampling rate. The next section will
discuss several ways of improving this utilization.
Ill. Improvements Toward Full Utilization
Several approaches have been developed to improve the
use of the elements in the pipelined processor.
The memory can be used all of the time by recircu-
lating half the bf resultants in the present stage memory
(through switching), before transferring them to the next
stage (see Fig. 4). This has the further advantage of re-
quiring only N complex storage locations rather than
15N. The b f's in this approach still operate only half the
time and must be capable of processing at the sampling
rate.
Another approach permits the use of the b f's all the
time and at half the input sampling rate (see Fig. 5). This
was derived by observing that two input points are re-
quired before processing and that two values result from
each operation. Unfortunately, this method needs an addi-
tional input buffer of 1.5N complex storage cells. The total
memory required for this method is, therefore, 3N. It
further requires that these input buffers operate at two
different clocking rakes.
The new approach presented in this report, Biplex
(Fig. 6), takes advantage of the idle time of the processor
in Fig. 3 by sampling a different signal when it would
have been idle. The pipeline processor is switched be-
tween two sets of analog-to-digital converters, each sam-
pling a separate signal. These are represented as complex
mixers, CMl and CM2. This approach can be used to pro-
cess two independent signals or, by splitting a single signal
into two adjacent channels, process one signal at the same
resolution with lower speed logic and less memory. The
values at various points in this interleaved operation are
shown in Table 1. The letter beading of each cohmin
refers to a point labeled in Fig. 6. The value a j is the j"'
sample of the i ll, spectrum of the signal from CM1. flit
refers to the signal from CM2. X;, Y j, and Zi ; are the
results of the bf operations on the signal a and Rii, Sib
and Ti ; are the results of processing signal 9, Previous
and subsequent spectra would fili the table, but were
deleted for clarity. The entries of the table clearly show
that each spectrum, while interleaved, is kept separate in
time. Each appears at the output as a separate block of
data. The decommutation rate is T/2.
IV. Benefits and Costs of the Biplex-FFT
a
The benefits of the Biplex FFT arise out of reduced
memory size and processor speed. For the same band-
width and resolution only 75 ,percent of the memoir is
required when compared to the in-place algorithm. To
illustrate, if a 40-N 11z bandwidth signal is to be trans-
formed with a resolution of about 300-Hz it would require
217 or 131,072 complex storage locations using the in-place
algoritlun. The same requirements can be met using
1' X 211, locations with the Biplex processor. (20-.NlHz
bandwidth at —_300 Hz resolution takes 210 locations in-
place or 1.1/, X 216 pipelined). This saving in memory is
accompanied by the saving of one bf processor.
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	The reduced sampling bandwidth of the Biplex tech- 	 elements, however, operate at half the speed and, there-
	
nique reduces the memory and processor speed require- 	 fore, may be easier and less costly to implement.
ments by the same amount. For the example, the Biplex
processor uses logic elements with delays of from 30 to
	
40 ns rather than the 15 to 20 ns of the more conventional	 V. Conclusions
processor.
	
	 The use of the Biplex FFT significantly reduces equip-
ment costs when operating near the state-of-the-art
	
These benefits are not gained without some cost. Since 	 speeds. It may also make pipeline techniques applicable
	
the full bandwidth is split in two, two analog-to-digital 	 and desirable at lower speeds where previously the
	
converter elements (complex mixers) are required. These
	
in-place algorithm was considered most economical.
Reference
1a
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Fig. 3. Pipelined FFT processor
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Fig. 4. Memory conservative pipelined FFT
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Fig. 5. Half-rate butterfly pipelined FFT
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Viking Telecommunication Effects of GEOS Satellite
Interference Based on Testing at the Madrid
Deep Space Station
F. V. Stuhr
Spacecraft Telecommunications Systems Section
S. S. Kent
RF Systems. Development Section
J. L. Galvez, B. G. Luaces, G. R. Pasero, and J. M. Urech
Madrid Deep Space Station
In support of the ongoing NASA—European Space Agency (ESA) effortrt to
understand and control possible interference between missions, testing was con-
ducted at the Madrid Deep Space Station from July 1975 to February 1976 to
characterize the effect on Viking 1975 telecommunication link performance of
t Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (GEOS) downlink signals. The prime use of the
data was to develop a capability to predict GEOS interference effects for evalua-
tion of Viking 1975 mission impacts and possible temporary GEOS shutdown. Also,
the data would serve as a basis for assessment of the GEOS impact on missions
other than Viking as well as for more general interference applications. Perfor-
mances of the reference receiver, telemetry', and planetary ranging were measured
in the presence of various types of GEOS-related interference, including an
unmodulated GEOS carrier and simulation of the actual spectrum by an ESA-
supplied GEOS suitcase model. This article describes the testing performed at the
Madrid Deep Space Station and the potential GEOS interference impacts on the
Viking Extended Mission.
i
I. Introduction
	
	
deep space missions since the downlink carrier frequency
is in the deep space allocation band at chamiel 26.2
The European Space Agency (ESA) Geodetic Earth- 	 (2299.5 MHz). The Viking channels are 9 and 20 for the
Orbiting Satellite (GEOS) geosynchronous satellite pre-
	 Orbiters and 13 for the Landers. A total GEOS power of
sents a significant interference potential for all NASA	 —90 dBm is expected on-axis at the 64-meter stations.
	 j
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The potential GEOS interference impacts of —90 dBm
on-axis levels are severe since the reference receiver and
the telemetry are likely to be knocked out of lock. This will
occur for a spacecraft operating at any channel across
most of the deep space band when the desired signals are
at or near threshold. In particular, the farthest Viking
channel 9 would be affected. GEOS spectrum compo-
nents as much as 90 dB down from the total GEOS power
are of interest for —90 dBm on-axis levels. Such levels are
difficult to measure and control so that their presence
must be assumed at the worst-case frequency location.
The question is how far off the DSN antenna axis must
(1) The saturation characteristics of each system ele-
ment and its performance impact were investigated
as a function .of signal level and frequency offset.
(2) A significant unpredicted mechanism was identified
during strong signal testing and was independently
investigated. Sidebands were found to be generated
within the station telemetry and ranging channels
due to multiplication of an interfering component
by the channel' demodulation reference square
wave.
GEOS be geometrically in order not to cause a problem.	 IV. Tests PerformedThe answer for Viking appears to be at least 3 degrees
This should preclude any noticeable degradation for nor- 	 The performance of each downlink function for selected
mally expected Viking levels with worst-case frequency 	 VO and VL modes was measured in the presence of
alignment of the interfering spectrum.	 various types of GEOS-related interference at strong and
weak signals and with various frequency offset conditions.
While the immediacy of the interference problem has 	
Table 1 summarizes the tests performed.
been alleviated somewhat by the GEOS launch postpone- A Types of Interference
ment from August 1976 to April 1977, its potential impact
remains for the Viking Extended Mission, Mariner Jupiter	 Four types of interference were used:
Saturn 1977 and Pioneer Venus 1978. The DSN Network 	 (1) Unmodulated GEOS carrier (CW).Control Center will be responsible for the operating
interface with ESA relative to interference and will work
	 (2) Worst-case line spectrum at GEOS frequencies.
in accordance with established detailed procedures and 	 (3) Spectrum simulating typical GEOS condition.priorities. The tests described Herein are in support of
(4) Spectrum of GEOS suitcase model supplied bythe ongoing NASA—ESA effort to understand and control
ESA.interference.
r
Most of the tests were performed with CW since this
11. Test Objective 	 type signal is most effective for investigative results. In
The test objective was to characterize the effect of	 particular, the total power effects could be separated
GEOS interference on Viking Orbiter (VO) and Viking	 from other interference, and telemetry and ranging chan-
Lander (VL) telecommunication link . performance. Use
	
	
nel multiplication harmonics could be more easily isolated
and their effects evaluated. Also CW data could be more
of the test results was planned f r: 
readily extrapolated for GEOS effects on missions other
(1) Evaluating Viking mission unpact and possible 	 than Viking as well as for more general interfertnce appli-
GEOS shutdown.
	
	
cations. The worst-case line spectrum testing bounded
the potential effects on Viking, since lure spectrumn effects
(2) Evaluating GEOS impacts on missions other than	 are expected to be the most severe. Use of a simulated
Viking.
	
	
GEOS spectrum provided a preliminary look at probable
GEOS effects and also provided a look at the effects of a
(3) Miscellaneous potential interference applications.
	
	
more nearly continuous type of spectrum. Use of the
GEOS suitcase model verified that the actual GEOS'
spectrum will typically produce results predicted based
III. Test Approach
An investigative approach was emphasized such that
subsets of tests could be performed as required to under-
stand unpredicted degradation mechanisms and to char-
f	 acterize their effects.
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on analysis and tests.
B. Parameters Varied
Strong interfering signals were used primarily to de-
termine saturation effects and the maximum GEOS
61
level was —85 dBm. Interfering GEOS signals as low
	
1 + PV/PL + P,,./PL
as —140 dBm were tested with Viking signals ranging 	 a 1 + Pv/PL + Pv/PL -1- P,/PL
from the maximum predicted orbital design values to
specified thresholds.	 where
All of the Viking frequency channels (9, 13, 16, and 20)
were tested with at least CW, and the worst-case channel
20 was used most extensively. The nominal GEOS fre-
quency was set for 2299.5 MHz. The GEOS frequency
was adjusted to place multiplication harmonics at various
offsets from the Viking channel frequency.
a = suppression factor
PT, = Viking power.
P,y = noise power
P, = GEOS interfering power
PL = limit level power
Viking telemetry modes tested included uncoded low For P1, and P, much greater than Pv or. P,:, this simplifies
rate at 33-1/3 b/s (for low rate. only and with high rate to
on) and coded high rate at 500 b/s, 1 kb/s and 8 kb/s.
1
f C. Performance Parameters Measured' "^ 1 + PI/PL
The carrier, telemetry and ranging performance were The S-band mixer and 50 ;MHz intermediate frequency
each measured. (IF) amplifier and mixer are the most significant mod-
(1) Carrier performance included suppression in the ules, since saturation in other modules occurs at substan-
! receiver, phase jitter and the maximum interference tially higher levels. The power levels for the S-band
level at which the receiver could_ acquire 	 Viking mixer are referenced at the maser input and Pr, is
signal of a given level. —79 dBm (based on measured data). For the 50-MHz IF,
the closed loop automatic gain control (ACC) increases
(2) Telemetry performance included saturation levels the gain to compensate for suppression of the Viking
in the telemetry string, drop-lock conditions, and signal. This also increases the GEOS "hoear" output and
i ST„/N„ degradation. Bit and word error rates were consequently the suppression such that a cumulative
also measured. However, error rate results agreed effect occurs. At equilibrium, the Viking output level is
well with ST„/No and only ST„/Nu was reported
-81 dBm (by loop design), while the "linear” GEOS out-
for brevity. put has increased by the amount Viking has been sup-
(3) Ranging performance consisted of PR/No degrada- pressed. For the 50-MHz IF suppression factor, powers
tion. DRVID standard deviation was also mea- are referenced to the module output, PL is -10 _dBrn
sured. However, DRVID results agreed well with (based on measured data) and P, 	 the "linear" GEOS
P,;/N, and only P2/No was reported for brevity. output. The total receiver suppression is the sum of the
values for the S-band mixer and 50-MHz IF modules.
In addition to measuring performance of various tele- Frequency separation considerations are excluded from 	 a
com links, the simulated GEOS spectrums were examined the above equations and can be accounted for by reduc-
to assure they were as predicted and to search for signifi- ing the interference level according to bandwidth losses.
cant spurious signals. B. Interfering Sidebands Generated Within Receiver
Interfering sidebands are generated within the receiv-
V. PYedICtl011 Models ing station telemetry and ranging channels due to multi-
Models were developed in some cases to compare with plication of an incoming interfering component by the
observed test results and can be used to predict effects channel demodulation reference square wave. In the case
in flight. of telemetry, this occurs in the Subcarrer Demodulator	 i
Assembly (SDA) quad generator, where the reference is
A	 Receiver Carrier Suppression a square wave at the subcarrier frequency, In the case of  `
ranging, this occurs in the 10•-MHz IF amplifier and
A model was generated for Viking carrier suppression phase switch, where the reference is a square wave at
in the RF receiver assuming a soft limiter for each
i
the clock frequency of about 516 kHz (for postacquisition
saturating module:
	 - tracking). The odd multiplication harmonic nearest the
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noise spectral density in a given channel, degradation of
approximately 3 dB will occur. Assuming the interfering
signal spectrum to be uniform across a given bandwidth,
the level of the interfering signal data power which can
produce multiplication harmonic spectral density equal
to the receive noise spectral density in the channel of
interest is
Pm
	 C
N11
= kTRllR B
 9 JJ
where
PrD = interfering signal data power
k = Boltzmann's constant
T,rg receiving systen noise temperature
B = bandwidth in region of interfering spectrum
whose multiplication harmonic is near the fre-
quency of the desired signal over which power
is uniform.
VI. Carrier Tracking Test Results
Carrier tracking performance was evaluated based on
the measurement of carrier suppression in the receiver
and the effects on receiver acquisition and coherent dop
pler jitter. The higher levels required for acquisition and
the increased doppler jitter in the presence of interference
are each the result of suppression. While data discussed
below were measured using a CW signal, results for other
GEOS spectrums were in agreement on a total power
C. Condition for Telemetry SDA Drop-Lock _ basis.. That is, since the GEOS spectrum is narrow as
The telemetry channel SDA will be knocked out of lock 	 compared to the receiver bandpass and the frequency
when the interfering sideband is approximately equal in	 between GEOS and the Viking channels, total GEOS
power to the desired telemetry data, with a frequency 	 power is the important parameter for receiver saturation
offset from the desired signal of half the data symbol rate, 	 effects.
The level of an interfering signal line component which
can produce such a multiplication Harmonic is	 A. Carrier Suppression
NTT l2	
Figure 1 shows the Viking carrier suppression in dB
	
P1 = PD ( 9 /
	
measured by AGC for the worst-case channel 20 as a
	
/	 function of CW interference level at the GEOS fre
where	 quency, The predicted suppression using the model ofparagraph VA is shown for comparison,
	 j
PD desired signal telemetry data power
	
	
I
B. Acquisition Levels
D. Condition for Interfering Signal Spoctral	 Table 2 summarizes the maximum CW interferenceDensity = No	 levels at which the Viking carrier could be acquired with
When the interfering signal spectral density is nearly	 the Viking frequency at a static value equal to the
continuous and is approximately equal to the receive 	 receiver rest frequency for channels 9, 13, 16 and 20,
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channel 10-MHz center frequency is the closest odd
integer to Af/f"11 and is nominally at a frequency offset
of
Afy Of - NfRwF
where
N = number of multiplication harmonic nearest the
desired signal center frequency
A f,• = frequency offset of nearest harmonic from the
desired signal frequency
A f = nominal frequency separation between inter-
ference and the desired signal.
fRnp = frequency of channel reference square wave
The level of a given multiplication harmonic produced by
an interfering signal line component is determined from
P,.
=P,(w'-Iff,
where
P,. = power in the nth multiplication harmonic
j`	 P, = power in the interfering signal line component
Frequency separation considerations are excluded from
the equation for PA and can be accounted for by reducing
the interference level according to bandwidth losses.
C. Doppler Phase Jitter
Figure 2 shows doppler phase jitter as a function of
CW interference level for the worst ?se channel 20.
VII. Telemetry Test Results
Levels were measured at which telemetry string satura-
tion occurred, but the saturation effects were found to
be secondary to the degradation by multiplication bar-
monies. Telemetry STB/No degradation and the level at
which drop-lock occurred were measured for various
interference conditions resulting from harmonics gener-
ated by SDA reference multiplication of the GEOS input.
Line spectrum multiplication harmonic effects were
found to be the most severe. Multiplication harmonic
energy from near-continuous interfering spectrums has
a significant effect only as the level approaches that of
the inherent receiver noise. Since the line spectrum effects
are most severe, the CW case provides an excellent bound-
ing measure of degradation effects and results can be
easily extrapolated to other cases. In particular, the
results for the GEOS carrier with modulating spectrums
are in agreement wits. the CW case on a carrier power
basis. That is, the modulated carrier is the strongest com-
ponent producing harmonics from multiplication and its
effect dominates over modulating components. Further,
any case where line interference is involved will differ
from the CW only by the level of the interfering line.
A. Telemetry Saturation
The 10-MHz SDA is the first stage to saturate and does
so for a level of interfering GEOS power within the
telemetry channel bandwidth of —95 dBm, referenced at
the traveling-wave maser (TWM) input.
offset than with a slight offset. Based on the results of
Table 3, the differences in severity of interference effects
relative to channel 20 are about 9 dB for channel 16,
17 dB for channel 13 (with orbiter subcarriers), and 26 dB
for channel 9.
While the above results are for a CW signal, results for
other GEOS spectrums were in agreement on a carrier
power basis, since the modulated carrier dominates over
the modulating components,
C. Telemetry ST,/N,, Degradation by
Multiplication Harmonics
Telemetry ST„/NQ degradation data presented below
are limited. to:
(1) Multiplication harmonic interference.
(2) Worst-case Viking channel 20.
(3) Interfering spectrum cases of CW and the GEOS
suitcase model.
The CW interference is the worst case since lines pro-
duce the most severe degradation and the power is con-
fined to a single line. The suitcase model is the expected
case and includes both lines (sidebands of the high-rae
telemetry subcarrier at 190.5 kHz) and near-continuous
portions (modulating data energy).
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show three Viking telemetry modes:
cruise at 33-1/3 b/s (uncoded low rate only), coded high
rate at l kb/sand coded high rate at 8 kb/s, respectively.
Each is with an unmodulated GEOS carrier (CW) ad-
justed in frequency for the nearest multiplication bar
raufAc at various offsets from channel 20. The following
observations are made:
B. Telemetry Drop-Lock Due to Multiplication	 (1) While the most severe STB/Nn degradation occurs
Harmonics	 for the CW line at a slight offset from channel 20,
Table 3 summarizes the levels of CW interference for 	 an offset of half the Viking symbol rate is only
drop-lock of Viking telemetry at an ST„/Na of 8 dB with - 	 slightly less severe.
the GEOS frequency adjusted for the nearest multplica-	 (2) Degradation with the CW line exactly on chan-
tion harmonic offset at half the telemetry symbol rate ` 	 nel 20 is much less severe than a slight offset,
from the Viking operating frequency. With the interfering 	 (3) Degradation is least severe for 33-1/3 b/s andharmonic sl'L;htiy offset from the Viking operating fre-
	
coded 1 kb/s with the CW line near the telemetry	 jquency, interfering levels for drop-lock were about 2 dB	 band edge. The severity is reduced by about 13 dB
weaker than for half the symbol rate. With the harmonic 	
relative to the worst=case. slight offset,
near the edge- of the band, drop-lock levels were about
16 dB stronger than for half the symbol rate. It is noted	 (4) For symbol rates greater than 5000 per second, the
that for interference exactly at the Viking operating fre- 	 bandwidth of 500 kHz is sufficiently wide that an
F quency, the effect is less severe than with a slight offset.	 odd multiplication harmonic will always fall withinDrop-lock occurs at a level about 6 dB stronger with no	 the bandwidth. This is because the odd harmonics
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from multiplication with the Viking subcarrier are
spaced at 480 kHz, or twice the subcarrier fre-
quency of 240 kHz. This is important since the use
of ground frequency tuning can minimize but can-
not remove the interference.
(5) When two harmonics fall in the telemetry band-
width simultaneously, increased degradation over
the case of a lesser frequency offset is produced.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the 8-kb/s case,
where the maximum offset of 240 kHz produced a
more severe effect than 200 kHz.
Figure 6 shows the Viking coded high-rate telemetry
at 1 kb/s with the GEOS suitcase model spectrum. The
GEOS frequency was adjusted to place the multiplication
harmonic interference at a frequency offset of half the
symbol rate from channel 20. The three cases shown are
for the multiplication Harmonic interference produced by
the modulated GEOS carrier, the first GEOS telemetry
subcarrier _ zideband, and the strongest portion of the
GEOS telemetry data spectrum. The following observa-
tions are made:
(1) The modulated GEOS carrier produces the most
severe degradation due to its line structure and
relative strength, It is less severe than the CW case
of Fig. 4 by the amount of modulation suppression
(approximately 5.5 dB).
(2) The first GEOS telemetry subcarrier sideband pro-
duces degradation less severe than the modulated
carrier by about the difference in levels of the
spectral lines (about 12 dB).
(3) The strongest portion of the GEOS telemetry data
spectrum produces only sightly less degradation
than the subcarrier sideband. While the maximum
data spectrum level is slightly greater than the sub-
carrier sideband, line structure is less pronounced
than is the subcarrier sideband. The effect of a
more continuous spectrum is similar to that of in-
creased noise and is less severe than for a well-
defined line,
(4) Some portion of the GEOS spectrum will always
produce multiplication harmonics in the Viking
telemetry bandwidth for any channel, regardless of
the relative frequency alignment or the Viking
telemetry bandwidth. This is important since the
use of ground tuning can only minimize the effect.
The minimum effect should occur with on-channel
location of the multiplication harmonics from the
GEOS data spectrum in the region of 143 kHz from
the GEOS carrier (halfway between the subcarrier
and the maximum data level). It was verified by
measurement using a simulated GEOS spectrum
for the coded 1-kb/s case that this portion of the
data spectrum was about 5 dB less severe than the
strongest portion,
(5) With frequency alignment for multiplication har-
monies of the 143-kHz data spectrum region, the
50-kHz telemetry bandwidth for I kb/s tends to
preclude harmonics from either the subcarrier (at
190.5 kHz) or the strongest portion of the data
spectrum (at about 95 kHz), However, for symbol
rates greater than 5000 per second the 500-kHz
telemetry bandwidth will allow harmonics of the
carrier,_ subcarrier, and data spectrum simultane-
ously. While no data were measured for the
500-kHz bandwidth using the GEOS data spectrum,
degradation earl be bounded by the interference
levels for the CW case and as much as 18 dB
stronger. For example, with coded 8 kb/s on chan-
nel 20, the modulated GEOS spectrum will produce
drop-lock for a total GEOS power of no less than
about -117 dBm (CW case) and no greater than
about -99 dBm. The 18-dB difference assumes
that the strongest level required is that of a modu-
lated carrier hear the band edge. The measured
data in Fig. 5 show that the ninth CW ham-ionic
at a 200-kHz offset is about 13 dB less severe than
for the worst-case slight offset. To thus, 5-dB modu-
lation suppression must be added. The 1-kb/s data
of Fig, 6 also tend to confirm this, since the
strongest level for the least of the major interfering
spectrum components is about 12 dB less than for
the modulated carrier.
Will Ranging Test Results
For interfering signals outside the narrow channel
bandwidth, ranging signal suppression ' due to overall
receiver saturation is the dominant effect and is the same
as for the carrier. For signals within the ranging channel
bandwidth, additional degradation occurs due to ranging
module saturation and the appearance of interference as
noise at the ranging detector. Investigative tests show the
low-pass (LP) do amplifier to be the first ranging charuiel
saturation component. The two most significant band-
widths are the --!-225 Hz of the crystal filter (about
10 MHz) and the <1 Hz of the LP do amplifier, Figure 7
shows the Viking channel 20 ranging PnIN, degradation
as a function of CW interference level for various fre-
quency offsets from the Viking operating value. The data
were obtained for a downlink carrier of -152 dBm (mini-
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mum level at maximum range) and a P,t /N„ of 4. 12 dB
(in the absence of interference), The interfering sideband
was the nearest harmonic (5th) produced by multiplica,
lion of the interfering carrier by a 516-kHz reference
square wave. This is not an expected Viking condition
since the potential GEOS/Viking frequency separation
will not allow a GEOS carrier multiplication harmonic
so near any Viking channel. The nominal separation be-
tween any Viking channel and the GEOS frequency
places the nearest odd ranging clock harmonic at an offset
from the Viking channel greater than the combined un-
certainties of the Viking and GEOS operating frequencies
and the DSN receiver offset from the channel 20 center
frequency to account for doppler. Since the DSN trans-
mitter frequency is offset to account for the Earth—Mars
uplink doppler, the DSN receiver will be offset only by
the amount of the downlink Earth—Mars doppler, The
nominal offsets of the nearest odd ranging clock bar
monies are 300 kHz for channels 9 and 20 and 227 kHz
for channel. 13. The downlink Earth—Mars doppler will
not exceed 125 kHz, and the combined frequency uncer-
tainties will not exceed 90 kHz. While interference is
highly unlikely for Viking in the postacquisition mode
(516-kHz clock only), it is the most meaningful mode to
test and is useful for extrapolation to other cases. Obser-
vations of data with the 516-kHz clock 5th harmonic at
various frequency offsets from the Viking channel 20 are
made as follows:
That is, outside the ranging channel bandwidth,
receiver saturation will be the predominant inter-
ference effect.
IX. GEOS Spectrum Examination
The spectrum of the GEOS suitcase model was ex-
amined to assure that it was as predicted and to search
for any spurious signals. The regions within channels 9,
13 and 20 were obtained carefully for the unmodulated
carrier as well as the modulated case with a total GEOS
power of —85 dBm. The worst-case line spectrum was
examined as well, but only in the region of channel 20.
In all cases the spectrum was essentially as predicted and
no spurious signals were found. However, signals were
found -which were not GEOS output components but
were intermodulation products of well-defined spectral
lines generated within the saturated receiver 50-MHz IF
amplifier and mixer. This was confirmed when the signals
disappeared with the addition of a -!-1-MHz filter at the
50-MHz IF module input. These signals had levels as
strong as -155 dBm in channel 30. Acquisition of these
signals required a special operating procedure due to the
saturation condition. By using manual gain control
(MGC) at an appropriate level some suppression could
be avoided.
X. Potential Mission Impacts(1) Figure 7 shows that the worst-case degradation is
for the interfering multiplication harmonic aligned The expected GEOS level along a 64-m antenna bore-
with the Viking channel 20, Here the effect as in- sight is —90 dBm, At this level the protection normally
1	 creased noise in the detection bandwidth dominates. afforded by frequency separation is significantly reduced.
This is because satellite signals far removed from the
(2) For increasing frequency offset (1.2 to 33.6 Hz in satellite carrier are of concern even if they are as much	 i
Fig. 7), the LP do amplifier bandpass characteristic as 90 dB weaker than the carrier. Such signals cannot be
will increasingly attenuate the interfering harmonic effectively controlled or even accurately measured and
and reduce its effect as increased noise until the must be assumed to occur. More importantly, as the tests
noise and suppression effects are constant relative reported herein show, a satellite carrier near the sleep
to each other. space band can cause interference even at relatively weak
levels clue to generation of harmonics from multiplication(3) After frequency offsets for which the relative noise by data channel demodulation square wave references.
and suppression effects are essentially constant
j (33.6 Hz in Fig. 7), `added offset will merely attenu- A. Viking Extended Mission
ate both effects equally by the amount of the crystal
filter insertion loss. The attenuation for an offset A summary of the planned GEOS orbit geometry for
slightly beyond the ±225-Hz bandwidth (500 Hz the April 1977 launch has been supplied to NASA by
in Fig, 7) becomes a nearly constant 20 dB. ESA. These data are presently under evaluation to deter-
mine the times of potential GEOS interference to the
(4) For offsets significantly beyond the ±225-Hz crys- Viking Extended Mission, if any. Table 4 is a summary of
tal filter bandwidth, levels of interference required the worst-case potential effects for each Viking telecom-
to produce LP do amplifier saturation and increased munication link should GEOS cross the main beam of a
detector noise will first cause receiver saturation. DSN antenna which is tracking Viking,
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It can be seen that the worst-case frequency alignment
will knock the high-rate telemetry links out of lock for
any Viking channel with the 64-m on-axis GEOS level of
—90 dBm. Further, regardless of frequency alignment,
high-rate drop-lock on channel 20 will occur for a total
GEOS power level of —99 dBm or lower. Hence, GEOS
shutdown appears to be necessary when GEOS is located
near the 64-m boresight look direction for Viking. An
angle of 3 deg off boresight should produce a total GEOS
level of about —140 dBm (for P,IP,. = --0.5 dB), which
would place the ninth GEOS carrier mulUplication har-
monic about 22 dB below the Viking data power on
channel 20. Measured data indicate that this relative level
of interference, even for the worst-case frequency align-
ment, would produce negligible telemetry ST111No degra-
dation (<0.1 dB). This is in agreement with an analysis
by M. A. Koerner (Ref. 1). It should be noted that poten-
tial degradation to the ranging channel during acquisi-
tions remains even for the —140 dBm GEOS level.
However, for the expected Viking Pjz/N, of about 20 dB
such degradation depends on a frequency alignment to
within 5 or 10 Hz, Such a condition is highly unlikely,
B. Other Missions
As shown by Viking testing, any channel in the deep
space band can be degraded by a satellite downlink
near the band having sufficient power. Hence, all NASA
deep space missions are potentially susceptible to impacts
from GEOS as well as other satellites, present or future.
Reference
1. Koerner, M. A., Effect of Interference on a Binary Communication Channel
Using Known Signals, Technical Report 32-1281, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, Calif., Dec. 1, 1968.
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Table 1. Summary of tests conducted to determine Viking susceptibility to GEOS interference
Measured GEOS interference Viking signals	 jl
performance Spectrum Inter- Otaffl'se	 o Data
'
fering interference Level, Channel rate,
Y
Level	 1Sim-Function	 Parameter
	 CW	 Line Suit-	 component from Viking
dBm b/s
ulated case frequency
Carrier	 Signal
	
X	 X	 X X	 Total CEOS © —85 20,16, N/A —140 to
suppression power Ch 26.2 to 13 and —1,65
—105 9 dBm
Acquisition	 X	 x Same Same Meas Same N/A Same
while y
saturated
Titter	 X	 X Same Same Same 20 NIA. —155 to
—165
dBra
False lock	 X X	 Intermods Random —85 20,13 N/A N/A
within and 9
saturated
receiver
Telemetry	 Level at	 X Power in CEOS r —95 20 81- --145
which telemetry Ch 26.2 c113M	 9'
saturation BW
occurred
'i
Drop-lock	 X Harmonica 0 to —105 20 33-1/3, ST,,/Al, =
and of CW edge of to 1 k and 5 and 8 dB
ST7z/No telemetry --135 8k
degra- channel 13 500
dation BW and 8k a
9 and 16 8k
a	 x R	 Harmonica Half Vik- Same 20 33-1/3 STdN, -	
!.
of modu- ing data and Ik 8 dB
lated symbol
GEOS rate i
carrier
GX	 X X	 Harmonica Sarm Same Snrnc--, Same Same
of a
strongest
line
X X	 Harmonica Same Same Swine Saute Sazne
of
continuous
spectrum
between
carrier and
` first line
a
Ranging
	
P14/N,	 X Harmonics 0 to 500 —95 20 TzyT = Pz4 1Nr, =
degra- of CW Hzd to 1 min 12 dB
dation
—165
aGL'OS adjusted where required from its nominal value of 2299.5 MHz.
aHarmonics are those generated due to multiplication of given signal by the telemetry suhcarrier demodulation reference.
f	 Harmonics are those generated due to multiplication of CW by the ranging clock demodulationt reference.
aLow-pass (LP) do amplifier BW < 1 Hz and crystal filter BW
	 -!-225 IN in 10-MI-1y stage.
f-
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Table 2. Maximum GEOS signal level for Viking
receiver acquisition (dBm)
Viking signal level
channel
—140	 —145	 —150 ''	 ­ 155 —160 —165
20 —85a	 —85a 	—89	 —91 —97 —102
16 — 85a	— 85a 	—87	 —93 —97 103
13 —85a	 -85a 	—85n	-89 -95 —101
9 —85a	 —85a 	—85a 	—85a —85a - 91
allo stronger signal Level was checked,
Table 3. Predicted and measured CW power for Viking telemetry drop-lock at an ST,/No = 8 dB
with the interfering harmonic offset at half the data symbol rate
Viking signal	 CW interference
4
Telemetry	 Multiplication	 Total power, dBmRF harmonic
channel Mode
	
b/s	 Coding	 number	 Predicted Measured
20	 High rate	 8k	 Block	 9	 -114.5 —115
1k	 Block	 9	 -123.5 -124	 I
33-1/3a	None	 95	 —118.0 —115
Cruise	 33-1/3	 None	 95	 -118.0 —118
16	 ?Nigh rate	 8k	 Block	 15	 —103.5 —106
s13 High rate	 8k')	 Block	 21	 —102.0 — 98
500	 Block	 67	 -104.0 -101
9	 High rate	 8k	 Block	 27	 —, 90.3: — 89	 3
4
sLow rate channel on 24-kHz subcarrier in the high-rate mode with coded 1 kbps simultaneouslg on a 240-kHz subcarrier.
hThis ease is for orbiter telemetry data rate and subcarrier to compare relative channel separation effeer s. The lander on channel 13 will
in practice transmit a maximum of 500 b/s on `a 72-kHz subcarrier.
aa
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Table 4. Summary of worst-case potential Viking interference effects due to GEOS based on test data
king degradationu
Function	 Parameter	 Interference condition"	 Channel
Mode 4
20	 13 9
Carrier	 Signal suppression	 Saturation	 All	 —0.7 dB	 —0.2 dB —0.1 dB
Interference level for
	
Saturation	 All	 Nonce	 Nonec Nonec
acquisition
Increased jitter	 Saturation	 All	 <1 deg	 None None
Telemetry	 Total interference	 GEOS carrier multiplication 	 33-1/3	 —103	 -92, —78
power for drop-locket	harmonic at slight offset from 	 (LRT only)
Viking frequeney e	33-1/3	 —117	 —98 —91
(HRT)
500	 `'/A	 -103 N/A
8k	 -117	 N/A —91
a
i	
aGEOS carrier modulated b lows speed data only with P,/F,, _ -0.5 dB; P	 P, = -5.5 dB when high speed data on. Carrier frequency YY	 P	  	 c/ r —	 6	 P
near 2299.5 MHz and maximum total power = =90 dBm.
bWitb expected total Viking power of — 140 dBm for VO and —147 dBm for VL, each at maximum range.
t -No degradation since the carrier could be acquired even under the worst-case saturating level of -90 dBm, j
6 1 dB of STF/Ne degradation occurs for interference levels about 5 dB weaker than for drop-lock. s,
eDrop-lock occurs at stronger signal by about 2 dB for a frequency offset of half the data symbol rate and by about 12 dB at edge of
telemetry BW. Drop-lock occurs for stronger signal by about 6 dB for interference exactly at the Viking frequency,
i
F
k	
,
I
{
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Fig. 1. Theoretical and measured reference receiver signal suppression
on channel 20 vs CW interfering level for various Viking carrier levels
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Fig. 3. Measured cruise mode 33-1/3 b/s telemetry ST B/No degradation on channel 20
vs CW interfering level for various frequency offsets
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Fig. 4. Measured coded 1-kb/s telemetry ST,,/NO degradation on channel 20
vs CW interfering level for various frequency offsets
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Fig. 6. Measured_ coded 1-kb/s telemetry STR INo degradation on channel 20 vs GEOS
suitcase model interfering power for various portions of the interfering spectrum to produce
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N76-29328
DSN Standard Interface Adapter and Buffer Assembly
Used in the Dark III Data System
T. Anderson
DSN Data Systems Development Section
This article describes the DSN Standard Interface Adapter and Buffer Assembly
(referred to as the "9001SIA7) used to effect interface compatibility between the
Xerox Data Systems 920 computer (XDS 920) and the Mark III Data System
(MDS) processors. It sets forth the requirements based on the differences between
the two systems. Described are the operational characteristics and general design
strategy as well as certain efficient implementation techniques used. From a soft-
ware standpoint, the transfer protocol is discussed to a level of detail sufficient_ for
its operation.
I. Mark III Data System Requirements
	
	
The 920 cycle time is 8µs, requiring an average of 5 to
6 cycle times per word transfer (i.e., 40 to 48 ps), while
The Mark III Data System (MDS) retains the Digital	 the Standard Interface transfer rate may be as high as
Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS) 920, which is then re- 500 kHz (Le., 2 Its per word transfer), depending on cable
quired to communicate with the MDS Modular Computer length. The 920-word format is 24 bits per word, while
Systems (MODCOMP) processors through the Star Switch the word format of the MDS processors is 16 bits per
Controllers (SSCs). Because of the gross incompatibilities 	 word and the Standard Interface word format is 8 bits her
between the 920 and the DSN Standard Interface, an word
interface adapter and buffer is required. The incompati-
bilities exist in the areas of:	 The 9201/0 regisr
	
er anode interface control is based on	 J
(1) Si-,ecd of operation,
	
	
outbound requests in the form of EOM (energize output
	 1
medium) code; words and inbound 5;.ngle line "iuterrupf'
(2) Data format.	 responses.
(3) Interface protocol, The 920 then operates on a pulse technology where the
(4) Electrical signals.	 event of a pulse must be stored ` in the adapter as 'must
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the sequence of succession of events. The Standard Inter-
face consists of an outbound "request to transmit" signal,
an inbound "response," i.e., ready to receive signal, and
an outbound "data available or "data ready" signal. The
920 control signals are short-duration pulses (8 V), one for
the beginning and one for the end of an operation, while
the Standard Interface signals are "levels" (5 V) which.
prevail during an operation, the beginning of the level
signaling the beginning of the operation and the end of
the level the end of the operation. Control signal memo-
ries for the Standard Interface need then not be furnished
in the interface adapter.
The 920 and the Standard Interface parameters of con-
cern to the adapter are described in the following sections.
Standard Interface, General Description
single buffer to be able to operate i.n either direction, is
considerably larger than an additional buffer without
such switching.
The operation of such a buffer is as follows; When
transmitting from the DIS 920 to the MDS processor, data
are metered out from the 920, through its register I/O
POT (parallel output) connections, to the adapter buffer
until a full data block has been assembled in the buffer.
At that instant, the adapter requests to transmit this data
block to the MDS processor at a high rate through the
SSC. When the buffer has been fully unloaded it is again
available to be loaded and the sequence is repeated.
When transmitting from an MDS processor to the 920,
the sequence is essentially reversed. The processor re-
quests to transmit a complete data block at high speed to
the adapter buffer.
The MDS consists of a large number of processors and
peripherals, 'many from different manufacturers and with
gross interface incompatibilities, Each device has been
made to conform to the Standard Interface. The Standard
Interface uses an 8-bit parallel (byte) transfer and the
transfer control signals are simple. They consist of a uni-
directional "request to transmit signal, one in each direc-
tion, a `response" and a "ready" signal, both bidirectional.
Electrically these signals are 5-V signal levels, where
-i- 5 V is the idle level an d GN.D is the active level.
1V. 900/SIA/Design Parameters, Surra iary
The design parameters for the 920/SIA are summarized
as follows (for reference see Fig. 1):
(1) Two identical channels are provided, one each on
directly interchangeable subassemblies.
(2) For each chamiel, four distinctly identifiable inter-
faces exist.
(3) Two of the four interfaces, to and faom the. SSC
III. 900/SIA Adapter Buffer Requirements
	
through the SIA, share one port.
(Systems analysis . has concluded that transmission be-
	
4) One set of PIN/POT connections is shared between
tween the DIS 920 and an \ SIDS processor over a single	 the two charmets
register would create too large an overhead time for the
	
(5) The POT connections are common to both channels.
MDS processor, which would then be inefficiently used.
	 (G) The PIN connections are collector OR-controlled
A data memory or buffer is therefore included in the 	 between the channels:
adapter. The capacity of this buffer is equal to a high
speed data block, or approximately 1200 bits. The buffer,	 (7) The adapter operate,, at maximum speed commen-
which is a rate and format buffer, can be functionally
	
surate with the access times of the buffers.
visualized as a shift-register with the first data in being
-
 Because of the tinging specifications be een Input
the first data out.
	 Date., Address and Load Pulse for the buffers, each
920 EOM involved in buffer control is divided into
Systems analysis considerations further suggest the use
	
phases,
of two identical baffers, one in each direction. If an MDS
	 (9) The interrupts to the 920 are tune buffered to
processor were to request to transmit to the adapter buffer
	 comply with the 920 8 -µs requirement.
while the buffer was being filled by the 920, either the
partial block froi.^ the 9'^D would have. to be discarded or	 A. Word Formatsthe processor would have to reconfigure it.s 1/0 and be
faced with an addiuumrl overhead. The amount of hard
	 The 920 word format is 24 parallel bits while the MDS
ware required for switching of data and control, for a
	 processor word format is 16 bits. The Standard Interface
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1to which the MDS processors conform operates on 8-bit
bytes. The assembly and disassembly of half a processor
word into a third of the 920 word would be both cumber-
some and time consuming, especially in handling parity
and check sum, Systems analysis has concluded, based on
a tradeoff between idle core capacity and increased speed
of operation, to limit the 920 word length to 16 bits, com-
mensurate with the MDS processor word length and with
two standard interface 8-bit bytes.
8-bit-byte data stream to the SIA, with no auxiliary data
switching logic required.
Buffer B operates in a similar manner, During the load
operation the inbound 8-bit-byte data are connected in
parallel to the input of both branches, B, and B.. The
address changes for every other load pulse, During the
unload operation, both branches B, and B_ are unloaded
simultaneously, thus forming the assembled 16-bit words.
V. Control of the Four Interfaces
There are four different major interfaces:
(1) The 920 to Adapter Interface, Buffer .A, Load.
(2) The Adapter to SIA Interface, Buffer A Unload.
(3) The SIA to Adapter Interface, Buffer B Load.
(4) The Adapter to 920 Interface, Buffer B Unload.
For reference see Fig. 3.
The terminology and timing control in general are the
same for all four interfaces listed above. For reasons dis-
cussed elsewhere, the interface strategy as well as termi-
nology is influenced by the MDS processor interface
rather than by the 920 and is as follows.
A computer (920) or device (adapter) that has data to
be transmitted initiates the operation by asserting an out-
bound request-to-transmit line, To this request the recip-
ient responds by asserting an outbound response line
(RSP) indicating a ready-to-receive condition, As the
sender receives an inbound RSP it asserts an outbound
RDY line, indicating that the data he wishes to send are
on the data lines and stable. The recipient can then use
this information on the inbound RDY line to generate a
data strobe by which to strobe-in the incoming data into
a receiving register or buffer, Upon receipt of the data
the recipient signals the sender that the data have been
successfully received. This is accomplished by releasing,
his outbound RSP line. As the sender detects the release
of the inbound RSP, be releases his outbound RDY line
as it is no longer required.
The SIA operates with level control as described above.
Its inbound and outbound request lines are unidirectional
while the RSP, RDY lines are bidirectional. The 920 oiler
data strobe pulse until tie end-of-block flag is encountered 	 ates on pulses in the form of outbound EOM roulses and
at the control buffer output, Buffer A, and A2 outputs are	 inbound interrupt pulses. If one were to send a request-
paralleled, and their OEs are alternately asserted. Since
	
to-transmit pulse over an interrupt lute to the 920, it may
the buffer output circuit is a tristate circuit, the parallel 	 not however, be prepared to receive unless preceded by
connection and alternating OEs will produce the desired	 an EOM message stating that this condition is also true.
B. Buffer Control
For each channel there are two buffers; Buffer A from
the 920 to the SIA and Buffer B front. the SIA to the 920.
Because of the required word assembly and disassembly
between the 92016-bit word and the SIA 8-bit byte, each
buffer is divided into two branches of 8 bits each; A,, A.,
B,, B_. For reference, see Fig. 2. This configuration has
been used during checkout and test.
C. Block Length Control
The block length control is implemented by using one
additional buffer track for flags or markers. A single
flag bit on a unique track indicates the end of a data
block. At the time the end flag is inserted the content is
available to be read out. End of readout is signaled by
the end-of-block flag appearing at the output. The buffers
are implemented using a Random Access Memory (RAM),
and the beginning of a data block is synonymous with
reset of the address register. The end of a data block is
a single flag bit inserted at the address of the last byte.
For readout, the address register is reset and sequenced
in the same manner as during loading, until the flag bit
is detected signaling unload complete.
D, Buffer Control Summary
Both the A and the B buffers are configured as 16-bit-
wide buffers. Buffer A is 160 words long, Buffer B 80
words. Buffer A Toads two identical 16-bit words with
data change for every other address change. The address
changes for each load pulse. The alternating control is
applied to the OE (Output Enable). The end-of-block
flag is loaded into the control buffer at the address of the
last byte plus one. Buffer A unload is accomplished by
resetting its address register and augmenting it by the
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In listing the sequences for each interface, attempts
were made to keep them as uniform as possible. Secondly,
each sequence is repetitive and requires no single unique
directive such as initialization, buffer clear, or reset.
Figure 4 shows the timing sequence for data transfer.
Additional stipulations pertain to the recognition of a
single transition on a line, to noise filtering and synchro-
nization, and to insertion of delays between the signals
for easier recognition. Examples of such stipulations with
a bearing on the implementation of the control circuits
follow,
In order to combat noise and to synchronize the data
transfer interface timing control signals to the internal
clock of a recipient device, a signal transition is, in gen-
eral, recognized only upon the second consecutive sample
of the internal clock that the signal remains in its new
state, and then only if the signal remained in its previous
state for the same length of time. This specification is
valid for transitions in either direction. Stated differently,
a single noise pulse of either polarity of a duration less
than 2 clock periods occurring at any time shall have no
effect on the true operation.
VI. 920 EOM/Interrupt Summary'
Between the four interfaces listed there are five EOMs
and four interrupts used for each channel. They are listed
in Table 1. The EOMs are decoded on the channel sub-
assemblies. The interrupts are returned to the 920 through
separate coax lines, four for each channel.
VIII. Design Verification and Operational
Acceptance Vesting
A bench tester for the 900/SIA was designed and built
at JPL for design verification and for bench checkout of
manufactured units, It consists of a 900/SIA chassis Nvith
a separate built-in EOM sequencer which is controlled
by the adapter interrupts. It serves as a test jig for the
IC boards, there being two identical boards for each
adapter. This tester could, with nominal effort, be up-
dated to become another adapter.
The operational system test is a software test using a
MODCONIP built-in 920 emulator and a special wrap.
around test box or a Star Switch Controller from Buffer
A channel 1 output to Buffer B channel 2 input, The
hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 7.
IX. Design and Development Milestones
The detail design of the 900/SIA was a sole JPL effort
during a three-"reek period. This included completion of
detail logic and timing diagrams, as well as descriptive
text. A detail design review and transfer of the design to
contractor engineering personnel lias been concluded, No
engineering breadboard or prototype was built. Check-
out of the contractor manufacturing prototype (first arti-
cle) was a sole contractor effort concluded in a t-wo-week
period. Cursory system checkout using the Telemetry
Processor Assembly (TPA) iMod Comp Emulator at CTA
21 was a combined contractor/JPL effort concluded dur-
ing one week,
For a quick-look summary, Figs. 5 and 6 depict the
four interfaces through arrow-and-number-labeled EOMs
and interrupts.
VII. 920 1/0 Register Interface and Data
Transfer Protocol
The interface considered here is the parallel input-
output operationthrough the computer's C-register, which
is the method used for general communication. The 920/
adapter interface operates in an open-loop configuration,
relying on EOM requests and return interrupt responses.
Parallel input-output operations, where a data transfer is
involved, consist of two instructions,' an EOM (energize
output medium) instruction followed by either a` POT
(parallel output) or a PIN (parallel input) instruction.
Final system checkout, which included the contractor-
produced test software, was successfully concluded dur-
ing a two-week period in April 1976. This was a com-
bined effort between JPL hardware and contractor soft-
ware personnel. During the above overall period, a JPL
engineering prototype unit vas being built and tested at
JPL in parallel with the contractor-built unit,
X. Documentation
The original logic design diagrams provided the source
information for the automatically produced sectionalized
manufacturing drawings and associated wire lists. While
the original diagrams are best suited to convey a func-
tional understanding, the sectionalized drawings and as-
sociated .wire lists are best suited for local troubleshooting.
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The following is a list of the documents mentioned
above:
(1) 920/adapter interface timing control circuitry.
(2) Huffer A data flow circuits.
(3) Buffer B data flow circuits.
(4) Adapter/SIA interface timing control (hand-shake)
circuitry,
1
I
i
i
I
(5) Detail timing chart for Buffer A load/unload oper-
ation.
(6) Detail timing chart for Buffer B load/unload oper-
ation.
(7) Design verification sequencer, logic diagram.
Additional descriptive material relating to system cir-
cuitry is currently being prepared.
i
1
r
1
i
a
a
i
3
-Ii °^	 a
Table 1. List of 920/SIA adapter EOMs and interrupts
Sequence	 EOM/interrupt Description	 1
1	 EOM 1 920 Request to transmit to
adapter Buffer A
1	 EOM 2 920 to adapter Buffer A data
transfer EOM 2/POT loop
1	 EOM 3 920 to adapter Buffer A
end-of-data block
4	 EOM 4 920 ready to accept "request
to transmit" from adapter
Buffer B
4	 EOM 5 Adapter Buffer B to the 920,
data transfer EOM 51PINT
loop
1	 Interrupt 1 Adapter response to 920,
EOM 1, adapter ready to
accept data EOM 2 from
the 920	 a
2	 Interrupt 2 SSA time-out, data block
transferred over interface
2 not complete, adapter to
p the 920, repeat sequence 2
4	 Interrupt 3 Adapter Buffer B response
to EOM 4 request to
transmit	 7
4	 Interrupt 4 Adapter Buffer B empty,
transmission complete
	 {i
I
i
i
op 1'Op^ PAGE.IS
_.
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POY
POT BUFFER A
^'OMMON DATA
CH 1 ^--CH 2
PIN
PIN BUFFER B
SIA S.SC
INTERRUPT
FROM EOM DECODE, CONTROL
CONTP.OL
CH T AND INTERRUPT GEN
— ^- —CHANNEL 2 MDSPROCESSOR
II ASSEMBLY
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920	 I
COMPUTER I )DATA
I
BUFFER B 1
I SIA SSC
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CHI
AND INTERRUPT GEN
_ I
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Fig. 1. 920/SIA Adapter and Buffer Assembly block diagram shown in subsystem configuration 1
TRISTATE
OR-FUNCTION
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920
,. 8 ^ SIA 
920 SIA
B	 I BUFFER Bi
0 QPIN BUFFER B
8	 i BUFFER B2 PARALLEL -- —°
BRANCH
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DUPLEX DATA fig. 3. Four major interfaces
LINES
Fig. 2. Block diagram showing data buffer branchas A- A ,z
Bl, B., with no external data switching required 1r PAGE I
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r^t = 200 ns
5 MHz
LOCAL	 I -
CLOCK REQUEST
RESPONSE
READY I 1^	 I 1^	 i 1^,
DATA STROBE
I I	 I
I
f	
I I
J I
I	 I
1
^	 T	 T—^I
T . CHARACTER TRANSFER TIME
T . 9t MAX
T . 7t AVERAGE	 THREE-CHARACTER TRANSFER SHOWN 	 "	 {
Fig. 4. Timing chart for the standard interface timing control lines 	 ji
;
920
	
SEQUENCE i 	 ADAPTER	 SEQUENCE 2	 SSC
EOM 1 REQUEST TO TRANSMIT REQUEST TO TRANSMIT, STD,
f BUFFER A LOAD COMPLETE
INTERRUPT I RESPONSE, READY
TO ACCEPT DATA f^ RESPONSE ASSERTED, READY
I	 TO ACCEPT DATA
k--EOM 2/POT DATA TRANSFER LOOP —	 — --
 ASSERTED, DATA STABLE
EOM 3 END OF TRANSMISSION, i	 RESPONSE RELEASED, DATA	 J
BUFFER A LOAD COMPLETE C	 HAS BEEN ACCEPTED
-- — —^
READY RELEASED, DATA REMOVED
INTERRUPT 2 SEQUENCE 2 TRANSMISSION REQUEST TO TRANSMIT RELEASED,INCOMPLETE, REPEAT TRANSMISSION COMPLETE,
BUFFER A UNLOAD COMPLETE
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EOM 4 READY TO ACCEPT
REQUEST TO TRANSMIT REQUEST TO TRANSMIT, STC
RESPONSE ASSERTED, READY
	 1I
INTERRUPT 3 REQUEST TO TRANSMIT TO ACCEPT DATAI	 )
READY ASSERTED, DATA STABLE
EOM 5/PIN DATA TRANSFER LOOP I	 RESPONSE RELEASED, DATA1 HAS BEEN ACCEPTED 	 )
•
READY RELEASED, DATA REMOVED
INTERRUPT 4TRANSMISSION REQUEST TO TRANSMIT RELEASED,
COMPLETE, BUFFER 	 UNLOAD TRANSMISSION COMPLETE,
COMPLETE- BUFFER B LOAD COMPLETE
Fig. 6. Summary of interface sequences 3 and 4
INTERRUPTS	 1
1
	PIN 	 CH 1
XDS 920	 900 S IAPIN/POT	 /	 SSC
EMULATOR	 POT	 ADAPTER	 CH 2
ii
MOD
COMP
PROCESSOR
f'	 r.
i
Fig. 7. Hardware configuration for 900/SIA software testing
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A New Sequential Decoder for the DSN
Telemetry Subsystem
J. H. Wilcher
DSN Data Systems Development Section
A new sequential decoder has been implemented in the DSS Telemetry
Subsystem for the DSN MARK III Data System Implementation. This decoder
performs the same decoding function as the Data Decoder Assembly performs in
`	 the Telemetry and Command Data Handling Subsystem. However, the new
decoder is much faster, allowing potentially high data rates in the future.
1. ` In troduction
i
specification, a prototype sequential decoder which would
The DSS Telemetry Subsystem (DTM) being mple- interface directly with the TPA, a Modular ComputerSystems (MODCOMP) II-25 minicomputer.
mented as a part of the DSN MARK III Data System
(MDS) Implementation Project must be capable of This article presents a description of the implementa-performing the same functions which are presently tion of this sequential decoder and the performance
_	 performed by the Telemetry and Command Data Han- obtained from this decoder.dling Subsystem (TCD). Among these functions is
sequential decoding. Sequential decoding is presently
being performed by the Data Decoder Assembly (DDA) in ll. Decoder Implementation
conjunction with the Telemetry and Command Processor
-
(TCP). The specification for the new sequential decoder
required that the decoder be implemented using the Fano-
Early in the design phase of the MDS Implementation Algorithm; the same algorithm which was used inimplementing the sequential decoder function in theProject a decision was made to explore the possibility of DDA. This was made a requirement since the algorithm isimplementing the sequential decoder function directly in
well understood within the DSN and that the probabilitythe Telemetry Processor Assembly (TPA), which replaces
of a successful implementation was greater with a wellthe TCP, thereby doing away with the DDA as well. known algorithm versus a hew, untried algorithm.
A contract was issued with Modular Computer Systems, The specification also called for the consideration of
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, to design and fabricate, to JPL failure diagnostic capabilities in the implementation of the
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Ii	 ! decoder. This feature would also prove to be beneficial in associated with one spacecraft data frame. It is also
the testing of the decoder implementation. necessary that the processor's general registers be loaded
with all the parameters required by the instruction such as
A. Sequential Decoder Interface the location of metric tables, the impulse response, and
the tail length. The execution time of this instruction is a
The sequential decoder was implemented as asingle- variable depending upon the frame size and the details of
plane microcoded, read-only memory processor interfaced the noisy received data. The instruction is terminated only
to the TPA and MODCOMP I1-25 via Modular Bus by successfully decoding the frame or by the execution ofControl (MBC) and Port 0 of the 4-port memory (see Fig. a terminate instruction.
1). This method of implementation allows the decoder to
be	 initiated by the central processing unit's (CPU's) 3. Terminate Sequential Decode (TSD). This instruction
execution of any of the decoder's custom macroinstruction is used to terminate the sequential decode instruction
and then the CPU is released to run in parallel with the when a frame of coded data has not been decoded in the 3
decoder. allowable time limit as determined by the input data rate s
and the data buffer management scheme. The execution of
The decoder accesses memory through the highest this instruction will result in the controlled termination, of 3
priority port (Port 0), of the 4-port memory controller to the sequential decode instruction with the `Erased Frame` a
obtain parameter values and the received data symbols to bit of the sequential decoder status word set.
decode. Access to all the required tables is also via the
4-port memory controller. One module (16 kwords) of the
64 kwords of memory is reserved for the sequential C. Sequential Decode Diagnostic Macroinstructions
decode function. The received data buffers, tables, The following macroinstruction when used with appro-
encoder parameters, etc. are contained in specific
locations of this module. This feature allows the decoder priate diagnostic software can be, and has been, very
to operate relatively independent of the CPU and the beneficial in ascertaining the condition of the sequential
external Direct Memory Processor (DMP). The decoder decoder, either as a troubleshooting aid in a maintenance
competes with the CPU for access time to this dedicated depot to detect a failedart, or as an aid in anal zm	 theYoperation of the decoder
P
module only when it is necessary for the CPU to perform
housekeeping tasks such as formatting data for transmis- L Load Sequential Decoder (LSD). This diagnostic
sion,' etc. The decoder competes with the external DMP macroinstruction will cause the contents of CPU Register
when the DMP must input a new frame of received data 1 to be read into each of the sequential decoder registers.
symbols. Therefore, the decoder is not placing demands
for time on the CPU or DMP when they are accessing 2. Dump Sequential Decoder (DSD). This diagnostic
i other modules of memory and other tasks may be carried, macro will dump the contents of the sequential decoderon in the CPU independent of the sequential decoder. registers to a specific part of memory.
1
i B. Sequential Decode Macroinstructions 3. Step Sequential Decoder (SSD). Execution of this
The following macroinstructions are used in the normal diagnostic MACRO is identical to SEQD except that the
operation of the sequential decoder: decoder will halt and interrupt the CPU after each step in
- the decoder algorithm:
1. Compute Tail Correlation (CTC). This instruction
makes use of the so-called "quick look" property, of the Using the aforementioned diagnostic macroinstruction it
E class of convolutional codes currently being used, to is then possible to perform a complete checkout and
compute the likelihood that a given position in the failure analysis; of the decoder by repeatedly loading the
received data stream is the end or tail of a frame of coded sequential decoder with a known pattern (LSD), stepping
data. Repeated execution of this instruction at all possible the sequential decoder (SSD), dumping the decoder
positions in the input symbol stream is sufficient to find (DSD), and comparing the results_ against known values.
frame synchronization with arbitrarily high confidence. The "known" pattern could be a specific frame of coded
data, therefore allowing the observation of the decoding r
2. Sequential Decode (SEQD). This instruction imple- process on a step-by-step basis. This feature could be
ments the sequential decoding algorithm. It is necessary useful for analyzing subtle failures in the decoder or for
that	 there exist a properly formatted data buffer -analyzing the data from a spacecraft for coder failures, for
- containing the received symbols and tail sequence instance.
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III. Performance
The performance of the sequential decoder was
ascertained by comparing the results of the new decoder
against known results. To accomplish this, frames of data
were decoded by the DDA and these frames were
retained as the "known'. The same frames were then
decoded by the new sequential decoder and the results
compared on a bit-for-bit basis. If the new decoder was
implemented to the same algorithm, the results of the
decoding should match completely bit-for-bit and step-for-
step. The only difference would be in the time to decode,
which is a function of the method of implementing the
decoder algorithm, not the algorithm. Approximately one-
thousand frames of convolutionally coded data, of various
frame lengths, bit rates, and signal-to-noise ratios, were
processed by the new decoder and the results compared
against the "known' results. The results matched in all
One further parameter was measured while decoding
the test frames with the new decoder. This was the
decoder speed.
The time to decode a frame of data was recorded along
with the data. Also recorded was the number of
computations needed to decode the frame, a computation
being .defined as either a forward step or a backward step
in the decoder. A figure of merit for a sequential decoder
universally used is the computational rate (R,omp). In order
to determine the Rcnmp for the new decoder, the time to
decode and the number of computations were recorded
and averaged over many hundreds of frames resulting in
an average time per computation of 10.5 µsec. This
translates into an Raomp of 95.2 X 103 computations per
second. This compares with an average computation rate
for the DDA of 22 X 103 computation per second, a
1....4.x.. ..l A Z ......... .............4
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Antenna Pointing Subsystem Conscan
Implementation
R. Tappan
DSN Data Systems Development Section
i
The software of the computer that drives the tracking antennas in the DSN has
been modified to improve the pointing accuracy for tracking operations at
X-band frequencies. The change implemented an improved model for
atmospheric refraction correction and added a software tracking option that
corrects any remaining pointing errors. The software tracking option that was
added measures the actual pointing error and corrects the antenna position
accordingly. This option will be discussed. -
The computer program that drives the 26-meter and the The planetary mode requires tl-iree inputs of right
64-meter antennas in the DSN has been updated to ascension and declination. ;A quadratic equation is fitted to
improve its performance. The improvement was obtained the three points and evaluated to determine the ephem-
by revising the model used for atmospheric refraction eris.
correction, changing the method used to compute the
ephemeris, and adding an option to use the computer as The tape drive mode reads sets of time-tagged
	
1
:. part of a closed loop tracking system. coordinates from paper tape. A quadratic equation is least
The 26- and 64-meter parabolic antennas used in the squares fitted to four points and the program tracksbetween points 2 and 3.
DSN are driven in two axes by hydraulic servo systems 7
that may be operated either manually or under computer
control. Each of these modes has an option of using a method of
conical scanning (conscan) as part of a closed-loop tracking
The computer program has three modes of operation system to improve the accuracy with which the antenna
j; that may be used to track a target. tracks the target. The option requires the addition of an
analog to .digital (A-D) converter to the hardware. The
The star track mode accepts inputs of right ascension converters have been installed in the 64-meter stations to
and declination, and tracks the target at a sidereal rate. assist in X-band tracking operations.
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voltage of a radiometer for tracking noncoherent (noise)
sources.
The pointing error that exists for each axis is recovered
from the A-D converter samples by correlating them with
the scan drive of the axis, suitably offset in phase to
account for the mechanical and electrical delays in the
	
Conscan imposes a circular scan pattern on the path of	 receiving system.
an antenna that is tracking a target. The circular scan
	
j pattern is generated by adding a sinusoidal signal to the 	 HA correlation = SIG SIN (SCNANG —LPS)
	servo error signal of the hour angle (HA) axis, and a 	 DEC correlation = SIG*COS (SCNANG LPS)
consinusoidal signal to the declination (DEC) axis. The
	
j period and radius of the scan pattern are entered by the	 where SIG is the A-D converter sample, SCNANG is the
operator prior to the start of the conscan operation.
	
	
scan angle associated with the A-D converter sample, and
LPS is the phase delay in the receiving system.
HA = R*SIN (SCNANG)
The correlations are summed for one complete scan
DEC = R*COS (SCNANG)	 period and scaled to become the angular corrections that
are required to move the BF boresight back to the target.
where R is the radius of the scan in degrees, and .SCNANG
is the scan angle.
	
	
The gain is selected to cause a fraction of the required
correction to be made at the end of each scan period to
j	 If the radio-frequency (RF) boresight of the receiving
	 minimize positioning errors due to noise on the A-D
r	 system is not pointing; directly at the target, the scan will 	 converter samples. The radius is selected to cause an
	
produce a small sinusoidal variation in the received signal 	 acceptable signal loss when the pointing error has been
	
power as the antenna sweeps toward the signal source and
	
reduced to zero. Typically, for X-band operations, a radius
	
back again. The rate of the sinusoid is the scan period.	 of 0.011 degree would be selected for the initial scan,
	
The phase with respect to the scan rotation is determined	 causing a signal loss of one decibel. The radius would then
	
by the direction of the pointing error, and the amplitude	 be changed to 0.004 degree (the 0.1-dB point) after several
	
is proportional to the angular deviation from the source.
	
scans had reduced the pointing error. The period selected 	 I
	
The amplitude proportionality constant, the gain, is also	 is one that corrects the pointing angle as frequently as is
	
an operator input. The received signal is monitored by an	 necessary and avoids synchronization with a periodically	 j
	
A-D converter that can be switched to sample either the 	 fluctuating signal from the target, as might occur when 	 j
	
automatic gain control (ACC) voltage of the receiver for 	 tracking spin stabilized spacecraft. Normally used periods
	
tracking the coherent signal from the spacecraft, or the	 range from 60 to 120 seconds.
9
1
y
a
Conscan adds corrections to the antenna position that
maximize the received signal level. The corrections added
are small, but they are important for operations at X-band
frequencies where the narrow beam width causes the
received signal to be reduced by one decibel for a
pointing error of 0.011 degree.
3
a
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High Performance Flat Plate Solar Collector
F. L. Lansing and R. Reynolds
DSN Engineering Section
This article presents briefly the potential use of porous construction to achieve
efficient heat removal from a power producing solid and its new application to
sohir air heaters. Analytical solutions are given for the temperature distribution
f within a gas-cooled porous flat plate having its surface exposed to the sun's energy,
The extracted thermal energy is calculated for two different types of plate trans-
parency, The results of the analysis show the great improvement in performance
obtained with porous flat plate collectors as compared with analogous nonporous
types.
i
L Introduction
	
	
(2) The leakage of air from the ducts or the heater
connection does not present a serious problem. A
	
It is technically possible to use solar-heated air to	 hermetic system is not essential as when using
	
provide energy for almost any application that uses solar- 	 water as the working fluid. This presents another
	
heated liquids. However, it is foreseen that the most likely 	 potential cost reduction in installation and mainte-
	
areas of use will be for the heating or cooling of buildings
	 nance.
and in industrial processes such as the drying of agricul-
tural crops and timber.
	
	
(3) Solar air heaters are lighter in weight and less com-
plea than solar water heaters. This again reduces
€	 In general, solar air heaters possess the same adverse 	 the inherently high cost of "add on" systems if solar
`
	
	
cost-temperature relationship as solar water heaters. 	 collectors are integrated into a building structure.
However, they appear to cost less than water heaters
because:
	
	
On the other hand, solar air heaters have relatively high
fan power requirements and without careful design the
	
(1) The corrosion problems which can became serious	 duct costs can also be high. Also, storage of energy with
	
in solar water heaters are virtually nonexistent with
	 a solar air heating system presents problems different
	
air heaters. This allows the use of cheaper construc- 	 from storage with solar water heating where the actual
tional materials for reducing the cost of the col- - heat transfer fluid can generally be used as the storage
lector and its accessories,	 medium. The storage material to be chosen should be of
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low cost, high thermal capacitance, and be able to ex-
change heat with the air with small heat transfer surface
area.
Though it can be concluded that there exltts an eco-
nomic potential for using air as the working medium in
solar collectors, the state of the art remains a technical
achievement awaiting commercial exploitation. A solar
air heater that provides effective heating and coinbines
high power density with compactness of heat exchange
surface is exemplified by the porous flat plate solar
collector, which is the main subject of this article.
Porous materials have become increasingly attractive
for application in high temperature heat exchangers. The
present new application of porous heat transfer in a plate
subjected to solar radiation is exceptionally effective in
both heating the working fluid and improving the absorp-
tive characteristics of the plate. The high effectiveness of
the heat exchange mechanism is mainly due to the inti-
mate contact in the interstices between the gas particles
and the porous plate, as will be explained in the next
sections.
To show, in a simple manner, the important features
of the novel porous plate solar collector, the one-
dimensional flow pattern illustrated in Fig. 1 is found to
be the best candidate pattern for the present work com-
parison. The flow pattern_ in Fig. 2 is subject to reversing
flow effects due to hot air buoyancy and it possesses a
complex flow regime. Also, the flow pattern in Fig, 3 is
excluded from the present discussion since it needs a
more complicated, two-dimensional study,
III. Basic Assumptions and Analysis
The basic assumptions that are used in the steady state
thermal analysis can be listed as follows:
(1) Thermal, physical, and transport properties of the
matrix plate and the fluid (air) are constant with
temperature and uniform over the entire collector
area.
(2) Heat conduction and fluid flow are one dimen-
sional in a direction perpendicular to the bounding
surfaces of the matrix,
(3) Temperatures of the fluid and the matrix pores are
11. Collector Description
	
	
equal at any position within the plate. This assump -
tion may not be very accurate for matrix heat ex-
The high performance flat plate solar collector utilizes	 changers (regenerators) with large fluid flow rates,
air as the heat transfer fluid and is shown schematically 	 However, this idealization in the mathematical
in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. It is composed mainly of a metallic 	 model is still considered essential in most of the
matrix whose mesh size and porosity depend on the re- 	 analytical studies of transpiration-cooled matrices
quired performance and acts as the absorber plate in a 	 as described in Refs. 1-5.
conventional flat plate solar collector. The porosity of the
matrix surface behaves as a large set of cavity radiators 	 (4) Heat losses to the ambient air by convection and
(black bodies) whose absorptivity greatly exceeds that of 	 radiation are only from the top surface of the
a regular solid surface. One or two sheets of glass are	 matrix plate facing the solar radiation. No allow-
mounted on top of the matrix, allowing a space for the 	 ance is made for the bottom surface losses.
air flow passage. The space between the glazings, if more
than one sheet is used, may be evacuated to reduce the	 Based on these idealizations, a segment of the collector
thermal convection and conduction Tosses. Also, the 	 matrix of thickness cry and at a depth y from the top
matrix surface can be coated by a "selective" material to	 surface facing the sun is analyzed as shown in Fig. 4.
reduce the outward long wave radiation losses, It should
be pointed out that the use of vacuum and selective coat- 	 The steady state temperature distribution is determined
ing are not the main points behind the high performance 	 by solving the heat valance equation of the collector seg-
obtained in the present work but rather the new heat	 ment, which is written as: The sum of the net rates of heat
exchange mechanism in a porous material. The compari-	 conduction,' increase of fluid energy content, and internal
son will always be made between two identical collectors, 	 heat absorption is equal to the rate of energy storage, i.e,,
one with a porous plate, and the other without. The cold
air flows through the matrix plate and exchanges heat	 tVT	 dT
with its thermally stratified layers The heat exchange	 Kc d^_ + G,C, ^^ + Qi,,(Y) = 0	 (1)
mechanism may take either one of the three patterns
shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, depending on the direction of 	 Equation (1) is the system differential equation and is
air flow with respect to the matrix thermal stratification. 	 solved for the following two extreme cases: il
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iCase 1: an opaque surface matrix with total absorption
of the sun's energy at the top surface. This is a case of
close packed meshes whose internal heat absorption, QhI,
is treated as a surface property.
and is sketched in Fig. 5. The temperature distribution is
dependent on the conductivity Ke and the thickness L.
However, the fluid temperature rise across the collector
is independent of Ke and L and is given by:
Case 2: a diathermanous matrix (semitransparent to [T(0) — Tr=„] apr9q — Ue (Ti „ - To)C	 ] (a)radiation) with successive absorption of the solar energy (GfCf + Ue) I
within the matrix depth. Thus is a case of loose packed
semitransparent matrix with relatively large mesh size The useful heat gain Q„ per unit area is then expressed as
whose internal heat absorption, Qj,,, is treated as a bulk
property. Q+, = GJCf[T(0) — Tij
q
The temperature profile in each of the above cases is /
— [ai rgq — Uj i „ — T.)] I	 GfCf	 1	 (7)
analyzed as follows: GfC + Ue
Case 1: An Opaque Matrix Surface: for total absorption Case 2: A Diathermanous Matrix (Semitransparent to
of solar irradiancy at the surface (y = 0), then Radiation): in this case, the matrix absorbs incident solar
radiation not only at the top surface but at successive yQ,,,(y) = 0	 for y > 0	 (h) depths also. The internal heat absorbed per unit volume, ='
Qi,,(y), is derived using Beer's Law for diathermanous
and Eq. (1) is reduced to materials and is given by 3
d'T	 dT
K^_ 0	 (3)+ G^CJ c^yy _ 	 Q:,^(y) = aT,q exp (—ay)	 (8)
with its general solution given by where a is the extinction coefficient of the plate. The
` system differential equation, Eq. (1), is reduced to
\
T = Al
 + B, exp hJCf y )	 for 0 < y < L
\
— d'T 	 dT
/	 (4)
Ke dy. + GfCf cly + ar.,q exp (—ay) = 0	 (9)
E
where Al
 and B,. are arbitrary constants to be determined whose general solution is given by:
from the boundary conditions. Equation (4) is only appli-
cable to matrix (or fluid) temperatures within the range
0 <	 < L. GfCfy	 q	
exp
T = A + B ex	 —	 l +	 r^ 	 (—ay)p Cy Ke	 /	 (GfCf — K,.a)
The boundary conditions of case 1 are set as follows: for 0 <, y < L	 (10)
(1) At the fluid entry section (y = L), the rise in fluid
where AZ and B; are arbitrary constants to be determined
energy is equal to the rate of heat conduction from from the boundary conditions. Equation (10) is onlythe matrix surface.
applicable to matrix (or fluid) temperatures within the
(2) At the fluid exit section (y = 0), the first law of range 0 < y C L.
thermodynamics necessitates that the net absorbed
solar energy (the absorbed solar energy minus the The boundary conditions for case 2 are set as follows;
heat losses to the environment), eouals the rise in
{	 fluid energy from its entry up to the exit section. (1) At the fluid entry section (y = L), the rise in fluid
( energy is equal to the rate of heat conduction from
The temperature distribution within the: plate is thus the matrix surface plus the leaving unabsorbed
given
,
 by the exponential fonf.:_ .._ :: 	 ; : ” radiation.
e	
exp
— 
T„)	 GfCfyT = T;,, F	 anrnq — U(T ]	 Pl[	 ) (2) At the fluid exit section. (y = 0), the first law of[GfCf-}--Ue] \	 Ke` thermodynamics necessitates that the net absorbed
` (5) solar energy (the absorbed solar energy minus the i
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heat losses to the environment) equals the rise in
fluid energy from its entry up to the exit section.
r
section. The latter is promoted by using a high thermal
conductivity, Ke, a small plate thickness, L, and a small
air mass flux, Gf.
The temperature distribution within the diathenna-
neous matrix is thus given by IV. Comparison With a Nonporous (Solid)
Flat Plate_ Collector
The conventional, solid flat plate solar collector that
uses air as the working medium is sketched in Fig. 7. The
absorber plate is provided with side fins to enhance the
heat conductance rate to the air blowing underneath it.
The useful heat gain expression is presented in detail in
(11) several literature sources (Ref. 6, for example) and is
rewritten for reference as
	
and is sketched in Fig. (6). The maximum fluid tempera- 	 $Qi _ {ap r, q — Ue (T;,L - T„)}
ture rise is written as flaLPlaGe	
X G fC, 	 ^	 'Unt lex ^	 f 
C^ 
(
Ue ^f Ut)U,	 p	 G Pq Ts (1 — exp ( — aL)) - Ue (T i ,, - T,,)[T(o) - T i .] = [	 (U, + GfCf) (14
(12)
where U,,J is the conductance coefficient between the
plate and the adjacent working fluid (air). The rest of
which is independent of the conductivity Ke of the matrix. the parameters bear the came meaning as used before.
The useful heat gain Q,, can be derived using Eq. (12) as
The present analysis of the high performance solar
Q„ = GfCf [T. (0) — T;,,] collector that uses a porous flat plate with a working
GJCf_ , fluid flowing through the interstices, yields an analogous
_ [,,q(1 — exp (- aLij - Ue(T „ — T a) ] (GJC f l Ue) expression for its useful heat gain, and it is given in
Eqs. 7 and 13 as y
I	 (13),
which is similar to that obtained in Eq. (7) except that _	 —	
Gf
 C 
r
Q.
	
{a,,T^q	 Ue(T,,, -
	T„)} (GfCf + Ue)
!	 the plate absorptivity (aP) is now replaced by its equiva- Porous-flaLPlate (15)lent form (1 - exp (-al)).
It can be concluded that for the same optical properties
The temperature profile within the porous structure (a,, ry), solar radiation intensity, q, and the loss coefficient
islotted for the above two cases as shown in Figs. 5P	 g from the plate surface to the environment Up, the per-
and 6, and at some selected values for Gf, CJ, rte, L, formance of a porous collector depends exclusively on
q, a, and 79. For an opaque surface, the temperature _ the product of the fluid mass flux times its specific heat
decreases monotonically from the absorber surface as (GfCf), while that of the solid type depends on the con-
shown in Fig. ' S. ductance coefficient UP f as well as the product GfCf.
Table 1 presents the results of a numeric comparison
In the diathermanous matrix, the temperature experi- between the two types and is constructed from the
ences a maximum value at some point inside the matrix following assumed operating conditions:
due to the successive absorption of the sun's energy and
the energy transported away by the fluid. It is desirable; Solar radiation intensity q =,678 kcal/h-m2
from the thermal stresses view point, to have a uniform (250 BTU/h.40)
matrix plate temperature distribution. To satisfy this Ambient air temperature T,,,= 10°C (50°F)
criteria the operating conditions should result in a higher
value for the wall temperature T(L) at the fluid entry Inlet air temperature T i ,, = 23.890 C (750F)
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T Tin 
Iq r
,(1 — exp (—aL)) - Ue(Tin — Ta)1( Ue + GtG'J)	 J
/ GtCty\X exp ( Ke 1
r
\ 	 G fCr y 1
q rg 
L
exp (—ay) — exp 
\ K /J
+	 (GfCf — Kea)
Matrix plate absorptivity a,, 0.9 (this corresponds to
an extinction coefficient
of 0.906 cm- 1 (27.63 ft-1)
for 2.54-cm (1-in.) thick-
ness diatbermaneous
material)
Matrix plate emissivity e,, = 0.9
Glass cover transmissivity -r, = 0.9
Loss coefficient between plate surface and environment
°	 f20
an extremely larger value of the plate to fluid conduc-
tance U„f, relative to the nonporous type. Their perfor-
mance can be identical only at the "no flow" condition,
and both of them yield
1limits [T(0) — Ti-,j {a, -r,q — U,(Tj„ — T.)) U^
(16)
which is the highest temperature difference that could be
attained by any of them.
-Ue = 5.86 kcal/h-m	 C (1.2 BTU/h- t- F)
Air Specific heat Cf = 0.24 kcal/kg; °C (0.24 The above calculations do not consider other factors
BTU/lb °F) such as the variation of the loss coefficient U, and plate
to fluid conductance U„ r with operating temperatures, and
Matrix porosity p = 0.8 the potential improvement of optical absorptivity brought
the solid plate to air conductance coefficient U„ f is given by a black body type absorbing surface for the porousmaterial. The efficiency value obtained from the presentby the approximate formula high performance collector still leads with a sizable mar-
U(1.0 + 0.248 V) kcal/h-m' °C„f „4.883 gin at all operating conditions. As an example, for a hi hp	 g	 p	 g
efficiency collector application, Table 1 indicates that
where V is the air velocity in km/h. with an air mass lux of 4880 kg/h-m2 (1000 lb/h-fF),
which corresponds to an air velocity of approximately
4 km/h (2.5 mi/h), the efficiency improvement is 59 percent
The above operating conditions were abstracted from thep	 g over a conventional solid type, however, the temperature
experimental results of flat plate solar collectors to yield gain is very little. On the other hand, for a higher tempera-
a practical evaluation of the present comparison. The ture application where the air is heated by 16°C (29°F),
efficiency results are plotted as shown in Fig. 8. the corresponding mass flux is approximately 98 kg/h -m2
(20 lb/h-ft2), and an improvement in efficiency over a
It is evident from Fig. 8 that a much higher perfor- conventional type of 84 percent could be obtained. Pre-
mance can be obtained with a porous flat plate collector liminary	 evaluation of	 this	 high performance	 solar
relative to the analogous solid type. This is due to the collector indicates that it is capable of working with
fact that the heat transfer mechanism between the matrix liquid phase heat exchange fluids as well as gases. Future
plate and the air in the interstices is far more effective in work will address the application of this configuration 	 a
making their temperatures equal. This means that the of collector to liquid and boiling type heat exchange
porous flat plate heat exchanger is in effect working with fluids,
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Definition of Symbols
a extinction coefficient	 U,	 "effective' heat loss coefficient between matrix
C f fluid specific heat	 and ambient
G f fluid mass flux (Flaw rate 1?e'' unit area)	 U„ f	 solid plate to fluid conductance coefficient
K, V	 vclocit"effective" matrix conductivity 	 Y
L matrix plate thickness	 y	 distance measured from the top surface facing	 j
p porosity (pore volume/total volume)	 the sun
q solar radiation intensity	 aN	 plate absorptivity
Q;,, internal heat generation per unit volume 	 79	 glass cover transmissivity
T temperature	 e,	 plate emissivity
3
i
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Table 1. Comparison between a porous and a nonporous flat plate solar air heater
Useful temperature rise Thermal efficiency,
Gf, Ti,,), Q C (-F) % Improvement in
kg/h-M2 efficiency, %(lb/h-fe-) NonporousPorous Porous Nonporous(solid)
0 79.86 (143,75)	 79.86 (143.75) 0.00 0.00 0
24.4 (5) 39,93 (7.1,88)	 29.23 (52.62) 34.50 25.26 37
48.8 (10) 26.62 (47,92)	 16.31 (29.36) 46.00 28.19 63
97.6 (20) 15.97 (28.75)	 8.66 (15.60) 55.20 29.95 84
244 (50) 7.26 (13.07)	 3.64 (6.55) 62.73 31.46 99
488 (100) 3.80 (6.84)	 1.89 (3.40) 65.71 32.61 102
976 (200) 1.95 (3.51)	 0.99 (1.78) 67.32 34.28 96
2440 (500) 0.79 (1.42)	 0.44 (0.80) 68.32 38.23 79
4880 (1000) 0.39 (0.71)	 0.25 (0.45) 68.66 43.06 59
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Fig. 5. Matrix and fluid temperature profile for an
opaque matrix surface Fig. 6. Matrix and fluid temperature profile for a
I
diathermaneous matrix
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An MBASIC Application Program for
Relational Inquiries on a Database
R. M. Smith
DSN Facility Operations Office
i
	
	
An MBASIC application program is described that allo.cs a user to specify and
perform a sequence of relational operations on a database.
I. Introduction
	
	
describing the Oiaracteristics of a xea l world entit	 or ^-	 1
instance the assignment of test equipment might y
 ren/
A previous article (Ref. 1) dealt with the recent imple-
	 sented by the following notation:
mentation of a relational database in MBASIC, and
focused upon the realization of the use of the five rela-p	 ASSIGNMENT' '(CON,01At1tiER,T' "A'i'ION,OPS.'!A'f,
tional operations (Refs. `2 and 3). 	 REC DATE)
- This article describes an MBASIC application programpp	 P b	 where:
	
i
that allows_a user to specify and use a sequence of rela-
tional` operations on a relational database for the purpose
	 CON
€	 control number
of making an inquiry or for the purpose of transferring
data to a new file.	 OWNER	 = facility responsible for the equipment
i	 LOCATION facility where equipment is presently
II. Relational Structure	 located
i
	
	 In the relational model of data, data are organized into 	 OPSTAT	 operational status
arrays (called relations) with fields; (called domains), so
that each record entry (called a tuple) is a set of attributes	 REC DATE = date received at the indicated location
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r;
In the same manner, the failure of an item of test equip- 	 Specific notation is used as a convenient way of express-
ment might be represented: 	 ing relational operations. The notation is simple and
allows the annotation of a database access strategy and
`FAILURE' (CON,DATE,TIME,DOWN#,FACILITY)
	 can be converted easily to MBASIC code or used with
the application program discussed in this article.
where:
Typical notation is as follows: YDATE and TIME = date and time of the failure occur-
rence (1) Restriction k
DOWN#	 = a unique event number for the fail-
`RELATION' I DOMAINI = selected data value
ure occurrence
stated: restrict `RELATION' 	 on	 DOMAINI l
FACILITY
	 _ the operational facility at which equal to selected data value
the failure occurred 1
meaning: select from `RELATION' all tuples where
Finally, the status of a subsystem (containing" test equip- the data value in DOMAIN is equal to
ment) might be represented: the selected data value.
`SSDOWN' (DOWN#,SSMA,UNIT,REFDES,DATE, (2) Join
TIME)
-	 `RELATIONl' (DOMAIN1)`RELATION2'
where: stated: join `RELATIONF with `RELATION2'
SSMA
	 ? = subsysten -major assembly number over DOMAINI t
-^" meaning: compare tuples in `RELATIONI' withIT
	 equipment rack unit number where the tuples in 'RELATION2' and, where the
failure occurred data value in DOMAIN1 is the same in
11MES = reference designator (a coordinate position both tuples, produce a resultant tuple
within a subsystem unit) where the failure that contains the domains of both tuples.
occurred. (3) Projection
DATE
	 _ date and time that the subsystem became
;•and	 inoperative T, `RELATIONS (DOMAIN1, DOMAIN2,
TIME DOMAINn) ,
Other relations may be constructed to describe other rela-
stated: project `RELATIONS j
tionships but:' se three will be used as illustrations in meaning: create `RELATIONS' containing D0-
this pa.W.- " MAIN1, DOMAIN2, ... DOMAINn j
'." (4) Permutation
III. Relational Operations Permutation is a function of the projection opera-
There are five operations specified in the relational tion where the resultant domain order is changed i
model and explained in Refs. 1, 2, and 3: from the original order:
w' (1) Join `RELATIONT (DOMAIN2, DOMAIN6, • • •,
DOMAINn)(2) ;Restriction I
(3) Division . (5) Division #
(4) Projection Division is a special case of restriction and projec-
tion in this implementation and will not be dealt
(5) Permutation with separately. i
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IV, Description of the Application Program,
`INQUIRY' is a generalized program allowing a user to
use the relational operations singly or in a selected se-
quence to manipulate the domains of one or more rela-
tions in a database. The program is data independent;
that is, it does not need to be rewritten or altered if the
database is reorganized. This feature is realized by the
use of a directory relation that contains a description of
the database. The program derives the current data de
scription from the directory relation. When `INQUIRY' is
used to create a new relation, the directory relation is
automatically updated to contain the new description.
When a "temporary" relation is created the program will
delete the directory update at the request of the user.
`INQUIRY' accepts relational operations in the follow-
ing formats from an operator;
1
l	 (1) Restriction
1.	 RELATIONI, DOMAINI; data value ,
(2) join
RELATIONI, DOMAINI, RELATION2
(3) Projection
RELATION1, QD, RELATION3, DOMAIN2, • • •,
DOMAINn
where RELATIONI and RELATION2 are existing rela-
tions; QD is the quantity of domains to be projected;
k RELATION3 is a new relation to be created (may be the
terminal); DOMAINI is an existing domain; DOMAIN2
through DOMAINn are the domains to be contained in
the new relation.
Compare these formats with the standard notation for-
mats in Section III of the article.
The relational operations may be used in the following
combinations in `INQUIRY':
(1) Restriction
(2) Projection
(3) Join
(4) Restriction, join
'In the restriction operation, "_", "", or "C" may be used,
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(5) Restriction, projection
(6) Restriction, join, projection
(7) join, projection
(b) join, restriction
(9) join, restriction, projection
Projection: may be to:
(1) Terminal ("TERM")
(2) Permanent relation (NAME)
(3) Temporary relation (*NAME)
Figure 1 is a functional flowchart of the program and
illustrates the possible combinations graphically.
V. Applications
`INQUIRY' may be used as a general purpose access
program or as a design tool in planning the strategy of a
single purpose program.
Figure 4 illustrates a session at a terminal using
`INQUIRY' to extract data from the relation called
'ASSIGNMENT' (Fig. 5), The process depicted in Fig. 4
is a restriction followed by a projection, the same process
that is depicted in Fig. 2, Figure 6 illustrates a session at 
terminal using `INQUIRY' to manipulate data from two
relations and to display a resultant data list at the termi-
nal. The process depicted in Fig. 6 is a join followed by a
projection, the same process that is depicted in Fig. 3.
This sort of activity is representative of the general pur-
pose aspect of the program,
To use `INQUIRY' as a tool to design a single purpose
program the user would "constrict using ` NQUIRY a
sequence of relational operations in a manner similar to
that depicted in Fig, 6. If the resultant content and
domain order were as desired then the user would con-
vert the relational statements to MBASIC code using addi-
tional code as necessary for column headings, spacing,
titling, etc,
Figures 2 and 3 depict, respectively, the restriction and
join operations first in standard relational notation then
in typical flowchart configuration and finally in MBASIC
code. The applications described in this article require the
use of relations that are in, at least,- first normal form
(Ref. 3). `ASSIGNMENT' (Fig. 5), which is used in some
of the examples in this article, is in third normal form
(Ref. 3).
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Maximum Likelihood Convolutional Decoding (MCD)
Performance Due to System Losses
L. Webster
Network Operations Section
A model for predicting the computational performance of a maximum likelihood
convolutional decoder (MCD) operating in a noisy carrier reference environment
	 a
is described. This model is used to develop a subroutine that will be utilized by
the Telemetry Analysis Program (TAP) to compute the MCD bit error rate. When
E	 this computational model is averaged over noisy reference phase errors using a
high-rate interpolation scheme, the results are found to agree quite favorably with
experimental measurements.
1. Introduction II. Discussion of MCD Performance Prediction	 ?
The maximum likelihood or Viterbi decoding algorithm Model (One-Way Radio Loss),-
was discovered and analyzed by Viterbi (Ref. 1) in 1967. In developing the MCD performance prediction model,
Maximum likelihood convolutional decoding (MCD) using
we begin with the baseband performance characteristic
the Viterbi de,,,oding algorithm is presently being imple-
curve for maximum likelihood convolutional decoding of
merited in tb,.e Deep Space Network (DSN).
a K = 7, rate 1/2 convolutional code with Q = 3 (Ref. 2).
In order to develop specifications and criteria for exe- In general, the characteristic curves here mentioned rep-
cuting system performance tests, it was necessary to de- resent the best baseband estimate of the MJS'77 code
velop a program to provide a prediction of the MOD's performance under, ideal (i.e., laboratory) conditions. As
performance. This program is to be integrated into the such, the characteristics represent an upper bound on
Telemetry Analysis Program (TAP). telemetry system performance. However, owing to the
fact that there is no exact analytical expression for the
Using curve fitting techniques on data produced by the performance characteristic, we Have to use measured
baseband characteristic performance curve (Fig. 1) the baseband performance ' data and, noting the `fact that
}	 model predicts MCD performance under noisy carrier these data, as well as the simulation results of the MCD 	 -
reference conditions. (Ref. 3, Section 4), define a relationship between PA and
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1Eb/No, numerically approximate an expression for the Therefore, we can write for the probability density func-
MCD performance characteristics. Written formally, tion (PDF) of 0: 	 1
Eb PW ^ (.
	
)	 exp (a cos 0 — a)	 (6)P
' 
= f ^N^>	 (1)
If we let P(E) denote the resulting probability of bit error
for a given code, receiver quantization, and Viterbi de- when considering the performance of the MCD when the
I coder, where 11, denotes the probability of bit error and carrier phase is being tracked in the presence of noise
Eb/N, is the ratio of signal energy per bit to noise spectral (imperfect carrier phase reference), where ¢ is a random	 3
density. variable with PDF p($)a Eq. (6),
An inaccurate carrier	 hase reference at the demodu-p P(E) =f
r
P(,p) P,.(0) d^	 (7)
lator will degrade system performance (see Fig. 2) 	 In
particular, a constant error 0 in the demodulator phase
will cause the signal component of the matched filter Since p(o) is known as a function of loop SNR, the joint
t output to be suppressed by the factor cos ¢^ (Ref. 3,
density P (E, p) is also known as a function of loop_SNR
hh Section 5). and the dependence on (P can be integrated out, hencef Eq. (7). However, since P,(¢) does not have an exact
2E,4 analytical expression, we must use the Viterbi decoder
ri = I	 cos ¢ I n ti	 (2^ ) measured performance data and obtain a model repre-
o senting the functional relationship expressed in Eq. (3).
Since the carrier phase is being tracked in the presence Recognizing the fact that the bit error rate curve
of noise, the phase error 0 will vary with time. When the (Fig. 1) is a semi-log plot; we can use the relationship
data rate is large compared to the carrier loop bandwidtli, used in Ref. 5,
the carrier phase error S6 does not vary significantly during
perhaps 20-30 information bit tunes, Therefore, the phase Y = A exp (BX)	 (8)
error is assumed to be constant over the length of almost
to model P,(0).
any decoder error. This being the case, the bit error
probability for a constant phase error p can be written as The model is
Eb
Pe(^) ` t (N cos , 0	 (3) P,(0) = A exp (BX)	 (9)
where X = Eb/No and A and B are constants (Ref. 6).'
' from (1) and (2), making use of the fact that the received The constants A and B were 'determined using the
signal energy is degraded by cost ¢. TYMSHARE program CURFIT (see Appendix for a dis-
cussion of the curve fitting).
Let 0(t) be the phase c_,-0or in the receiver phase locked A = 85:7501
' loop- (PLL). The phase error 0(t) is an ergodic random
process whose probability density function (for a second B = —5.7230	 j
j order PLL) may be written as
Since Eb/No is degraded by the factor cost 0'£or imper-
!t
_ exp (a cos 0)	
a>>1 	 (4)P(^) fectly coherent performance,li 2-1o(a)	 '
E b
P<<(^) — -A exp	 B	 cos	 (10)
where a is the signal-to-noise ratio in the carrier phase
track-ing -loop, and lo( ) is the zeroth order modified
Bessel function. See Ref. 4, pages 90 and 198, for deriva- Substituting Egs. (6) and (10) into Eq. (7), we get
` tion of p(¢). In Ref. 4, it is shown that for large a /	 /	 \
P(E)— J T(^jf 2 exp (a cos a-a)Aexp 1 B E) 	 ^^ d(
exp (a)	
(5)
(	
a ) \	 `	 \	
(11}
1
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Nov, by performing the algebra on Eq. (11) we get the prediction model predicts to within 0.25 dB of the actual
following: MCD performance over this entire range of data.
/ 2a 
1/-	
('	 / Eb
f
P(E) = (-^	 A	 exp	 1	 )cos- 0 — all -- cos 0)^ d¢ Figures S and 6 show how well the MCD model eo-	 nsg
Ir
LB
pares with the tests performed at CTA 21. A more de-
(12) tailed comparison will be performed when more data are
available from CTA 21.
Equation (12) has been integrated numerically using
a modified Romberg quadrature subroutine. The tabu-
lated results are found in Table I with the plot of the IV. Telemetry Analysis Program (TAP) and
MCD performance predicting curves with the carrier the MCD Subroutine
Phase tracking loop SNR a as a parameter (Fig. 2). Fig-
ure 3 shows the error rate performance requirement. The Network-Operations System Support Group main-
tains a telemetry system analysis program that must be
updated to include the MCD performance prediction
III. Comparison of Predicted and subroutine. The performance prediction model will be
Experimental MCD Performance incorporated in the Telemetry Analysis Program (TAP)
as a subroutine. The conversational TAP has the capa-
The real test of a model is its ability to predict per- bility of analyzing both block-coded and uncoded data
formance under real system operation conditions. In order for the Viking mission and uncoded data for the Pioneer
to make a valid comparison, MCD performance data and Helios missions. Block III as well as Block IV con-
taken from NASA's Deep Space Network tracking stations figurations are available. For a given receiver subcarrier
must be compared with the model. Due to the fact that, demodulator assembly (SDA) and symbol synchronizer
at present, stations throughout the Network have barely assembly (SSA) configuration (Blk III or Blk IV band-
begun to install and test the MCD, only a small amount width settings), bit rate, modulation index, and ST;,/N,,,
of data are available with which to compare the model. the program outputs telemetry performances in the form
In this paper, the model will Le compared to data re- of receiver, SDA and SSA degradation. Following the
ceived from the Compatibility Test Area (CTA 21) and adding of the MCD subroutine, the TAP will then pro-
DSS 62 (Madrid, Spain). vide a predicted performance degradation of signal due
	
3
to carrier phase jitter and tracking loop SNR. It will also
The data from DSS 62 show in Fig. 4 (see Fig. 5 of provide overall telemetry degradation as related to the
Ref. 7, page 27) the behavior of the bit errors as a func- addition of the MCD.
lion of modulation indices. From this graph one can j
establish the optimum point of performance by choosing The items in Fig.. 7 labeled `new" are essentially the(for each Pt/N,) that carrier suppression yielding the changes necessary to implement the Telemetry Analysislowest error rate. As can be seen from Fig. 4, there exists program processing steps to include the MCD update
a minimum degradation point at approximately 70 ±1 (see Fig. 8).deg modulation index.
In the AEb/N,, column of Table 1 it is shown that the V. ConclusionsMCD performance prediction model compares very well
to the actual MCD performance at DSS 62 and DSS 63 We have seen that the model of the maximum likeli-
(Spain) _ for modulation indices' of 69-71 deg. At a mod hood convolutional decoder (MCD) works quite well in
index of 70 ±1 deg the model predicts to within 0.2 dB predicting the performance of the on-station MCD,
of the actual NICD performance on the average. Table 1 shows that at an optimum mod index of 71 deg
the AEb/No (dB) between the performance prediction
Table 2 shows the range of data taken at DSS 62/63. model and the actual data taken from DSS 62/63 (Spain)
Column 1 of this table shows that the carrier phase track- is approximately 0.17 dB average. Further comparisons
ing ,loop SNR ranges from 13.0 to 22.1 dB. By taking an will be made when we receive data from the other net-
average of the oEb/N,, column, it is shown that the MCD workstations.
110 JPL DEEP SPACE NETWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42-34
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Table 1. Comparison of the MCD performance data from DSS 62/63 and the MCD
performance prediction model for optimum mod index.selected from Fig. 4
Energy	 er bit to
^
Energy per bit to Mod	 Carrier phase tracking
	 Bit error rate noise spectral density noise spectral density , Eb/Na, dBindex loop SNR, dB ratio (Spain) ratio (prediction model)
14.62	 0.204 X 10- 4 4.43 4.58 0.15
70 14.72	 0.250 X 10-4 4.25 4.55 0.30
15.18	 0.448 x,10 5 4.66 5.00 0.34
14.24	 0,536 X 10- .1 4.53 4.45 -0.08
14.33	 0.388 X 10 - '1 4.38 4.51 0.13
71 14.37	 0.340 X 10-1 4,23 4.50 0.27	 ;.
I
14.77	 0.547 X 10-5 4,86 5.07 0.21	 {
%,I
I( 15.00	 0.119 X 10- 1 4.28 4.70 0.42
15.09	 0.800 X 10-5 4.39 4.81 0.4269ji 15.14	 0.345 X 10-' 3.985 4.30 0.30
15.57	 0.355 X 10-5 4.71 5.00 0.29
I
j Table 2.	 Comparison of the MCD performance data from DSS 62/63
and the MCD performance prediction model
Energy per bit to nois:, Energy per bit to noiseCarrier phase tracking 	 Bit error rate spectral density ratio spectral density ratio ' E^ /No, dBloop SNR, dB (Spain) (model)
a
13.0 0.686 X 10-4 4.40 5.1 0.7 y
13.5 0.202 X 10-1 4.86 5.31 0.45
14.0 0.471 X 10-4 4.39 4.55 0.16
14.4 ' 0,633 X 10-5 	` 4.87 5.1 0.23
•	 : 15.00 0.119 X 10-4 4.28 4.7 0.42
15.57 0.355 X 10 4.71 5.00 0.29	 1
17.08 0.655 X 10-5 4.51 4.6 0.09
19.79 0.413 X 10-3 3.31 3.31 OA	 1
20.50 0.792 X 10-1 3,83 3.85 0.02
22.10 0.837 X 10-5 4.61 4.48 -0.13
r
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Fig. 7. Telemetry Analysis Programj processing steps
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Appendix
CURFIT is a linear regression program for data with
two variables, X and Y. It accepts as many as 200 obser-
vations on two variables. The program CURFIT deter-
mines which of the following curves can best approximate
a set of input points described by X and Y coordinates.
AP(E) is the corresponding change in P(E). Then, corre-
sponding to an increased change from X to (X + AX),
P(E) + AP(E) = AC(x­'x)	 (A-3)
must also bold true if this is a suitable empirical function.
(a) Y = a + bx
If we subtract from [P(E) + AP(E)j the value F(E) we
(b) Y = ae"' get the following:
(c) Y = axl
[P(E) + AP(E)l — P(E) = Ae"(X+AX) — Ae 13X
(d) Y = a + AP(E) = AeBxellx — AeBx
I AP(E) = AeRx(e"-^-x — 1)	 (A-4)(e) Y =
—+bx
I
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides
M Y
X
= -WX7 
___+ b BX +In AP(E) = InA + In e	 In (eB^lx — 1)	 (A-5)
But NX is constant by supposition, and therefore in
(e 1) is a constant, independent of X (but not AX);
hence, we can rewrite In 4X(E) in the following way;
	
In AP(E) = A" + BX	 (A-6)
-where In eBx = BX, and A' = In A + In (el,"x — 1).
Let us take an incremental change in In AP(E) denoted
as follows:
Y = ael'^'	 (A-1)	 In AP(E) + A [In AP(E)	 (A-7)
	that bas been determined by CURFIT as yielding the
	 and subtract this new identity (Eq. A-6); we get
best approximation for BER vs EbIN,
(In AP(E) + A [In AP(E)
	 [In A P(E)	 [A", + B (X + AX)
	One method of determining the suitability of the em-
	 [(A^ + BX)]
pirical function is that of finite differences. This method
	
relies principally on the hypothesis that, for a given func-
	
(A-8)
tion, differences of the function Y = ae" are constant for
Hencesuccessive equal increments of some known function of X.
a [In AP(E)	 BAX	 (A-9)
For
Thus, for this type of relationship, the differences of the
P(E) Aellx	 (A-2)	 logarithm of the first differences will be constant. As an
added advantage, Eq. (A-9) can be used in the determina-
	
where A and B. are constants and X EbIN,, suppose	 tion of the coefficient B by averaging or using a mean-
	
that AX is a small constant incremental change in X and
	 square average of the factors A [In AP(E)
Equation (b) best approximated the input points de-
scribed by EbINO vs bit error rates (BER) taken from the
baseband characteristic curve of Fig. 1,
Recognizing the fact that for convolutional coding with
phase-coberent demodulation and Viterbi decoding, exact0
analytical expressions for bit error rate P, vs EbIN,, are
not attainable, we would like to establish the suitability
of the empirical function:
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DSN Research and Technology Support
E. B. Jackson
R. F. Systems Development Section
The activities of the Venus Station (DSS 13) and the Microwave Test Facility
(MTF) during the period April 19 through June 13, 1976, are discussed and
progress noted.
Continuing reliability testing and computer program refinement of the remote
controlled, unattended automated pulsar observing station is noted, along with
routine observations of 17 pulsars. Radar observations of a geostationary satellite
are reported, along with the routine automatic testing of the stability of the DSS 13
t	 maser-receiving system. Additional testing of thermal characteristics of semi-
_ flexible coaxial cables is reported, along with phase stabilization measurements
thereon.
Routine support of the planetary radio astronomy experiment, with 43.25 hours
I of observations of Jupiter and various radio calibration sources, is reported, along
with 18,75 hours of differential 17LBI observations in conjunction with Australia, 	 i
DSS 43.
Modifications of the clock synchronization winterization system are reported,
along with a discussion of the activities of the DSN High-Power Transmitter Main-
tenance Facility. A detailed scanning of the orbital region in which geostationary
satellites are found is reported as ,part of the DSN radio frequency interference
analysis task.
The activities of the Development Support Group, in 	 tion station with which remotely operated, unattended
operating the Venus Station (DSS 13)' and the Microwave 	 operation is demonstrated.
Test Facility (MTF) during the period April 19 through 	 j
June 13, 1976, are discussed and project support and 	 Including automated tracking, 37.25 hours of station
progress discussed below. 	 support were provided. Automated tracking, directed from
a control computer at JPL, was performed for 23.75 hours,
during which data were collected from pulsars 0031-07,
L $tdtlOq Automation 0329+54, 0525+21, 0736-40 and 0823+26. After initialprogram loading and checkout, no on-site operator inter-
In support of RTOP 70 "Network Monitor, Control, & 	 vention was made. The target to be tracked„ and other
Operations Technology," DSS 13 will be the demonstra-	 appropriate inputs,; were provided from the control com-
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puter at JPL to the DSS 13 on -site master computer (an
SDS-930 digital computer), and antenna movement, re-
ceiver frequency selection, and data collection were per-
formed automatically under the direction of the three on-
site computers. These three computers include an SDS-
910 for data sampling timing, another SDS-97,0 for 26 -m
antenna movement, and the SDS-930 computer for control
and data processing. Katherine Moyd, of the Communica-
tions Elements Research Section, assisted by station per-
sonnel, has been performing this testing.
11. Pulsar Observations
In support of the radio science experiment "Pulsar Ro-
tation Constancy" NASA Office of Space Sciences (OSS-
188-41-51-09), DSS 13 provided 62.75 hours of observa-
tions, during which the emissions from the pulsars tabu-
lated in Table 1 were recorded. These data, recorded at
2388 MHz, left circular polarization (LCP), are used to
determine precise pulse-to-pulse spacing, changes in this
spacing, pulse shape, and pulse power content of the
signals emitted by these pulsars.
I1. Radar Observations, Satellite
With Goldstone Mars, DSS 14 transmitting and DSS 13
I receiving, reflected signal radar observations are being
made of a geostationary satellite. Using the DSS 14 64-m
antenna and 400-kW S-band transmitter, the satellite is
illuminated at a nominal frequency of 2388 MHz. Re-
ception of the reflected signals is accomplished on altcr-
nate round-trip light times (RTLT) at DSS 13, using a
programmed oscillator controlled receiver and a 26-in
a
	
	 antenna. Two stations are necessary because the RTLT
is so short (approximately 242 ms) that waveguide switch-
`	 ing on a single antenna is impractical. The transmittingi
station switches frequency approximately 2 MHz every
RTLT and the receiving station receives the reflected
j
	
	 signal every other RTLT. These observations were con-
ducted for 9 hours.
IV. Maser-Receiver-NAR Reliability-Stability
Testing
I
	
	 Reliability and stability testing of the DSS 13 total
receiving system is conducted during nonmanned station
kl periods. The 26-m antenna is prepositioned to a fixed
azimuth and elevation, and the Noise-Adding Radiometer
(NAR) data collection system automatically records total
receiving system temperature as the antenna beam is
swept across the sky by the rotation of Earth, During this
reporting period, the antenna was positioned at 360 deg
azimuth and progressively positioned from 50.7 to 49.9
deg elevation and 450 hours of testing were automatically
performed. This testing is done at 2295 MHz, using right
circular polarization (RCP) on the 26-m antenna.
V. Receiver Phase Stability Testing
Continuing with an investigation into the phase stability
characteristics of coaxial cables (Ref. 1), temperature rise
measurements are being conducted on two cable bundles
subjected to solar heating. Two bundles of four each semi-
flexible coaxial cables, jacketed, were made up and placed
on wooden supports atop the cable tray. A thermocouple
was inserted underneath the jacketing, in thermal contact
with the outer aluminum conductor. One cable bundle
was painted white prior to bundling; the other was left in
the natural black state. A third thermocouple was used to
record ambient air temperature. Care was taken to ensure
that no direct solar heating of the thermocouples took
place.
It was anticipated that the white cable bundle would
experience less solar heating, but quantitative data were
desired. During the periods of maximum temperature, the
black cable bundle outer conductor temperature rose
7-10 ° C above ambient air, while the white cable bundle
rose only 1-2°C above ambient. Inasmuch as these cable
bundles are approximately 1 m long, their thermal time
constant is relatively short, and conductor temperature is
easily affected by winds. The changes in conductor tem-
perature of the black bundle were much more rapid and
more frequent than those in the white bundle, which re-
mained relatively constant, apparently unaffected by
winds. Tests will be conducted on much longer samples
to learn more about thermal time constants of cable
lengths represeniative of operational conditions in the
DSN.
As expected, the white cable bundle performed better
thermally than did the black cable bundle. The black
cable bundle was then installed into white plastic rec-
tangular conduit, with 8-mm diameter "break out" spaces
spaced 19 mm apart. These spaces, on two sides of the
conduit, provided free air circulation. While enclosed in
white conduit, the black cable bundle stabilized at ap-
proximately the same temperature above ambient as did
the white jacketed cables, and exhibited approximately
the same thermal behavior. Since this type of conduit,
trade named "Panduit," has a removable cover, installa-
tion into this conduit of coaxial cables that are already
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installed into cable trays would be relatively easy.
Wherever critical phase stability conditions are encoun-
tered for cables subjected to solar heating, installation
into "Panduit" or similar conduit would limit maximum
temperatures and smooth temperature changes, thus mini-
mizing changes in electrical length. Several days of record-
ings taken during this testing under varying weather con-
ditions (intermittent clouds, over-cast, windy, sunny, etc.)
are available, and testing is continuing.
Two proposed techniques for stabilizing coaxial cable
electrical lengths are undergoing testing at ! DSS 13 on
610-m lengths of 12.7-mm diameter, jacketed, Spir-O-Line.
Both techniques use approximately 100 MHz as the test
frequency and monitor phase changes at that frequency.
In one approach, changes in phase are used to modulate
internal cable pressurization, using pressures up to 4.2
kg/cm2 as required.
In the other approach, changes in the phase of the test
signal are used to introduce compensating phase changes
with a phase shifter sous to maintain a constant electrical
length.
VIII. Differential VLBI
The advanced Systems experiment "Differential Very
Long Baseline Interferometry" (OTDA 310-10-60-56) is
designed to develop the capability of Navigating inter-
planetary vehicles relative to "fixed" extragalactic radio
objects. Primary to this task is the development of a
catalogue of suitable extragalactic objects to be used as
guides. In support of this catalogue development, DSS 13,
in cooperation with DSS 43, provided 32 hours of support
during this period. During these hours, 18.75 hours of
actual observing, during which 95 sources were measured,
was accomplished. Difficulties at DSS 43 prevented more
actual observing from being accomplished.
IX. Clock Synchronization System
Difficulties at the receiving stations prevented satis-
factory reception of some scheduled transmissions, but 10
transmissions, for 9.5 hours, were made, with 5 each being
made to Australia DSS 42-43 and Spain DSS 62-63. A
X12 multiplier failed in the 100-kW transmitter exciter,
but the spare was installed and the system was restored
to service.
Although both approaches worked well in laboratory The winterization system, which prevents the trans-
tests on short cable lengths, performance on these 610-m muter cooling water system from freezing, was modified
cable lengths under field conditions is poor. Investigation this period to reduce energy consumption. Previ-
s
during
is continuing. Y, t of fas afunct on	 air temperature alone. When the air
dropped to the set point temperature of 8'C (47 0 F), the	 i
VL MICrOWBVe Power Transmission pumps would come on and remain on until the air tem-perature rose
	
above the set point temperature plus
It is planned to test samples of the microwave oven thermostat hysteresis. Often the air temperature would
magnetrons produced by three of the major , manufac- drop to the set point temperature, and remain there for
#users. Testing is aimed toward determining the feasibility hours without reaching freezing point, resulting in long
of using phase locked microwave oven magnetrons as an term operation of the pumps and resulting heating of the
inexpensive source of microwave power for testing,adap- water.. The control system modification now turns on the
tive phased arrays, pumps when both the air and water temperature fall to
10'C ` (50 °F). The pumps will remain on until the water
is heated to 27'°C (80°F) or the air temperature rises to
VIL Planetary Radio Astronomy 10°C (50°F) plus thermostat hysteresis, whichever comes'
first. Restarting of the pumps will then occur only if both
	 i
In support of the radio science experiment "Planetary air and water temperature again fall to 10°C (50°F)._
Radio Astronomy" (OSS 196-41-73-01), DSS 13 measures
and records the radiation received, at 2295 M11z, from the X. Deep Space Network High-Power Transmitter
planet Jupiter and various radio calibration sources. These Maintenance Facility (DSN HPTMF)
measurements are made using the 26 -m antenna, the
S-band receiving system, and the NAR. During this The DSN HPTMF, located at DSS 13 and the MTF,
period, 43.25 hours of observations were made, during continued to support the 10 20, and 100-MV transmitters
which the received radiation from Jupiter and the radio used in the DSN. Special testing of a 450-kW klystron to
calibration sources tabulated in Table 2 were measured be loaned to Arecibo Radio Observatory was also accom-
and recorded. plished.
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timplementation into DSS 43 and DSS 63, with one filter
held as a. Network spare.
Arecibo Radio Observatory, which is conducting S-band
radar observations of Mars in support of the Viking
mission, suffered a 450-kIV klystron failure. At the request
of the Viking Project Office, two 450-kW klystrons were
tested (Model X-3070, SNs Kl-01 and D7-55R2), and one
(D7-55R2) was chosen for loan to Arecibo. Final testing
at 400 kNV was accomplished using the magnet in which
this klystron would be operated at Arecibo, and with
Mr. Tom Dickinson, of Arecibo, as an observer. The tested
klystron, along with the Arecibo magnet and special water
hoses, was airlifted to Arecibo for use as needed. Klystron
K1-01 was reinstalled into the 400-k«T transmitter on the
DSS 13.26-m antenna._
Xl. DSN Radio Frequency Interference Analysis
In support of this program, the 26-m antenna at DSS 13
was used, along with the station receiver and special de-
tection equipment, to search for interfering signals in the
2290-2300 MHz band. In particular, the band was ex
amined for interference emanating from geostationary
satellites.
Scanning in both frequency and antenna position at a
rate consistent with a desired: detection, probability, the
zero declination ±I deg region was searched for inter-
were teste a	 or peno sin excess o ree ours 	 feting signals. During 59.25 hours of obsenations, no
each, with no anomalies of any kind. These filters were
	 positively identified interfering signals were found. The
shipped to the COE for Engineering Change Order (ECO) 	 detection system used had a noise "floor" of —154.7 dBm.
`s
Reference
1. Jackson, E. B., "DSN Research and Technology Support," in The Deep Space
Network Progress Report 42-33. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
June 15, 1976.
At the request of the Cognizant Operations Engineer
(COE) and the Cognizant Subsystem Manager (CSM),
special priority testing of klystrons was accomplished in
preparation for the critical phases of the Viking and
Helios missions. Four klystrons, 10-kW, Model 4KM50SI
(SNs 114-71, J445, K4-19, and L5-10) were tested for use
as replacement klystrons as needed. Only two klystrons,
SNs K4-19 and L5-10, met specifications, and are avail-
able for utilization as necessary. Also, similar testing of a
20-kW klystron, Model 5K70SC, SN I0-15, was accom-
plished, it met all DSN criteria, and is likewise available
for use as needed.
A 100-1-W klystron, Model X-3060, SN A647112, re-
turned from DSS 63 as defective, was tested at the Viking
Lander frequency of 2112.96 MHz to ascertain whether
the previously observed output power instability at the
low end of the 2110-2120 MHz band would allow utiliza-
tion at 2113 MHz if necessary. During a two-hour test
period, the BF output power remained at the initial value
of 101 kW -!-3% without readjustment of any parameters,
and it was concluded that, at this single frequency, this
klystron is usable as a DSN spare, if necessary.
Klystron Model X-3060, SN A6-17112, was also used at
2115 MHz to provide high- power  (100-kW) testing of
harmonic filters designed to reduce the fourth harmonic
of the 100-kNV S-band transmitters installed within the
DSN. Three filters, Model F430FA1, SNs 02, 03, and 04
A t Inn k V f' d °	 fth	 h
a
i
x
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rTable 1. Pulsars observed at DSS 13,
April 19 through June 13, 1976
	0031-07	 0823+26	 1933+16
	
0329+54	 0833-45	 2021+51
	
0355+54
	
1133+16	 2045-16
	
0525+21	 1237+25	 2111+46
	
0628-28	 1911-04	 2218+47
	
0736-40	 1929+10	 a
f
3
,i
i{
Table 2. Radio calibration sources observed at D5S 13,
April 19 through June 13, 1976
z	
3C17	 3C138
	
OJ 287
3C48	 3C218
	 PKS 0237-23
3C84	 3C309.1	 PKS 2134-00
	
3C123	 3C418	 VRO 4222
3C454.3
s	 _
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Use of "Load and Go f9 Countdowns by the DSN
Deep Space Stations
J. T. Hatch
Network Operations Section
The Level-4 Prepass Readiness Test (PRT) (the "load and go" countdown) pro-
vides an effective and low risk method of improving Network productivity. A -
carefully controlled trial period preceded the full-scale application of the Level-4
PRT to Pioneer, Helios and Viking cruise tracking operations. Use of this "load
and go" concept to count down a station brings about a substantial increase in the
i	 proportion of total station hours devoted to spacecraft tracking.
i
I.	 Introduction stantial potential for improving 	 Network productivity.
Time is scheduled at a Deep Space Station (DSS) prior The flight projects benefit from any increase in theamount of tracking support they receive.
to direct support of spacecraft tracking operations so as
to prepare the station to meet all requirements of a forth-
coming pass. These prepass preparations are termed II. Characteristics
Prepass Readiness Tests (PRTs) and consist of establish- From the standpoint of Network productivity, the most ing and testing the specified configuration. Levels of
significant characteristic of the "load and go" countdown
support are used to define the extent to which equipment is the short length of time required to complete it. Other
and systems are to be tested to support the scheduled characteristics that differ from those of the longer count-
activities. The four basic levels of support are summarized downs are described below.
in Table 1 in terms of capabilities provided and the
amount of time needed to perform a PRT for the level of A. Calibration Data
support required. j
No equipment calibrations are performed. Rather, use
Increasing the number of station hours devoted to is made of the latest previous calibration data available.
actual tracking operations enhances the prodnetivity of
the Network. Since reducing the amount of time required B. Software
for PRTs has the effect of increasing the total hours avail- Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP), Antenna
able for tracking, use of the Level-4 PhT offers a sub- Pointing Subsystem (APS) and Digital Instrumentation
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Subsystem (DIS) softhvare programs are not exercised as
required for the other levels of support. After configuring
the equipment, the programs are merely loaded into the
computers and initialized to commence running at the
beginning of the pass. However, prior to acquisition, two
test commands are sent from the TCP to a dummy load to
validate the on-site command system interface.
C. Data Validation
No telemetry, command, tracking, or monitor data
transfer tests are run between the station and the Net-
work Operations Control Center (NOCC). Instead, the
first 30 minutes of each pass are used for this purpose
and to validate the data. The data obtained during this
period are provided to the Project.
D. Discrepancy Reports
Deep Space Network Discrepancy Reports (DRs) are
handled differently in those cases where equipment cali-
brations are out of limits, equipment failures and pro-
cedural errors occur during the first 30 min of a pass, and
the acquisition of signal (AOS) from' a spacecraft is not
accomplished on time. On these types of problems, DRs
are closed out on the basis of having resulted from a load
and go countdown, with its attendant and recognized
slightly higher risk. Throughout the Pioneer—Helios trial
period that is described in this article, DRs were waived
on problems encountered during the 30-min period
immediately following the scheduled AOS time.
I""-1. Implementation
Level-4 PRTs were implemented on a Network-wide
basis ui two phases. The first phase involved Pioneer and
Helios projects. It was preceded by a successfully com-
pleted two-week trial period (November 3.0-23, 1975),
following which the countdowns were scheduled rou-
tinely, as negotiated by the Network Operations Repre-
sentative (NOR) for each Project. The second phase trial
period was successfully conducted for the Viking Project
between January 5 ' and January 18, 1976, and routine
scheduling of the countdowns for cruise phase support,
E
	
	
as negotiated with the Project by the Viking NOR, was
commenced on January 19, 1976.
A. Pioneer/Helios Trial Period`
As depicted by Table 2, 52 load and go countdowns
(27 for Pioneer and 25 for Helios) were accomplished
during the period. An analysis of DSS performance
during this period was made to determine if any signifi-
cant conclusions could be drawn from the statistics
relative to ability of the stations to complete the count-
downs on time, problems encountered, and the incidence
of DRs initiated during the trial period, as compared to
the preceding four-week period. The following-significant
facts emerged from the analysis of DSS performance with
respect to countdown completion times and ability to
achieve AOS on time (Table 3):
(1) Ten of the 54 total AOSs were achieved exactly on
time.
(2) Of the remaining trial tracks, early AOSs outnum-
bered the late ones, making possible the realization
of some 26 min additional tracking time.
During the trial period, six problems were encountered
that affected support and on which DRs would hove been
initiated under normal circumstances. Two of these in-
volved equipment malfunctions and four were related to
procedural or operator problems. The problems resulted
	
in late AOSs. However, DRs were waived for this period,
	
jas mentioned above. Analysis of figures presented in
Table 4 reveals the following:
(1) The number of DRs initiated during the trial
period is consistent with the number initiated in
each of the preceding two-week periods.
i(2) Assuming DRs had been initiated on the six prob-
lems mentioned above, the total number (21) for
.the trial period then would have been the same as
that for the October 13-26 period and not too far
	
out of line with the number (13) for the period
	
1
October 27—November 9.	 i
Both Projects were well satisfied with the DSS perfor-
manceduring the trial period, However, it was also
recognized that, with Viking being allocated the most
support and using higher level (longer) countdowns. than
Pioneer and Helios, it was necessary to adopt the load
	
and go concept for Viking in order for Pioneer and Helios
	 3
Projects to receive any appreciable increase in tracking
hours. Because the Pioneer/Helios view periods preceded
and overlapped Viking's, Pioneer and Helios tracks could
be extended by the amount of time "saved" by the shorter
Viking countdowns (Fig. 1).
B. Viking Trial Period
Success with the Pioneer-Helios Level -4 PET trial
period facilitated obtaining agreement to conduct a suni.-
lar program for Viking during the period January 5-18,
	
1976. A slight increase in the occurrence of DRs was 	 1
rioted; the increase was attributed to the fact that a policy
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had been initiated on January 1 requiring that DRs be Experience bas, shown that the load and go concept for
initial ;#d on all problems. However, the incidence of DRs circuit activation resulted in fewer problems for the DSSs
soon returned to the same level as existed before the and, NOCT. Therefore, a return to that mode of operation
advent of a load and go countdown. The Viking trial is anticipated in the near future, on the assumption
period was considered a success, and scheduling of the that it will be acceptable to both GCF and NASCOM
Level-4 PRT was implemented immediately for all rou- management.
tine Viking cruise passes.
IV. Productivity AssessmentC. Communication Circuit Activation
Philosophy regardin g communication circuit activation A study was conducted to determine the amount of
requirements evolved through the following different con- additional tracking time that was made available to the
cepts, commencing with the Pioneer-Helios trial period: Flight Projects through use of the Level-4 PRT duringthe period November 23, 1975-May 10, 1976. Table 5
(1) Initiallythe circuit activation times remained un_ provides a breakdown, by Flight Project, of the number
'
cliaaged, and circuits were available for use ore of standard and short countdowns utilized, plus the
hour before AOS. This presented problems for amount of tracking time associated with each type of
those stations that were not staffed continually, and countdown. Since aLevel-4 PRT makes available an
particularly when a load and go countdown was additional 1.5 hours of tracking time, it is calculated
scheduled to commence at the very beginning of (1276 passes X 1,5 hours) that 1914 additional tracking
the arrival of anew shift (following a station closed hours actually were realized. For the load and go passes
period). In this situation, the circuits were sched- only, this represents a 22% increase in tracking time; the
uled to be activated 30 min before the station was ".loadincrease for all passes ( nd go" and "standard"
to be staffed, which disrupted accomplislnnent of countdowns combined) is a substantial 17%.
the normal DSN Ground Communications Facility
(GCF) and NASA Communications (NASCOM) V. Conclusionline checkout procedures.
The Level-4 PRT was used by the DSN stations in sup-
(2) A Level-4 PRT concept for communications circuit port of approximately 75% of all spacecraft tracking
activation was implemented on January 1, 1976. In passes during the period November 23, 1975-June 1, 1976.
this mode of operation the GCF/NASCOM line A new computer-aided countdown (CAC); which was
checkout procedures were ,vaived and the circuits developed by Lladrid Complex personnel, has been im-
turned over to the DSS and Network Operations plemented for Viking planetary operations. Although 	 s'
Control Team (NOCT) for use immediately upon longer than a Level-4 PRT, the CAC is considerably
activation (30 nun prior to AOS), shorter (2 to 5 hours) than the Level-1 PRT that other-
wise would have to be used for the critical Viking sup-
(3) On April 6, 1976, the waiver on use of GCF/ port. Use of the Level-4 PRT for Pioneer and Helios
NASCOM procedures was withdrawn and the re- continues, and a return to more extensive use of the load
quirement to perform the necessary line checks on and go countdown for all Flight Projects is anticipated on
a compressed schedule was instituted, with circuits November 15, 1976, when the Viking prime mission
being turned over to the DSS and NOCT for use ends. Since all three Flight Projects then will be in
at AOS minus 15 min. This remains the current an extended mission mode, it seems reasonable to assume
mode of operation; but problems have been caused that the additional tracking time resulting from use of
for the DSSs and NOCT when extended line check- the Level-4 PRT will exceed the 17% increase that
out activities have made the circuits unavailable already has been realized over a period of several months
until AOS time or even hater, duration.
A-
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Table 1. PRT levels of support
PRT Type of
Level	 Hoursa requirement	 Capability provided
Highest possible degree ofCritical Table 3. DSS ADS record for Pioneer /Helios level-4
1	 8.0 redundant	 reliability and accuracy in PRT trial period
system calibrations including
support	
on-line redundant system
_ Number of times	 Time, min
Same as Level-1 exceptCritical
AOS
Pioneer	 Helios	 Average	 Total
2	 5.0 nonredundant	 redundant systems are on0-min standby and tested to L'arly
	
14	 10	 6.5	 156support
	 Level-3 requirements Late	 7	 11	 7.2	 130
Lower data duality tolerances Additional tracking time realized
	
26
than for Levels 1 and 2 but
3	 2.0 Normal support	 exCeeding those of Level-4.Redundant equipment on
30-min standby and tested to
1 Level-4 requirement;
Table 4. DR comparisons
Satisfies basic requirement for
housekeeping data from Number of DR'S1Vlinimum
	
cruising spacecraft, with
.Period!	 4	 0.5 (load ando	 telemetry predicted SNRg ^	 i1' 1 ?Pioneer	 Helios	 Total
support	 greater than 3dli. First data
point understood to be Oct. 13-26	 14	 7	 21
unimportant Oct. 27-Nov.9
	 10	 3	 13
Additional time (as much as 1 hr) may be required when items Nov. 10-23-1 0	 6	 15
such as polarizers, high-{power transmitters, and ranging calibra-
tions are required. aLoad and go countdown trial period. j
Table 2. Pioneer/Helios level-4 PRT trial period
i
i (Nov. 10-23, 1975) Table 5. DSS countdown and tracking time comparisons 	 ,(Nov. 23, 1975-May 10, 1976)
Planned	 Accomplished aDSS
Pioneer	 Helios	 Pioneer	 Helios Load and goStandard countdowns	
countdowns
Project	 -
11 4	 4 Tracking	 T	 Tracking	 9tunber	 Number12 0	 0	 1	 1 hours	 hours
14 1	 1
Pioneer	 126	 810.2	 411	 2107.2
42 4	 8	 4	 8 Helios
	
119	 649.7	 451	 2927.8
!	 L	 43 7	 1	 7	 1
Viking	 156	 1475.7	 414	 3479.244 2
61 10	 10 Totals	 401	 2935.6	 1276	 8514.2
62
F	 63 9 —	 9
26	 24	 27	 25
Totals ORIGINAL PAGE 'IS
50	 52 :OF POOR QUALITY	 3
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1	 l	 F
LOAD AND GO COUNTDOWN (LdG)
EXTRA TRACK TIME AFFORDED BY L3G
TRACKING TIME AVAILABLE IF L&G NOT USED
EXTRA TRACK TIME AFFORDED
PIONEER 11 BY VIKING 2 LSG
PO ST-CALI BRAT 10 NS
UNUSED
PIONEER 11
TRACKING TIME-►I
VIEW PERIOD
uV,	 rOVERLAPd	 t	 VIEW PERIOD
TRACKING TIME
VIKING 2
UNUSED
L3G
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14 - 16	 18	 20	 22 24
TIME SCALE, hr
Fig. 1. Example of additional Pioneer 11 tracking time
afforded by Level-4 PRT (load and go)
i
{
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rAspects of Job Scheduling
K. Phillips
DSN Facility Operations Office
A mathematical model for job scheduling in a specified context is presented.
i	 The model uses both linear programming and combinatorial methods.. Whiledesigned with a view toward optimization of scheduling of facility and plant
r	 operations at the Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC) at Goldstone,
f	 the context is sufficiently general to be widely applicable. The general scheduling 	 j
problem including options for scheduling objectives is discussed and fundamental	 1
parameters identified. Mathematical algorithms for partitioning problems ger-
mane to scheduling are presented. A_ more detailed description of algorithms and
of operational aspects of the model is planned for a later report.
	
i
1. Introduction	 (backlog), and minimal lateness. The performance is 	 a
measured by a function. The mathematical model of the
	
dThe efficiency and productivity of a service or pro luc-
tion facility can be affected by the way m which the jobs	 problem then takes the form of maximizing or minimizing 	 ithis performance function subject to the constraints of 	 iperformed by the facility are scheduled. As a part of the 	 the problem. The constraints take many forms, of which	 1
move to increase operational efficiency in the DSN, it was
decided to study the effect of scheduling -on the facility
	
	
a few are: one man cannot do two jobs at once; some jobs
hand plant function at the Deep Space Communications ave higher priorities than others; the jobs are not all
Complex at Goldstone and to ;partially automate the 	 available to be worked on at all times; the jobs have	 g
I	 scheduling of maintenance. This report is a preliminary	 different skill levels. The constraints in most real proU
description of some of these efforts,
	
	
lems define a large and combinatorially complex set. This
is the case for the model presented here. The model pre-
In general terms the object of mathematical scheduling 	 sented minimizes work inventory and flow time and maxi-
is to identify measures of performance on the jobs done	 mizes gross efficiency. With additional analysis it can also
by a facility and to schedule the jobs to maximize the	 yield schedules for maximal average efficiency, minimal
performance. Measures of performance are stated in such	 maximal tardiness, or minimal average tardiness. Precise
terms as maximal efficiency, minimal work inventory	 definitions appear in Section IIf.	 j
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Most of the results and discussion are presented in a
general context, after an initial brief description of the
immediate problem at Goldstone in Section 11. The ideas
have wide applicability. In Section III the general sched-
uling problem is discussed. A model for "flow-time
scheduling" is presented in Section IV. Section V treats
partitioning algorithms important for scheduling. In
Section VI the Goldstone problem is again discussed.
II. The Maintenance Operation at Goldstone
Facility maintenance is accomplished by seven shops:
electrical, carpenter, etc. Each of these shops performs
jobs in three categories, as follows:
(1) Preventive maintenance, consisting of periodic ser-
vicing and checking of equipment.
(2) Corrective maintenance, consisting of minor repairs
and modifications.
(3) Special jobs, consisting of original construction or
installation, and generally more complex than (2).
III. Scheduling Problems
There is a large literature on scheduling and assign-
ment problems, Refs. 1, 2, 5, and 6 form a sample and
contain between them a large current list of references.
Many difficult mathematical and computational problems
arise in considering optimal scheduling. For this report a
particular setting is chosen—general enough for several
applications-to discuss some of these problems.
A. A Context
Suppose that a service or manufacturing facility has n
jobs to do in a time interval [0, q] and that there are in
processors (women, men, or machines) to do the jobs.
Label the jobs (J;}!_,. Assume that the processors all
have the same capability and that a certain fixed number
z; of them work simultaneously on job J; until it is fin-
ished, but that this number can vary with the job.
Associated with the job J; is its processing time pi , the
number of man hours required to complete the job.
The actual time the job J i is being worked on is thus
y; p;/z;. If h is the total number of man hours available
in the interval [0, q], then we assume that
The information for scheduling function (1) is known well „1
in advance, but functions (2) and (3) occur rather ran- pi < h,
domly and have varying priorities. Function (1), and
possibly some portions of functions (2) and (3), have top so that the jobs can in fact be done. It is assumed that
priority in that the tasks must be done during the month pi and z i are scliedule-independent; scheduling does not
called for by specifications. The users generally compete affect the time it takes to do a job or the number of
for services in categories (2) and (3). In this context pos- processors needed. Each job J. also comes with a clue date	 1
sible scheduling objectives are: di and is ready to be worked on at a ready time ri in
[0, q]. Thus p, z, d, r, and y are vectors or n-tuples; e.g.,
(1) Keep all users as happy as possible by minimizing d = (d;)i; 	 Other vectors associated with the jobs are
either the average or the maximum time the users defined below.
must wait for completion of jobs. i
(2) Operate the shop efficiently by minimizing job B.	 Utility
backlog.g• Utilization o£ the facility is measured by the n-tuple
(3) An intelligent balance between (1) and (2).
2b -= ^1Li
^i^_t	 y
As explained in Section III, (1) and (2) are not generally
wheret compatible.
{ u_ = p i /h	 (utilization on J;)	 i
In Sections III through V we discuss aspects of general a
scheduling with only occasional mention of Goldstone. Also let
In Section VI we return to the context described here to 1
give a more complete discussion of the options at Gold- U=^	 p;	 (total utilization)
'-'stone. An overall description of the proposed automation
of the Deep Space Network Facility Operations appears 1
in Ref, 7: Au J n U	 (average utilization)
i
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These factors simply measure what portion of the capa-
bility of the facility is being used. They are schedule-
independent.
I
work time y, and in fact will be the same only if the
ready time r.,, is equal to the completion time of the pre-
ceding job in the schedule. Such is the case for ), and J2
in this schedule, but not for J; . The total flow time for this
ch dule 's f 4- f -!- f = 6 while the total rocessinC. Schedule-Dependent Variables s	 e	 1	 a	 p	 gtime is pi -I- p2 + p:, = 5.
Listed below are several schedule-dependent variables
associated with the jobs Ji : D.	 Efficiency
We define the efficiency vector e = (e;);^ 	 of the scbed-
starting times:	 s;
ule by
completion times: c
flow times:	 f; = a —r;,
e = J; = p4	 (1)f{	
z, f.
(time J 1 is in the shop)
late times:
	 A;: = c;-- di: Thus e; is the ratio of work time to flow time. The average
efficiency is
tardy times:
	 t; = max A ki)
waiting times:	 ww = s; - r;
_ 1	
,
Ae =	 e	 (2)1_^
These definitions are illustrated on the time axis in Fig. 1. Another measure of efficiency is gross efficiency, defined
by
For example, suppose that there are three jobs, J1j J_, J;;,
only one processor (m = 1), and that q = 5. Suppose that /	 3
the schedule-independent . vectors are
r = (0, 1,1)
	
ready times (i.e., r1 = 0, rz = 1, In general, Ae =A G (of course).
rg = 1)
E. Scheduling Objectives
p = (1, 1, 3)	 processing times -If the jobs have no priorities (e.g., no bigger profit or
d = (1, 5, 5)	 due dates penalty is associated with some jobs than with others)
then objectives available for scheduling are:	 i
The vectors z and y are necessarily given by (1) Minimize the average of f, 1, w, or t.
z = (1,1,1)	 only one processor (2) Minimize the maximum of f, 1, to, or t.
— —Y  p — (1, 1, 3)	 (work tunes) m'	 a	 ffi(3) Maxi	 ize the	 veraae e	 cie icy Ae.
If the jobs are done in order J1, J2, J1 with no lag between (4) Maximize the minimum of e.	 -j
the jobs, then (5) Maximize gross efficiency G.
a
s = (0, 1, 2) In this ;report we emphasize minimizing average flow
c = 1,1 ! 1, 2 } 3 = 1, 2, 5(	 )	 (	 )
tune A f, discussed in Subsection III-F. Before beginning,
' note that the problem is combinatorially much too Large;
f = c - r = (1 1 4) to solve on a computer by direct computation of all pos-
sible schedules, even for fairly small n. For example if
I = c — d = (0, —3,, 0) ni =1 and r4 = 0 for all i then there are nl schedules;
	 j
t = max (0, 1) = (0, 0, D) recall that	 j
w = s — r = (0, 0,1) 10! = 3,628,800	 j
Notice in particular that flow time- f is the time that the 201- 2,432,900,000,000,000,000
job J2 is in the shop. It is generally larger than the actual 50! = 3 X 1014
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jIf the jobs have priorities, weights can be given to the
coordinates of the vectors, and weighted averages and
maximums can then be considered. Weighting factors are
not considered in this report. There are in fact priorities
for the jobs at Goldstone. In the model described in
Section VI, these priorities are handled by categorizing
then optimizing within categories. Weighted vectors will
be developed as another alternative.
F. Flow Time
Another way to state Eq. (6) is
1 ,1	 n
AN = —
The last expression is (arrival rate) • (average flow time).
Equality (7) appears in Ref. 2, but with the unneeded
hypothesis that the original c i
 are ordered.
G. Minimizing Flow Time
The problem of minimizing total flow time :^ f in all
but the simplest cases appears to be unsolved in that no
generally effective algorithms exist. A discussion appears
in Ref. 2, where much of the exposition is devoted to the
problem.
I"
Af= —E fi11 V1
also achieves each of points (1)—(3) below. The letter A
is used for average, so that for a vector v, Av denotes the
average of the components of v.
(1) Maximizes gross efficiency G.
(2) Minimizes average waiting time Aw and average
lateness Al,
(3) Minimizes average backlog (or work inventory),
Assertion (1) is apparent from the definition of gross effi-
ciency. To see (2) observe that
Etvi = Eft — EJi	 (4)
7L' .
	11	 )4
Eli = E fi + E (r —di )	 (5)
and that i i, ri , d i are all schedule-independent Assertion
(3) is not quite so trivial, although it is intuitively Gn.lear
that the faster the work moves through the shop the
smaller: the outstanding workload. Letting N(t) denote
the work inventory at time t (the number of jobs ready
to be processed or in processing), the critical formula is
^
nN(t) dt E b
	 (6)
0	 4.1
A proof of Eq. (6) is given in Appendix A. The formula
proves assertion (3), for the left side of Eq. (6) is q times
the average backlog.
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Minimizing total flow time
^j \ /1	 74 f l.E / (- ^
i-,
or average flow time
The simplest case is that in which all jobs have the
same starting time (r i
 = 0) and there is one processor
(in =1). Then a schedule is simply a permutation of the
n jobs. Suppose that the jobs are done in the order of the
indices. The flow time of J, is simply its processing time
p,. Job J, is started on the completion of J,, so its starting
is 82 = p, and its flow time is
f2=c2—r2=S.,+p2-0=p1+p2
Job I., is started at time p, + p2 ,and so
fJ=pl+p2-1-p,
The flow time of the job 12 (i.e., time required to complete
Ji from the time it was first available) is
fi = L pi	 (8)
J-1
and total flow time is given by
^ f	 pl - (11 - i + 1)p	 (9)
For the fixed set of numbers (p.;, I < i < n} the number
on the right in Eq. (9) is minimal for the perinutation in
which the p i are ordered by increasing magnitude (See
Appendix B). Hence the optimal flow time schedule in
this case is that in which the jobs are done according to
increasing processing times, This is called an LPT sclned
ule, for "least processing time' first. In more complicated
scheduling problems, the "LPT principle" can be applied
to portions of the schedule after other requiren ents have
been met.
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In Section IV a mathematical model for achieving mini-
mal flow time for the problem stated in Subsection III-A
is presented.
H. Tardiness and Flow Time
In the context of this report (the problem of Subsection
III-A) the major tradeoff is between due date satisfaction
in terms of either average of minimal maximal tardiness
and minimal average flow time.
It seems clear that tardiness is a more important mea-
sure of performance than lateness, as defined above.
There is no advantage as far as due dates are concerned
in having the jobs finished early, that is in having k,, < 0.
Unfortunately it is not true that minimum flow time also
gives minimum average tardiness. The equality corre-
sponding to Eq. (5) is
To illustrate, suppose that n = 5 and m = 1 and that
tl	 t t Tl	 tl	 1 fl,	 1, of
yL
Efi
ic1
To see explicitly that minimal ^ ti and minimal ' f.i may
require different schedules, consider the simple case
where m = 1, n = 2. Assume that the ready times
r1 = r2 = 0. In schedule J1J2 the start time vector is
s = (0, p1) and the completion vector is d = (PI, p 1 + p2).
It is always assumed that d i > ri + y i , so in this case
t1 = .max (0, p,..— dx) 0
r
and
t2
 = max (0, P1 + P2 d2) pl + P2 d2
the last equality holding if d2 < P1 + P2. The same analy-
sis applies to the schedule J2J1 with the roles of 1, and 2
exchanged, Total flow time and total tardiness are thus
given in the table below.
Schedufe	 54 f	 i t
L12	 2p:1+ P2	 P1 +P2 — d2
J2Jt
	
2P2 + P1	 P1 + P2 — di
If P1 < P2 and d1 > d2 then the first schedule minimizes
4 .	 total, flow time but the second schedule minimizes total
tardiness.
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E ti = ,E max (0, ci: — di.) = E fi + E (ri — di)
1=1	 141	 ie/'	 'ie/
(10)
where I is the set of indices defined by I = (i : c1 — d; > 0}.
The set I is dependent on the schedule so there is no
reason to expect that the right side of Eq. (10) is minimal
with
Remarks on Flow Time and Outstanding Work
In discussing backlog in Subsection III-F, we called
backlog the number of jobs outstanding. Another- mea-
sure of remaining workload is processing time remaining,
say P(t) at time t. If it is assumed that all processors work
continuously and no new work arrives, then it is clear
that P(t) is independent of schedule and in fact is linearly
decreasing with slope ---1. However, if we assume gaps
in the work interval, then the graph of P(t) will be a
decreasing function with intervals of constancy or of
smaller slopes.
re gaps are cons an , ren re area unc er re E . .1, r
P is minimal if the longest jobs are done first (see Fig. 2).
Hence under these assumptions minimizing average P(t)
is antithetical to minimizing average N(t). In some cases
minimizing AP might be more realistic "get the big jobs
out of the way first." Such an optimization procedure
could be further developed.
IV. Model for Flow Time Scheduling
A. Formulation
The context and notation are as in Subsection III-A;
the goal is to achieve minimum flow time. That is, the
goal is to find starting times for the jobs that make the
corresponding flow time minimal. Clearly there are con-
straints on the starting times. For example, if there are
two processors and ten jobs then an obvious constraint is
that not all ten jobs can be started at t = 0. The con-
straints will yield certain allowable n-tuples s (si) 14r,
as starting times for the jobs J i . 'In geometric language,
there is a certain allowable subset A of n-dimensional
real space in which the vector s of starting times can lie.
Among all these possible starting times in A the object is
to choose one which makes the total flow time for the jobs
minimal. The set A is a rather unwieldy collection of
corneas of an n-dimensional right parallelepiped, It is first
described below for the general case and then its geo-
metric properties are developed by considering simpler
cases.
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To begin, observe that total flow time can be expressed 	 given by
U,z	 ,
r
^ 	 T
r	
A= E, nC	 (17)
E f i E (si + yi. _'. ri.) = L^ Si + E (y i — ri)i,^	 i-^	 i -1	 i =1	 (11)	 where C is defined by Eck., (13). Hence the flow time prob-
lem may be formulated as follows,
Since y; and ri are schedule-independent, the problem
of minimizing total flow time is the same as the problem
of minimizing
Flow time problem: find the minimum value of V si for
SEA.
S t =	 si^ The set A is discussed in more detail in Subsections
\	 =1 IV-D and ME, after simpler cases have been described
The analysis that follows emphasizes s. in Subsections IV-B and IV-C.
`	 The ready-time and finish-time constraints are simple The set A can also be written
enough and are expressed by A = n A(8)	 (18)
sus
si + y i. < q	 (12) where
Thus the allowable set A must lie in the set C of A(S) =E(8)' n C	 (19)
n-dimensional space R" defined by
In many cases the intersection defining A can actually be
C = (s: ri < si < q - y i )	 (13) taken over a smaller set than o ; for, if A(S) C A(o-) then
A(o-) need not be included in the intersection.
The set C is an n-dimensional right parallelepiped. The
processor constraint that at most m processors can be in B. Illustrative Example
I	 use at any time is a little trickier. It maybe phrase d in Suppose there are two jobs for scheduling and one pro-
terms of subsets of R" defined by n-tuples S = (8 i)' 1 in cessor, i.e., n. = 2, nti = 1. Suppose that r i = 0, rZ > 0. The
which each 8i is u or 1, Let T denote the set of all such S set C is
and define a subset of T by
C= {s:s,<q — pi; rz<s2 <q—p 2)	 (20)
av
A=	 SET:	 8 izi > -11	 (14) a rectangle,: The only S in v is S = (1, 1); i.e,, both jobs7_t
cannot be processed at once. The excluded set E = E(8) is
For 8 E o, the set of jobs J i for which S i = 1 cannot occur
simultaneously; i.e., the number of processors required E _ {s _ (si, s2) : (s l, s,	 pi) n (82, s. + p 2)	 ¢}
for this combination of jobs h exceeds the total number
of processors available. The condition that the jobs do from which it follows that
occur simultaneously is that there is some time t at which
all jobs Ji for i in the set I(8) = {i : 8 i = 1) are being ' =	 q^E — {s : si + pl < s2 or s2 + r'. < s l }	 (21)
j	 processed; i.e., t is in (si, s i + yi,) for each i in I(S). In set
notation, the subset of R" defined byf` Hence the allowable set A is given by i
t	 Es =	 sER";	 n	 s s +t	 lO	 4	 (i, i	 , Yj)^O	 (15) A=(Cn{s:si+pl<s2))u(C n {s€s2+p2<s,))
l .= [C n All u {C n AJ	 (22)	 y
is thus excluded as possible starting times, for each 8 in A. Simply stated, the requirement that the starting timeI	 Hence the set
vector s = (s,, s2) be in E' given: in Eq. (21) means that
E = U 6 ,AE(8)	 (16) either JZ must start after, `I. is finished, or Jl must start
after Jz is finished. In Fig. 3, C has boundary indicated by
is excluded. The starting times must therefore be in the short cross iines and C n,A, and C n Az are indicated by
complement E' in R" of E. The allowable set A is thus shading;. The graph of :^ s is a plane inclined at 45 deg to
	 l
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the s,— s, plane and lying above the first quadrant. The
minimum of : s for se A occurs at one of the nodes (or
extreme points) of the set A, namely the one for which
s, + s, is minimal. If lines of slope —1 are drawn through
the nodes, then the line that lies closest to the origin gives
the node for minimal v, s because s, + s, is constant on
these lines. In Fig. 3 these lines are sketched with dots
and labeled.
In the case sketched, minimal : s occurs at N, = (0, r,)
with value :4 s = r^. The flow time value is
f(p,r.,) 
=r=+(pl—rl)+(p2—r-) = P1+ p -
some E(S) in which alias exactly two ones. It follows that
the set A can be expressed
A=CnI n({s:si+p;<s;)u{s:s;+pj<sM
29'tj	 J
(25)
where the second intersection is to be taken over all pairs
(i, j) with i 0 j. The projection of A in each s t — sj plane
has precisely the geometry described in Subsection IV-B.
The set A is thus the union of certain corners of an
n-dimensional right parallelepiped. The restriction on
each pair of coordinates "chops off" a corner at 45 deg.
hardly unexpected for this simpl Base.' Another description of A follows. Let S1 be the set of
Ss with exactly two ones. One can think of each set E(S)
	
The set A has two components in this case. Clearly one 	 for S E n as the infinite cylinder over the infinite rectangle
	
need not check all nodes, but only one node in each com- 	 in the si sj plane defined by
ponent, the one closest to the origin; N, and N,, in Fig. 3.
R i i = {s : s i < s1 + pj and sj < s i + p i )	 (26)
If r, < p,, then N,, does not appear and the choice is
between N, and N,,. In this case N, = (0, p 1). What is The set Rt j is inclined 45 deg to the si and sj axes. The
required for N, to give the minimum? Since excluded set
s(N,) = p, and	 s(N.,) = 2r2 + p, E = U E(S)
the inequality is the union of these cylinders and the allowable set A is
9r2 + p = < pl	 (23)
the intersection of C witli the complement of E.
is required. Descriptively speaking, if Eq. (23) holds, it D. General Case; z i and m Arbitrary
pays to wait and do the short job first even if the long job Each set E(S) for S E 0 can be analyzed by considering
is available and the short one is not, provided that the pairs of coordinates. For a given S and each pair (i, j) for
€	 Tong job is sufficiently long. A case in which this occurs which Sti = Sj =1, let
` is: rl =0,r =5,p1=17,p,=2. See Fi g, 4.
Ri j = {s : (si, si + y i) n (s, si + y i)	 ^)
C. The One Processor Case
If m = 1, then zi = 1 for all i. The set 0 is all n-tuples just as described above. Then
of zeros and ones that contain at least two ones. Suppose
S contains exactly two ones, say Si = Sj =1 and Sk = 0 if E(S) = n .Rij	 (P = {(i, j) : Si; = Sj = 1))	 (27)
k	 i, k	 j. Then
{ To see that Eq. (27) holds suppose first that s E E(S), Then
!	 E(S) _ {s : (si , s i
 + pi.) n (sj, sj + pj)	 ^) clearly (si, si + yi) n (si si + Jj)*o for each pair (i., j) E P.
Hence s E n,.Ri j and E(S) g n PRt j holds. To prove the re-
and verse inclusion, suppose s e n rRi j . Let sk be the largest
coordinate of s. Then sk
 E [si, s t
 + y J for all i having
E'(S) _ {s ; si + pi < si or si + p j < si )	 (24) S t = 1 because s E Rki for all i. Hence
I	 _ The set E'(S) is like E' in Eq. (21). In fact the projection sk E n 6 t
_1 [si, s i. + yj
of E'(S) in the si — sj plane is precisely as analyzed in
Subsection IV-B (n — 2), Every set E(a .) for v E o contains and so s E E(S).
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Each S E o thus gives rise to an excluded set which is
an intersection of rectangular cylinders above the coordi-
nate planes. The excluded set within the set C is then the
union over S E o of all these E(S), This is the "heart" of
the parallelepiped C and the allowable set A is pieces of
the corners. The set T of all S can be ordered by "S < Q if
S i 1 => o•i = 1" The intersection defining A can be
taken over the set o, of least elements in o.
E. Summary and Algorithm Outline
A procedural outline for finding minimal v s, and hence
minimal flow time _ f(s) follows.
(1) Determine a minimal set 0 of Ss for which
To the author's knowledge there is no known probabi-
listically optimal algorithm for obtaining all partitions.
The state of the art appears to be contained in the papers
Refs. 5 and G, where statistical comparisons are made for
various algorithms. In two steps, Subsections V-A and
V-B, we describe the best of Ref. 5,
A. Obtaining All Sums
We use the notation (0,1) 1^ for the set of n-tuples of
zeros and ones. In this algorithm the sum
n
S (S) _	 Sizi
n
s iz i > m
The set A over which the intersection is taken can
is calculated for every S E (0,1)" and the S are coded, For
0 < r < n define sets of ordered pairs Ar recursively by
A = ( (0 0)}
	be replaced by A, This is a combinatorial partition- 	 a
	
ing problem and will be discussed in more detail in
	
Ar = Ar_,, U (Ar_, + (zT, 2r-1))
Section V.
(2) Determine the set C. This is a simple matter; C is
	
All sums using z„ ,z,. appear as first coordinates in A,:,
defined by 2n. inequalities, hence by 2n numbers. 	 Since the correspondence
(3) Identify the nodes of the components of the set A
icl
is 1 - 1 between (0,1) r and (0, 1, 2, • •, 2 r-1) the second
coordinate of an element of Ar contains a unique descrip-
tion of the S used to obtain the first coordinate. The set
A. is thus
A„ = ({S(S), S) @ S E (Q,1}"}
V. Remarks on Partitioning	 where the second coordinate is "coded" as above,
	
As indicated in Section IV, partitioning algorithms
	 If only certain sums are wanted then in the recursive
are important for scheduling.` Given positive integers
(z; < i < n) and a number m, the problem is to find step from A,_1 to Ar all sums that cannot possibly yield: 1
all subsets J of (1, 2, n) for which the desired sums are eliminated. This elimination is opti-
mized by ordering the zi. The sum is then decoded to
give S for the desired sums,
ui m
The problem is equivalent to finding all n-tuples S of	 B. An Improvement
zeros and ones for which 	 For the problem of obtaining all partitions of m for a
given in an improvement in computing time is achieved
by first splitting the z i into two sets, applying Subsection
S iz` m	 V-A procedures to each of these, then combining the
resulting sums. The analysis appears in Ref. (5)'. Com-
Bounds for the number of such partitions can be obtained binatorial complexities prevent additional improvement
using combinatorial methods appearing in Refs. 3 and 4. 	 by further splitting
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and determine those which minimize _ s. Use a
modification of the simplex method to determine
feasible nodes and minimum. While A is not convex
its complement in C is the set E = C n [ UseaE(S)],
which is a union of convex sets. However E does
not have all the extreme points of the complement
of A, as a glance at Fig. 2 clearly demonstrates; N,
is an extreme point of A but not of E.
l
-s.1 l
VI. Models for Maintenance Scheduling	 be applied to adjust for the C, jobs that occurred. Given
at Goldstone
	
this context, three options for Scheduling are listed. below.
	
Some of the jobs in categories (2) and (3) of Section Il	 Option 1: 1. Schedule the C, jobs.
have high priority; essentially they must be done when
	
they arise. A subset of these can be anticipated; that is, 	 2. Apply the flow time model described in
	
their ready times r i are known, while the others occur at 	 Sections IV and V to all remaining jobs.
	
random. Using scheduling interval [0, q] equal to a 	 3. Make weekly modifications.
month, in the notation of Section III the jobs fall into
categories C,, C2, C;,, and C, defined by 	 Option 2: 1, Schedule the C. jobs.
C, : preventive maintenance; ri = 0, di = q	 2. Apply the flow time model to the C, jobs
and as time allows to the C., jobs for the
	
C2 : high priority; ri known but variable, di = ri + yi;	 first three weeks only,
"must' be done at t = ri
C, ;variable ri and di.; no other priorities	
3. At beginning of fourth week apply the
flowtime model to all jobs remaining as
	
C, random; unknown prior to scheduling, but must be 	 result of interruption by C, jobs.
done as they arise.
Option 3: 1. Schedule the C2 jobs.
	
There is an additional problem among the Cl jobs in that	 2. Apply a "Due-Date" algorithm instead of
the individual jobs are so numerous that they cannot rea-
	
sonably be handled directly. They are first categorized by 	
a "Flow-Time" algorithm to the entire
month.
building and site and then consolidated by a partitioning 
algorithm like that in Subsection V-A. Computer programs for these options are being written.
The options will be tried experimentally on data available
	
A first step in any scheduling routine leaves time for the 	 for scheduling and compared using the ideas presented in
	
expected C, jobs. A weekly modification routine can then 	 Section III.
,
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Appendix A
Proof of Equation (6)
Lemma. With definitions as in Section III, the equality 	 n
_	 i(ri+i — ri )
v N(t) (It =	 fi	 (A-1) 17q	 ri
holds.
and
Proof. Assume that the jobs are numbered so that 	
r
0 = r1 < r^ < < r„ < q
	
f ri S(t) dt =^ J cf S(t) dt
Let^1 = q. Let {cL : 1 < i < n} be a relabeling of {ci.} '_1	
_	 (i — 1) (c! C•_)j	 which puts them in order; thus 0 c' c' <, . • • <	 q.c' -^ <_ 2—	 n
The number N(t) is the number of jobs with ri < t and	 = (n -1)q —	 c,
c i > t. The equality N(t) = R(t) — S(t) holds where
(recall that r1 = d). Hence
R(t) = number of {ri : ri < t}
S(t) = niunber of {ci : c i < t}	 ^ryN(t) dt = nq - (n — 1)q -1- ^^ ci
	 r
0	 i^l	 e_2
The integrals of R and S are given by
	
	 nrc; E ri = E fi
z	 ,_^	 itz
q	 )a	 r.+a	 3
tr	 R(t)dt =	 R(t) dt	 which proves Eq. {A
j
6
Elt
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Appendix B
A Minimal Sum
Lemma, Let (pi ) ;'° i be positive numbers. For a permuta- 	 is maximal. If µ is such that E(µ) is maxi
tion v of (1, ^ • •, n), let 	 does not bold then
S(v) _	 {n — i + 1) P,,
	 (B-1)
Then S(v) is minimal for all permutations if
PV(1) < PV(2) < ... <P;'(7t)
	
(B-2)
ipi'm + 1Pli(j) < ippm + jp'-m
Proof. Clearly S(v) is minimal if and only if
holds by Eq. (B-3) and shows that E(v) > E(µ) if v is ob-
tained from µ by interchanging i and j. Thus E(µ) cannot
E(v) =	 ipv(i)
	 be maximal if Eq, (B-2) does not hold for µ.
PtLm > P11ci,	 and	 i
holds for some i and j, kIowever the nequuiiLy
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Dynamic Modeling for Evaluation of Solar
Collector Performance
C. L. Hamilton
TDA Planning Office
A dynamic model program designed to aid in the understanding of solar
collector behavior over the full range of operating conditions has been
constructed and tested in the evaluation of a conceptual collector design.
I. Introduction	 11. Construction of Model and Program
Dynamic modeling is being developed to provide a tool	 The collector performance model is strictly analogous to
for systematic analysis of performance characteristics in 	 the one embodied in program SUN (Ref. 1), except that it
energy systems where time-dependent behavior is impor- 	 represents only one physical component. Therefore the
tant. It is intended that the technique be applicable to 	 program COLTEST, in which it is embodied, carries a
many levels of detail in analysis, from rough examination 	 single computational module. That computational module
of system behavior in response to general specifications on 	 contains the same interfaces with environment and other
subsystem performances to very detailed analysis of the 	 components as the Solar Collector Module in SUN does
effect exerted on a component's transient and integrated
	 (Fig. 1). Collector performance is determined by the
performance by its various characteristics. References 1 	 intensity and angle of solar radiation, by ambient
and 2 have discussed modeling of solar energy systems in 	 temperature, and by the temperature of fluid entering it
terms of gross subsystem specifications. This paper reports 	 from storage or a conversion device. Energy output fiom
work on simulating the performance of solar collectors by 	 the collector is described by the rate of heat extraction
themselves, to allow more detailed understanding of one 	 from it and the temperature at 'which that heat is
important system component. Construction of a model 	 removed.
and its embodiment in a computer program were carried 	 a
out using now standard procedures. The program was used 	 This particular program (named COLTEST for Collec
to estimate the behavior to be expected from a conceptual	 for Test) was intended to aid in understanding what
collector design, and then to check its variance with	 happens to the energy gathered by a collector throughout
collector orientation, 	 a day's operation. For that reason it was set up to accept
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exogenous inputs and record output at closely spaced	 since June 1974, dedicated to collecting an archive of solar
intervals, simulating performance for a period of one day. 	 data calibrated to the international standard (Ref. 3).
Several derived values were produced, tabulating the fate
of incoming radiation under the various modes of 	 Because COLTEST was intended to fulfill a specific
operation encountered; these are combined in the	 purpose (tracing aspects of collector performance one day
performance curve shown in Fig. 2. The analysis was done 	 at a time) and would never contain more than one
assuming the same collector operating strategy as	 computational module, its structure could be somewhat
employed in the system test analyses using programs SUN
(Ref. 1) and SENSMOD2 (Ref. 2)—
namely that the heat simpler than that of the more general programs embody-
ing system models for which a wider range of manipula-
transfer fluid in the collector would be kept static until it 	 tion is desired. Figures 4 and 5 are the flow charts
describing the program. As in program SUN, collectorhad attained a minimum temperature. Once that mini-
mum temperature was reached, the fluid flow rate would behavior is simulated, in DHCALC, using a variable
be regulated to keep the outlet temperature within a	 integration interval to achieve computational stability
range of 10-15°C above the minimum. At the end of the	 without requiring excessive iterations through the pro-
day, when the temperature out of the collector dropped 	 gram's calculation loop. The variable-step-size loop is
below the turn-on level, flow was again stopped. 	 imbedded in a more slowly varying loop with step size DT
= 1/4 hr, synchronized with the interval at which new
exogenous inputs are supplied. The slower loop is where
At the end of each fifteen minutes of simulated the fifteen-minute average rates are computed for output
operation, several rates were output. These were ex- 	
and where the corresponding cumulative variables arepressed as the averages experienced over that period (all 	
updated. As in all of the dynamic model programs,in kW/m2 of collector surface) and consisted of the	
substitution of one component for another involves
radiation rate incident on the collector's front face, the 	
replacement of limited and discrete subprogram segments.
radiation rate reaching and absorbed by the abso.rber 	 An entirely different collector characterization can be
surface, the rate at which absorbed energy is retained as 	
submitted for analysis by substituting subprograms
sensible heat bringing the collector up to operating	 COLCALC (block 1.4.3), COLCC (1.4.4), and COLUPDtemperature, the heat loss rate, and the rate at which 	 (1.4.5), along with appropriate initialization statements.
energy at or above the minimum operating temperature is
extracted by the collector fluid. Cumulative variables
recording the amount of energy funneled into each of the
above categories (in kWh/m2) were also printed, allowing	 III. Test Of the Program
estimation of integrated daily collector performance. 	 COLTEST was first exercised. in .estimating . perform-
ance characteristics for a conceptual collector design that
Measured values of solar radiation, recorded as intensity arose while the Goldstone Energy Project was looking into
incident on a horizontal surface at Deep Space Station 13, solar-fired power-on-demand systems. The system under
	 y
Goldstone Space Communications Complex, on June 2, consideration required delivery of heat at 300°C or above,
_ 917?, provided the basis for input files to drive the model. and was estimated to return fluid to the collector with a
The sun's declination and transit time for that date were 50°C temperature drop. The hypothetical collector was to
used to generate files ccrtaining values for angle of have a concentration ratio of 2, involving a singlo glass
incidence of sunlight on the face of collectors facing south cover with 94 percent transmissivity to normal radiation,
and tilted at various angles from horizontal. These entries A selectively coated absorber tube of thin copper was
were recorded at fifteen minute intervals, from 00:00 to postulated; the coating was specified to have 90 percent
24:45 PST; a value of 90 deg was entered for all times in absorptivity and 5 percent emissivity.. The collector fluid
which the sun was not shining on the collector face. With was air, and the minimum operating temperature to be
the angles of incidence, files containing intensities on the maintained was 300°C.,It was specified that heat loss from
front surfaces of appropriately tilted collectors, varying the collector would be predominantly radiative, and
every fifteen minutes, were calculated from the horizontal amount to about 360 W/m2 at an absorber temperature of
measurements. In addition to the radiation intensity and 3500C. Note that this collector description is in terms of
angle-of-incidence files, a third input file was compiled specifications on a hypothetical piece of hardware, and
from fifteen-minute readings of ambient temperature at the function` of the dynamic model here is to translate
the same location on the same day. All measurements used these specifications into a measure of collector perform-
here were made under a program that has been conducted ance and to reveal the sensitivity of that performance to
at Goldstone Space Communications Complex (GSCC) those specifications.
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lThe program was run for this conceptual collector
design at two tilt angles. Results from the two runs are
summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. Plotted as a function of time
are the fifteen-minute average rates listed above. The
outer envelope represents solar radiation incident on the
collector's front face, while the line below that shows the
rate at which energy reaches and is absorbed by the
absorber surface. The difference in the areas under the
two curves represents the percentage of daily total
insolation that is uncollectable owing to the optical
properties of the cover material. A small slice of the
absorbed energy was sacrificed in the morning hours to
satisfy the assumed requirement for relatively constant
output temperature that is marked Energy Lost in
Warmup on the figures; its very small size reflects the low
thermal capacitance inherent in a thin copper tube using
air as a heat transfer fluid. Along the bottom of each figure
is a band reflecting heat loss. This is a combination of
radiative and conductive' loss and is consistent with a well-
insulated collector with the specified absorber coating
properties. Subtraction of the total losses from energy
absorbed gives the area in the middle of the figure,
measuring the daily total useful energy extracted. For the
collector tilted at 48.5 deg, integrated collector efficiency
for that day would have been 46 percent. Changing
collector angle to 20 deg, which is more favorable for
summer collection, increases integrated efficiency to 57
percent. In both these cases the collector functioned with
an average absorber temperature very close to 325°C
during the whole period of useful energy delivery.
Sensitivity analyses were not carried further, owing to a
shift in project emphasis.
IV. Summary
Program COLTEST was developed for the purpose of
carrying out specific performance studies on solar
collectors. It was used to some extent for predicting
behavior based on preliminary specifications of a hypo-
thetical collector. More recently a commercially available
collector, characterized by a general and detailed heat
transfer analysis, has been examined using COLTEST. A
separate report on that work is forthcoming.
f
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Toward a Mathematical Model of Solar Radiation for
Engineering Analysis of Solar Energy Systems
C. L. Hamilton
TDA Planning Office
M. S. Reid
Communications Elements Research Section
This report presents some first thoughts on mathematical models of solar radia-
tion suitable for use in, engineering analysis of solar energy systems. Included is a
discussion of the currently most-used insolation model and what improvements -l	 aright be made in it to better suit it for use in. designing energy systems. An ap-
proach to constructing an upgraded model is sketched.
I. Introduction	 II. Where an Insolation Model. Fits
After many years of study and experimentation on the	 Before construction of any energy system is undertaken,
subject, and in the face of continuing uncertaintyy over	 there must be reasonable assurance that it will meet the
supply and price of conventional energy sources, serious	 demand it was planned to satisfy, and that it will do so 	 i
consideration is now being given to the question of utiliz- 	 with a low enough life-cycle cost to make the project
ing solar-powered energy systems on a relatively large	 economically attractive._ System performance models can
scale. A necessary precursor to construction of well-	 be used first to judge design alternatives against each
designed, efficient, and economically viable solar energy 	 other and against criteria for performance and cost and
systems is engineering analysis not only of the systems 	 then to alter the design of the most promising systems to
themselves but also of the solar radiation that will drive
	
improve performance and/or lower costs, The function of
them. This report presents some first thoughts on mathe-
	
an insolation model can be better understood by looking
matical models of insolation characteristics suitable for 	 at some of the essential features of a solar energy system
use in analysis of solar energy systems. Included is ,a dis	 model.
cussion of the currently most-used insolation model and
what improvements might be made in it to better suit it 	 Solar-powered systems can cover a range of applica-
for use in design-Ing solar energy systems. An approach to	 tions, from space and water heating in a single structure
constructing an upgraded model is .sketched.	 to central station generation of electricity, and can vary
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widely in complexity. A generalized solar–thermal system
will be made up of solar collectors, possibly some sort of
storage subsystem, and a subsystem to convert thermal
energy to the desired form. Depending on the application,
each of the subsystems might be quite simple or very
complex; for illustrative purposes it will be sufficient to
think in terms of the general groups. In a gross sense, the
energy output of a solar-powered system is determined
over a given time period by the amount of solar radiation
collected by the system and the overall system efficiency.
The efficiency with which the system operates depends in
turn on characteristics of the included subsystems and
the parameters on which their individual performances
will depend.
Of the solar energy hutting a collector, a fraction, de-
pending on the sun's position relative to the collector
surface and the collector's own geometry and optical
properties, fails to get to the absorbing surface. A portion
of the absorbed energy is lost via heat leaks and reradia-
tion; the amount is determined by collector properties and
the temperature at which it operates along with other
factors like ambient temperature and perhaps wind speed.
The remaining energy is transferred from the collector as
sensible heat in a fluid at a temperature depending on
fluid characteristics, the temperature of fluid entering the
collector, and the collector temperature. The temperature
of fluid entering the collector depends on how much heat
is removed from it by other subsystems, such as that
devoted to energy conversion. The amount of heat required
by the conversion subsystem is governed by the load it is
to satisfy, by its own internal properties, by the tempera-
ture of the heat supplied to it, and by the temperature of
the sink to which it rejects heat (if it must). The character-
istics of the storage subsystem exert an effect on both
collector and conversion components. All of these influ-
ences are reflected in a system model that is made up of
an interrelated set of mathematical models representing
the performance of each component. Because each piece
depends strongly on factors that vary significantly with
time, the resulting model should reflect the important
dynamics. Inaccuracies associated with the various com-
ponent models will propagate and compound, during
analysis of the system, of course. This means that each of
them must represent the performance of the associated
subsystem with greater accuracy than is required of the
whole system model.
Given that a system model can be developed that will
allow calculation of system output as a function of insola-
tion and other weather parameters, where are we then?
A viable energy system, solar or otherwise, must be
capable of supplying the output expected of it over the
course of its useful .lifetime. Conventional systems can be
designed with the appropriate capacity and then provided
with the amount of fuel necessary to do their job. F1el for
a solar-powered system, sunlight, is completely outside the
control of man. Design of a solar energy system—the rela-
tive sizing and performance specifications of components
—must be done then on the bans not only of its intended
output but also on the basis of the energy input that can
be expected during its lifetime. The question arises—how
does one supply appropriate values for the prime driving
function, solar radiation, to allow an estimate to be made
of system performance over the span of 10 to 15 future
years? That performance analysis must be accurate enough
to permit design of a system that meets output criteria
and cost criteria in a situation where compensation for
even moderate uncertainty by oversizing components can
be prohibitively costly.
Experimental measurements of solar radiation intensity
could be used to drive a system model. Such measure-
ments_are scarce, limited to a few locations, and more
often than not of questionable accuracy. Only rarely, in
fact, have the needed aspects of incident radiation been
measured. Empirical data suffer from a more fundamental
deficiency, however. Using radiation measurements as
input for a well-conceived system analysis may give a
good estimate of how the syste, : vvould have performed
during the time the data were taken, but that estimate
would only be good for the period in which the measure-
ments were recorded. To arrive at the desired system per-
formance it would be necessary, in addition, to simulate
the system's behavior over that whole period, a procedure
that could be unnecessarily costly and time-consuming.
What is needed is a representation of insolation charac-
teristics that depicts those aspects of both its long-term
and short-term behavior on which system performance
depends, expressed in terms of a one-year' description.
That one-year description may never match insolation
behavior for a particular measured year, but would be
extrapolatable to match closely all important aspects of
insolation integrated over a long time. The representation
would, in short, be the output of a mathematical model
describing solar radiation. Such a model, along with a
suitable data base, would allow average or representative
future behavior to be predicted, along with estimates of
the frequency and magnitude of deviations from that
average. As noted above, the accuracy of the outputs from
this model must be greater than the accuracy required of
the outputs of the composite system model.
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III. The ASHRAE Model
An insolation model currently enjoying wide use is that
developed by the American Society of Heating, Refrigera-
tion and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). It was
not created for the purpose of analyzing performance in
solar-powered energy systems. Rather, its intended appli-
cation was in estimating heat Icad on buildings for the
purpose of specifying heating-c,;oling systems for installa-
tion there. The form of the ASHRAE model was dictated
by its purpose—this is the case with all mathematical
models. In general, the effect of insolation on cooling
system requirements is felt on clear sunny days; they
specify the conditions with which a cooling system must
cope. Only clear days are modeled by the ASHRAE
equations.
Some discussion of what happens to sunlight on its way
to Earth's surface will aid in dissecting the ASHRAE
model. Energy emitted by a point on the sun arrives at
the edge of our atmosphere in parallel says. Its intensity
at that point depends on Earth's dista-, rwe fv om the sun,
and varies slightly with time of year. As thr; solar radia-
tion passes through the atmosphere, as direct normal
intensity (intensity on the plane perpendicular to the ray
bundle's direction) is attenuated. Some of the energy is
absorbed by molecules of atmospheric constituents and
some is figuratively knocked out of the bundle of parallel
rays by molecular and particulate scattering. The degree
of attenuation from these effects is a function of the
distance the radiation has to traverse in the atmosphere,
and the concentration of absorbing and scattering species
contained there. The ASHRAE model uses the following
equation to mimic these influences under clear day con-
ditions:
IDN
	
NAe-„ /Binp	
^1)
IDN is the direct normal intensity of radiation at Earth's
surface. N is a clearness number that varies up or down
slightly from a value of 1, depending on geographical
location and season, and reflectsthe inevitable variation in
clarity of what is considered to be a clear day. The param-
eter A is classified as apparent radiation at atmosphere's
edge; it has a different value for each month and includes
the combined influence of the sun's distance from Earth
and some atmospheric attenuation. The value of B, the
atmospheric extinction coefficient, also varies monthly,
reflecting the concentration of absorbing and scattering
species. Sets of values for both A and B were determined
by empirical curve fitting. That is, they were the values
that, when inserted into Eq.. (1), produced values of Iny
that best matched data actually measured over a long
period at a site with a defined clearness number of 1.
Finally, I/sing (where 13 is the sun's elevation angle)
approximates the distance that the parallel bundle of rays
travels in the atmosphere, which varies with time of day
and time of year.
A unit area of surface at ground level will receive direct
radiation, In at a rate corresponding to the direct normal.
intensity modified by the cosine of a, the angle betweeV1
the direction of incoming rays and the direction perpen-
dicular to the surface.
In IDN cos a
	
(2)
In addition to the energy arriving in a direct line from
the sun, the surface in question will receive radiation from
two other sources. Some of the scattered rays will, after
bouncing about in the atmosphere, reach ground level and
the receiving surface, coming from all directions. Light
that has been reflected from the surroundings will also
be picked up. These two effects are treated in the terms
IDS
.= 
CInNF,s	 (3)
and
InC = rlr.T'sa
	
(4)
where Ins is intensity of diffuse radiation coming from
the sky, C is an empirically determined factor showing
monthly variation, and Fs,, is a geometrical factor relating
to the amount of sky in a position to radiate to the surface.
InC represents radiation reflected onto the surface from
the ground around it; IC is the total radiation intensity
falling on the ground (determined as for any surface);
r is ground reflectance, and F (, is another geometrical
factor. Analogous terms dealing with reflection from other
surfaces might be required if the surroundings warranted.
To sum up, the total radiation intensity received by a
surface near ground level, according to the ASHRAE.
model, is expressed as
IT 	 IDN cos a + CInNFss ` + rle,,Fsr,	 (5)
When the quantities included are properly evaluated,
this model provides good approximations for total radia
tior. intensity as a function, of time during clear weather.
This is one aspect of several needed for accurate analysis
of solar system performance.
1
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both direct and indirect radiation. For general application
to all collectors, another phenomenon must be considered,
That is the circumsolar radiation. This is caused mainly
by scattering of the sun's rays by Earth's atmosphere, and
possibly also by refraction to a smaller extent, and is
always present, On clear days, the effect is small and is
limited to a narrow angular diameter about the sun's disk.
On hazy days the turbidity of the atmosphere increases
the circumsolar radiation at the expense of the direct
component. It also increases the angular extent of circum-
solar radiation, which then merges with the diffuse radia-
tion. The result is that concentrating collectors cannot
	
focus the sun's disk sharply. Loss from atmospheric de- 	 A,
focusing of the sun's image becomes more severe as
	
concentration ratio increases, Neither this effect nor the
	 1frequency and nature of unclearness can be modeled
deterministically at this time. Random variables must be
employed to estimate their influence.
i
Since the ASHRAE model performs well in predicting
radiation on clear days, it forms a sensible starting point
for first attempts at constructing a generalized model.
We will concentrate on the terms described by Eqs. (1)
and (3), regarding the clear-day expressions for direct and
diffuse radiation as being a baseline condition that is
modified by the random effect of the weather. Modifica-
tions would occur via the insertion of a pair of random
variables (call their Al and m), one in each equation,
Ins = AINAe-11111"P 	 (6)
i
Ins = mCInxFs	 (7)
Any terms for reflected radiation (Eq. 4) that might be
required to model a situation will automatically be modi-
fied, since they would be derived from modified estimates
of total radiation on the reflecting surface. On a clear day,
both 111 and m would carry values of 1, and the original
ASHRAE equations would stand. As "unclearness" in-
creases, the value of Ill would vary on,a short time scale
—say, hourly. An additional variable could be inserted
into Eq. (6) to model the circumsolar radiation, giving in
the end
1
1n = DDINAe - rt€," „0
	(g)
An estimate of how the variable D might depend on con-
A requirement for dealing with all days demands a model	 centration ratio has been made, but must be verified.
with probabilistic components as well as deterministic 	 Equations (6) and (8) form a solar radiation model that
ones. An ideal model will reflect the occurrence and	 should be much more suitable than either experimental
dcasity of clouds and haze, and will mimic their effects on 	 measurements or the ASHRAE model for supporting engi.-
IV. Interaction of Solar Radiation and
Collectors
There are many ways of collecting solar energy. As far
as their dependence on the characteristics of insolation is
concerned, they may be classified in terms of the degree
of concentration they involve. While solar energy is
intrinsically of high quality, it arrives at Earth's surface
widely distributed and must be reconcentrated to be put
to useful work, Flat plate collectors use large areas of
absorbing material to intercept the radiation as it falls
unaltered on the collecting surface. The resulting energy
is removed as heat by a fluid circulating over the surface.
A flat plate collector can use all the radiation that hits it,
but at high operating temperatures heat losses from the
large area of hot surface limit its efficiency. Collector
designs that concentrate the radiation before it strikes
the absorbing surface seek to reduce these heat losses by
cutting down on the surface area of hot material, allowing
higher efficiency. In effect, the concentrating_ collectors
focus the light on a small absorbing area, from which heat
is removed by a circulating fluid. Concentration ratio is a
measure of the area over which radiation is captured
relative to the area on which it is focused; the higher the
concentration ratio the more precise focusing is required.
Only direct radiation is useful to a concentrating col-
lector. Diffuse radiation cannot be focused. The ASHRAE
model allows estimation of direct radiation on clear days,
where it comprises a large fraction of the total incident
light. Energy systems must also work on days that are not
entirely clear. Then the proportion of diffuse radiation is
much larger, and concentrating collectorswill experience
their own degradation of output, In comparing systems,
one must decide whether large areas of possibly less P -
pensive nonfocusing collectors, with high heat losses but
capable of using all the components of incident light, are
more or less effective than perhaps smaller arrays of more
expLmsive focusing collectors tb at will attain high tem-
peratures more efficiently but can't use all the light. This
comparison cannot be made without knowing the avail-
ability of both direct and diffuse radiation as a function
of time for all kinds of days.
The ASHRAE equations embody a semi-empirical,
deterministic model. By dealing exclusively with one kind
of day, a type that is practically eventless except for the
rise and fall of the sun they can be successfully applied.
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neering analysis of solar energy systems, The improved
model will be more representative of solar behavior than
a set of measurements, and will deal somehow with all
the aspects of radiation that are important to a collector.
The question arises—where do values of M, m, and D
come from? Their basis is a series of simultaneous mea-
surements made as accurately as possible in one location
over as long a period of time as practicable. The param-
eters collected would include total insolation intensity
and direct radiation as measured by a set of devices with
a number of different concentration ratio. Data would
be taken at small time intervals, on the order of a few
minutes. Diffuse radiation intensity could be derived by
differencing measurements of total intensity and direct
radiation determined without concentration. These data
and Eqs. (6) and (8) would be used to calculate simul-
taneous values for the three random variables. From the
calculated values, a joint probability density function for
Al and in would be determined, as well as a functional
relationship between D and concentration ratio. The
derived probability density functions are used, while
model calculations are being carried out, to generate
values of the random variables which will lead to a time
series of calculated intensities with the same statistical
properties as the original measurements,
For probability density functions to give the most repre-
sentative results, they should be based on a very large
number of measurements. It is often the case that their
form can be determined from a more limited set of data,
after which they can be upgraded by small adjustments
in the parameters in which they are expressed as more
and more data become available. Modification of the
density functions for application to another location may
be possible, using a limited number of insolation measure-
inents at the new site and correlation with other weather
data that might be more. abundant, Verification of such a
transfer, and establishment of the conditions under which
it would be valid, would require careful measurements
for comparison with predicted values.
A program for gathering meteorological and solar data
using absolute calibration standards has been underway
at the Goldstone Space Communications Complex since
June 1974 (Refs. 1 and 2). These measurements provide
an archive of solar data calibrated to the international
standard. In addition, they provide a data base that has
allowed a start on development of a solar model such as
the one sketched, which will be the subject of a forth-
coming publication. It must be kept in mind, however,
that the approach to an accurate insolation model de-
scribed in thet;e paragraphs is only a beginning. This
probabilistic model is still very much simplified, and
future effort might profitably be spent investigating those
factors, now determined empirically, to more precisely
identify and separate their deterministic and probabilistic
components.
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